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'AGRICULTURAL CHILD LABOR ,PROVISIONS OF FLSA,

' 1975

SATURDAY, JANUARY 18, 1975

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR OF THE

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,
Presque Isle, Maine.

The subcommittee met; pursuant to notice; at 10:05 a.m., in the
conference room, Northeastland Hotel, Presque Isle, Maine, Senator

:-William I). Hathaway (presiding pro tempore).
Present : Senator Hathaway and Congressman Williamohen.
Staff present.: Donald Ehsburg, Counsel; Don A. Zimmerman,

Angus King, George P. Sape, and David Dunn, professional staff
members.

Senatin HATHAWAY. The Subcommittee on Labor of the Senate..
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare will come to order.

Today is the. second day- of hearings in regard to the question of
child labor in agriculture. The first day was held in Portland, Oreg.,
last month and testimony there' focused on the strawberry harvest,
and as you know, ourfocus here will be on children under 12 picking
potatoes.

One 'of the most important responsibilities of Congress is to keep
a constant watch on how laws already passed actually work. It is not
enough to simply look forward to new legislation and new problems.
We also have to make.sure that the old laws have the effect that was:
intended, and that unexpected circumstances dO no render our work
ineffectual and harmful.

It is-thiS task of examining an existing piece of legislation that
brings this subcommittee to Presque Isle today.

In the early part of 1974, the Congress approved a major set of
amendments to the Fair Labor Standard Act, commonly called the
minimum wage law. The primary purpbse of these amendments-was
to increase the minimum wage which had remained constant for'
althost 8 years, and to extend the protections of the ,act to a larger
group of workers.

Aside from thege major provisions, the new amendments contained
numerous other sections, one of which dealt with the questiOn of child
labor in agriculture. It is this provision, that isi its intention and prac-
tical effect, which will be the subject. of today's hearing.

After years of struggle, the employment of children in the i = us-
tries of' our great cities was finally prohibited by the Congress a t,
40 years ago. It-seems inconceivable to us today, but this chan.. id
riot come easy. Its opponents decried the intrusion of Government and

(1)
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predicted the demise of those industries peculiarly dependent on the--
labor of children:

Now, we all know that this did not occur, and we should be proud
that this practice-was finally ended: At the time of the fiistchild labor
laws it was assumed that similar problems did not exist in agriculture.

Most people raised in rural areas remember the hard work of farm ,.

life, but they also remember the strength and the goo'd health that that
work seemed to bring. to them. No one thought that children helping
with the seasonal harvest, whicli- was an event that involved virtually
the entire community, was a form of exploitation. It was a simple
necessity, especially in locations which had no other source to meet
enormous short-term labor needs.

But the development of improved, cheap transportation, along
with new and massive agricultural operations, mainly in the West and

. Southwest, broug it an important additional factor to the agricultural
labor scene, the migrant who- followed the harvest in great, never
ending streams. The experience of this grodp with agricultural life
waglundamentally different than that knownto most rural Americans.

Instead of living through the normal pattern of slow periods alter-
nating with intense activity at planting and harvest time, these people
endured iSne long harvest? and more importantly-for the purposes of
tdday's.hearilig, so did their children.
'Schooling, the,key to getting out of the migrant stream, was sketchy

and even nonexistent. Wages were low, accommodations were teririble,
and nobody ever heard of day care. .,

So the children worked from the earliest ages alongside their parents
in a continuous 'harvestfrom Texas to Chliforn a to Oregon, and
back and from Florida-to' New York. Their work as not seasonal. It
did not last for 1 or 2" 'weeks. It was year-round, an very hard.

Finally, in the last decade, the effect of this pattern on th6 people
'involved began 'to be noted outside of the stream. Educa.On lawrand
programs were set up; and protections enjoyed by all ether wolters r
began to be extended to those in agriculture. And, people 'began to
look at the children. They found basically three things.

First, the children were being damaged physically by the work.
Along with malnutrition, the children were developing such maladies
as arthritis and spinal yroblems.

Second, the children were suffering culturally from lack of educa-
tion, as well as missing out on the normal pursuits of growing up. ,,,,

Finally, it was apparent that the work of the.children had a,depre-
ing effect on adult Wage rates and adult job opportunities. It was upon
this record that the Congress based last year's action. ,:---

.But what has become apparent, and what I tried-un' successfully to
get across to my colleagues last year, is tilt there may loe situations
where the very valid resorts behind this nelaw simply do not apply.

Specifically? the concerns stated by the committee in taking its ac-
tion which I just outlined, may not be valid in a short-term, single-
crop harvest, employing local children outside of school hours.

Now, it is to gather the facts of this particular type of situation that
is the purpose of these hearings, and the similar hearings, which I
mentioned we held a month ago in theState of Oregon.. .

At the conclusion of today's session, and after studying the material
accumulated, the committee will consider whether some exception
should' be made to the general prohibition which is now in the law.
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I. want to welcome you 4}1 to the hearing, and express thanks cfrom
the committee for the material you have prepared for us.

In the interest of time, I hope thlit each of you offering testimony
will summarise your testimony, and of course, your full statement will
appear in the record.

Our first witness this morning is the Honorable William. Cohen,
Congressman f.5om the Second District ofMaine.

Welcome to the committee, Bill, and you may proceed with your
statement. -....._ ...,

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM S. COHEN, A N.S. REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MAINE

Mr. Co fiEN. Thank you; Mr. Chairman. /
At the outset, I want to thank my distinguished colleague and good

friend, Senator Hathaway, for inviting me to present a statement to
the subcommittee. I also want to 'commend the chairman for his initta-
tiVe in scheduling this hearing in-Milne; thus providing those individ-
uals most affected by the new child labor provisions of the Fair Labor
Standards Act with an opportunity to be heard on this very important
matter.

I would point out, that. your many years in the House of Representa-
tives were devoted, in large part, to the farming problems in Maine,
particularly in Aroostook County. I know the people appreciate your
concern with their problems as the chairman of this important

,.
subcommittee.

Since the chairman has provided us with an excellent overview of
the issues inVlved in today's hearings, and later witneses will un-
doubtedly devote considerable time to documenting the specific eco-
nomic and employment impacts resulting from the recently adopted
child labor provisions, my statement will ocus on the broader ques-
tion raised bf the employment of ch. drei under 12 years of age in

rain agricultural operations.
I believe that themajor thrUst of our efforts today should be to build

a definitive record with regard to Maine's experiences in the,employ-
ment of child labor in hand harvest operations-6 'record that will
conclusively demonstrate to other Members of Congress that the new
ohild labor provisions of the FLSA are unduly restrictive and-that
some flexibility in the law is requiied to account for instances where

presSive labor conditions are-not documented.
As one writer observed in a recent article in the Washington Post,
e of our favorite American illusions is that passing laws always
ves problems. We are, as the author of the artic e observed, a na-

tion of lawsperhaps too many laws. ExampleS abo nd, well-inten-
tioned statutes and regulations creating rather than olv ng problems,

,lither through inflexibility, excessive restrictions, unev application
or passive enforcement.

'Our presence here today is testimony to the fact that the unintended
or unforeseen consequences of certain le lative enactments can and
frequently do lead to real hardship and in quity and, in this specific
instance, the disruption of a traditional p ern of employment for
no discernible reason. G

I certainly do not profess.cto be an
aexperienced and seasoned veteran,

as are many in this room, when it comes to hffvesting Maine's all-.
,,,
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important potato crop. Candidly speaking, the truth of the matter is
that in recent years, my agrarian-related experiences have been large-
ly confined to an infrequent swipe at the lawn when one of my sons
balks at the task, an occasional visit to the produce counter at the
'supermarket, and a brief sojourn 'into Wilfred Saucier's potato fields
in New Canada. I fully expect that Lowell Weeks will seek to remedy
this situation come September,

But to a substantial degree, what we are attempting to do here to-
' day is to preserve an opportunity, an opportunity that in many re-
spects represents a way of life in Aroostook County and in certain
areas in the Western United States. The evidence is strong that em-
ployment associated with the traditional hand harvesting of Maine's
potato crop. has had a constructive,ealthy, and positive influence on
the lives of many young people over the years.
. To be sure, this traditional activity has " provided an invaluable

social and educational experience for many chili ren that could-ould not
possibly be garnered from a textbottk or in cla room. At the same
time, the opportunity for children to earn a in° est income while as-,
sisting the individual potato producer to harve4 is highly periShable
crop has clearly been of mutual benefit to both arties.

Finally, the practi& of using area children ti assist in the harvest
has served as an adhesive in strengthening ommunity spirit and
perscinal ties.

But the practice of employing children( in ricultnral operatioins,
as. Senator Hathaway Itas pointed out, has not al s been the whole-
some and constructive activity that has characterize aine's eaperi-
ence.

The cruel, exploitative, and inhumane treatment of man igrant
children in other areas of the United States is well docu ted.
Tragically, a reign of physical and mental abuse has been visa
upon countless children. Economic considerations have frequently run
roughshod over personal liberties, human respect, and commonsense.
An environment of coercion and abuse has forcibly displaced reason,
justice, andslignity in far too many instances.

Clearly, each of us has an overriding moral obligation to put an im-
mediate and permanent end to these p;actices, by providing these in-
nocent and powerless victims with the greatest degree ,of protection
pos41e.

adoption of the new child labor provisions to the Fair Labor
Standards. Act represe,nts an attempt by the Congress to embrace and
fulfill its responsibilities in this regard.

If, as I indicated earlier in, my statment, we are to conclusively
demonstrate that Maine's experiences with the employment of children
in agricultural operations have not nurtured the personal abuses and.
indignities common in other areas of the United States, I believe that
we must addresS ourselves to thelollowing issues in this hearing:

The underlying justifications for employing children in Maine's
agricultural operations.'

An extensive examination of.the record in Maine with respect to-
reported instances of abuse and injury in the fields.

A discussion of the procedures employed by State and local officials
to insure that maximum protection is provided to the child working in
the potato harvest.
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The degree of direct adult Supeiyision over children under 12 work-
ing in the harvest. I

Are basic sanitary requirements provided for in or near the field ?
Water? Scheduled lunch periods?

What precautioit are taken to insure that children are not p °m-
int, mechanical andtphysical work that could lead to seri,
abling personal injury ?

A determination as to 'whetter or not any herbicides, p cides, or
insecticides are used in the field that could halm personal health.

The number of hours a day children normally work and the method
Of transportation to and from The field.

An exhaustive examination of whether or (the use,of children in

a
the harvest displaces able and willing adult orkers.

The provisions that are made to insu e that the employment of
children in agricultural operations in /Marne does not interfere or
impede the formal schooling process.

What percentage of the children under 12 emp Dyed in the fields
are the sons and daughters of inigr fit parents.

. In sum, I Waieve that we ca atisfactor4 ad ress these concerns
in this hearing, and that it is ossible to provrde or the protection of
our yaung people working ,m the harvest witho t denying thon the
opportunity to work on the basis of age alone.

(nearly, these are difficult times for the individual farmer, and
every effort must be made to free him frOm cumbersome and unneces-
sary restrictions 'that =duly hamper his ability to produce.

I am hopeful that this hearing will serve to provide the necessary
impetus and justification for amending the child labor provisions of
the Fair Labor Standards Act, or providing certain exemptions from
its provisions, where it is demonstrably clear that employment of
children will not be physically or mentally harmful. We need some
action in this regard, and I want to assure you that I am prepared to
'work with you, Mr. Chairman, and all others to advance this goal.

Once--again, Yet me coinpliment you for bringing_thiLhearing to
Maine, and to make an opportunity available'to the people of this area
to testify today.

Senator HATHAWAY. Bill, thank you very much, and let me cOmp11-

ment you on a very comprehensive and detailed statement, and I lope
that you willeven though you do not serve on thp comparable commit -'
teen the House, tongue yoin input into the situation. Assuming the
testimony and the evidence indicates as you did in your statement, that
there are no harmful effects, and that some type Of exemption is a
necessity for th9 county, we will have to come up with some imagina-
tive legislation that will not, create a loophole, for those who would
exploit child labor. fit

We, look forward to your participatio with us. in drafting seine-
thing along that line, and also wou you to participate with me'
today, to the extent,that you want to do so. You are welcome to join me
on thepitnek

Mr. CollErr. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, I would be
happy to. ( at'

Senator HATH AWAY. Senator Muskie could not be here today as he
had a prior commitment- in Androscoggin County. He has written
'me indicating his regret at not being able to attend these hearings and

1,Q
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his concern ,about this prob i. This letter will be made a part of therecord.
He also has provided a statemen vhieh we.will place in the record

it this point, and he has asked Ine to vey his,regards to his manyfriends herein the county:
4

STATEMENZ OF HON; EDMUND S. MUSK* A SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF MAINE

Senator Muslim. Thalikg''you, Mr. Chairman, fort pp unity tosubmit a statement for the'record on the Fair Labor Standa cts Actas it applies to child labor"! in agriculture,' I congratulate you yourefforts on behalf of children who wish to work in Maine potato -hi rvestsand in other harvests throUghout the 4ation and..on behalf of e pro=ducers of potatoes and other crops who have no other labor force torook to. - . . ..
A provision of the 1974 Amendments to the Fair Labor Standai'ds. Act prohibited most children under, the age of 12 from workingagriculture. ,The purpose of that provision in law is to codify a amatter of nittional social policy that children under 12 shotild notlydrk for hire in agriculture or any other industry, where they maybe exploited or abused. That provision of .law is designed to improveFederal law banning sweatshop practices and abuses in migrant' laborsituations. '

I. /HoweVer, this law prohibits eniplgyment of -children °under' 12 inagriculture., except under very limited circumstances. Aroostook
County relies%eavily on the potato industry, and because the potatoin( try relies heavily on" labor of schoolchildren, including thosetin 12, Senator Hathaway introduced an amendment,. which I

, cosponsored, in the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare to-Plier.mit children under 12 to be employed in agriculture in instances
where there will be no abuse or exploitation.

The Senate committee refused to approve this proposal, but did
agree to alloW hearings to be held on the issue for factfinding purposes
so the committee could intelffgently reconsider its earlier position that
there should be a flat prohibition of employment in agriculture of
children under 12, xcept on theirparents' farms.

It is unfortimaM,fiat most people in Washington, D.C., and elms-
where have preconceived notions of such employment, and regard it
as exploitation without distinctions for local. employment conditions
and. requiements and without regard for what the children them-.
selves think. Too often, people think of Simon Legree and Topsy of
"1Triele Tom's Cabin" when they think ofchild labor in agriculture. It
is for this reason that I itm especially pleased that Senator Hathaway
has brought the hearincg to Aroostook County, so the Senate committee
and others may see that no one is more protective and supportive of
their children than we in Maine.

The traditional' images of child labor in agriculturemigrant labor
camps with poor housing and sanitation, exploitation of workers in
pay scales coupled with labor camp food and clothing outlets charging

.

exorbitant prices, and unsafe transportation to and from the fields or
sweatshop conditionscannot be compared to working conditions for
children under 12 in Aroostook County. Here, the harvest is a com-
munity-based operation, ideally, if loosely supervised, . which, puts

.,,,,,,,A
tw,

,
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everyone who iiicks pota es on the same pi* n
*

ate for work per-
*med. It provides an oppo ity for families to supplement their
ii omes, And many parents ev take working vacations to earn extra
money.- Children under 121a,,,re dequately superMed by older brothers
or sisters or parents as welT s by some tea,chers;whp join the harvest
during the harvest recess a d -act as supervisors of small children.

Opponents of efforts to p emit these children to work if they choose
argue that the children are taking jobs away from local adults and
workers from 'Outside the area. This iV' simply not the case. For more
than 15.years,.there/has been an inadequate domestic labor supply for
the harvest, even with children employed in the harvest. Because of
this labor shortage, the county has continued to rely heavily on the
labor of its schoolchildren.

Most schools in the county accommodate. his nted by closing during
the harvest period, which is -possible- since4lierOpen in late August
to allow time for a harvest recess. Only elementary grades in Presque
Isle, Madawaska; and. Limestone remain open, and all grades in Ash-
land Scbool Districtkremain open.

Applying ii 'd national rules whiCh do not account for local condi-
tions is a mista 0;3 the Federal Government has made many times in the
past, to the detriment, of locall 'e where the rules are not necessary. 1

The point I woad like to-Make oda t the laudable goals of the
provisions of the Fair Labor Standards on child laborto prevent
exploitation and abuse of childrensho not be codified so broadly
as to prohibitsuch employment where th e is n8 exploitation or abuse
and where the children are an important and walling part of the labor
force. '.

Asfar as Senator Hathamlay and I have been able to detormine, there - -.`
is no substantiated record of abuse or exploitation 9f Aroostook Ctamty
children. in the potato h vest. Rather, records indicate that there have,
bon virtually ilo work elated injuries suffered by these chtldren and .

surveys of children p ticjpating in the harvest show that they have
real enthusiasm for th op*ortumty to work.

4 Therefore, the thr St of Senator Hatha,Way's amendment, whicli-I
i fully support, is to a low the Department of Labor to waive the flat

prohibition against ieir labor in carefully defined situations where,'" ,
the protection of ex sting law itas 'been judged unnecessary.: The pro-
posal would permit he Secretary of Labor to waive,the applicationbf
the child labor prohibition the labor involved virire customarily paid

the
.

on a:° piece rate basis; if failure to waive the provision would riptlt in
economic disruption of the industry involved if the employm t of , _,_

children would not be deleterious to their health and well-bei Arid
would provide that any waiver granted byte 'Sedretiliy of Labor
would require that the children must be employed Outside of school
hours and with the approval of the local school authorities; that thb
children must commute daily from their permanent residence in the
area and that children cannot be employed for more than a 013-week .

period. -
This proposal would guarantee that the children re adequately pro-

tected'from abuse. ywould apply only in instances' here the employ=
ment was a community-based operation sorely need 'I by, the industry.
Therefore, he proposal would! notbreliaAmktin -,,,Re fiction..against
Sweatshopnployment or abuse of children in migr , ,,.6 ,,,t, -. , ,,I, ens.

All of us,here know how heavily the economy of Aroostook Cuntii
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relies on tie potato industry. Aroostook County's potato industry re-
lies heavily on halal harvest:of a substantial portion of its crop- -about

percentb.siIIce only about ;15 percent of the harvest is now ine,cha,-
nized.

Aroostook County neither contains nor has access to a substantial
pumber of Migrant workerti to perfOrm this work. It is far from the
East Coast migrant labor stream. Only an undetermined but small
number, of Mame and Canadian Indians and 20t) bonded Canadian
workers Were available, for the harvest of 1974. The rest of the work
force' was composed of several thousand resident adults and, 13,653
students in the school System, of Aroostook County. Since between
15,000 and 20,000 persons were engaged in the harvest, this means that
between 21.4 percent and 2 .5 percent of the total labo force .in the
harvest was under the age 12, or a rough average of 2. percent,

A ',statistical breakdown of the luirv'est, as compiled by he super-
intuulents of schools of Aroostook Comity kind collated y Smith
McIntyre, follows:

Students in Aroostook County-20,653.
Students participating in harvest- 13,653 (66.1 percent of total

number of students).
Students in ,picking-8,745 (64 percent of students in harvest) ..

(This figure would likely include all students under 12.)
Students on harvesters-42,022 '(15 percent of students in harvest).
Students on trucks-687 (5 percent of student's in harvest).
Average-days worked by students-15.7.
Average-pay per day$12.16.
Total man -flays worked-212,570.
Total payroll$2,785,295. (Spin-off ratio exilted to be $7 $1.)
Average piecd rate-40 cents to 45 cents barrel (ranged from 35

cents-50 cents) A
Average work performed -10 to 110 barrels/day.
The critical nature of timing of harvest here neeessit4tes a work

force composed largely of resident students. The potato crop must be
harvested quicklywithin 3-4.weeksto beat the first severe fall frost.
Even with 66.1 percent of all the students in the county working in
the harvest, this fall, oticagain there was a labor shortage. 'There bas
been a problem for it least the last 15 years. This year, as in the past,
thousands of acres of ,potatoes had to be left unharvested because the
crop could 'not be brought in quickly enough to avoid an early frost.
,,IkTherefore, the. county, must call on its student population, including
4$student.population under 12, to assi4 in the effort. Of the 13,653
.;,,iclents who participated in the harvest, :11.3 percent', or 4,279, were

k. under the age pf 12. Of these, 1,505 were from subprimary grades
through third gerde, and 2,774 were from grades 4 to 6.

Senator HATHAWAY. Our next witnessesiare Duane Smith, an econ-
omist'and marketing specialist, and Ed Johnston, an economist of the
University of Maine.. 14,

Gentlemen, welcoine to the heariv
in my opening remarks, all statements of all witnesses will

Vie a part of the record, and you may sumrarize your statement
you see fit. . ,

13
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STATEMENT OF EDWARD F. JOHNSTON, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR,
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMIST, UNIVERSITY OF MAINE, ORONO,
MAINE, AND DUANE A. SMITH, EXTENSION ECONOMISTMAR-.

' ICETII.IG, UNIVERSITY OF MAINE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION
. SERVICE

Mr, Joilxivrox. Mr. Chairnian, members of the suhcommittee, my
name is Edward F. Johnston. I inn presently an associate professor
employed as a research agricultural economist at the University of
Maine in Orono, assigned specifically to the commodity area of
potatoes.

I was born and schooled in central Aroostook County, and have
worked on potato farms in various activities from the age of 8 until I

' entered graduate school at age 25;
I received my bachelor's degree in agronomy from the University of

,Maine and my master's degree in agricultural economics from Pennsyl-
xania State University. I have worked in my profession with the Uni-
versity of Maine for 20 years, 11 of which were while located at
Aroostook Farm in Presque.

The comments I make here are based upon my professional research
and experience, the research of other stall of the AgriculturaltExper.i-
ment Station, and upon my knowledge of the 'Aroostook County po-
tato industry, and people from being one of them. These comments do
not represent any position of the University of Maine.

With me, and submitting this statement jointly, is Duane A. Smith,
extension -economistmarketing, University of, Maine Cooperative
Extension Service. Mr. Smith obtained a B.S. degree in sagriculture
economics from the University of-Maine in 1959, and tin M.S. in
resource economics from the University of. New Hampshire in 1969.

-Since 1971, he has served as the extensum service State potato, Mar-
iteting specialist. Prior to this he was employed by the USDARS
as a researcher in marketing economics.

In the last decade, between 128,000 and 148,000 acres of potatoes have
been harvested in the State of Maine, constituting about 11 'percent
of the Nation's total potato acreage. Ninety-five percent of Maine's po-
tato crop is produced in Aroostook County.

, The Statistical Reporting Service estimates that approximately 70
percent of Maine potatoes are mechanically harvested. Other major
potato producing areas have converted almost totally to mechanical
harvesting methods, which were introduced commercially in -the late
1940's and early 1950's.

Universal adoption of the mechanical method in Aroostook County
is hindered by tlie stony nature' of the soil, the topography, and the
inherent irregularity of the size and shape of cultiVated fields. With
technological and farm management changes, and sornsjankee in-
genuity, the number of mechanical harvesters used in Mayne increased
from 12 in 1955, to 274 in 1954, the 1,200- to 1,300 estimated in use

. currently. ,

,14
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Approximately 30.percent of the State's potato crop remains har-
vested manually; that is, by the handpiekino. method. Included in this
acreage are larger farm enterprises using both the mechanical and
thanual.methods, as well as smaller farm enterprises using handpick-
ing only. Use of the manual method is continued from necessity and
by choice.

In Maine, many varieties are produced commercially. The suitabil-
ity to mechanical harvesting varies with variety. There is productive
potato land within Aroostook County which has not been, or cannot
feasibly be, adapted to mechanical harvest

Relatively small farhi operations cannot economically justify in-
vestment in the mechanical method. The handpicking method is 'ver-
satile, and the size of the crews Nr.p.writh the size of the farm. With
mechanical harvesters, efficiency is lost and unit costs increased unless
the harvesters are operated near capacity, and in increments such as,
'125, 250, or 375 acres, et cetera. -Maine potato farms are typically family size units. A University
of Maine study found potato farms in 1969 to average 87 acres in
potatoes. Of an potato farms in the State, one-half has less than 70
acres in potatoes. They conStituted abotiat 22 percent of the total acre-
age. Three-quarters of the total number of farms werkthoSe with less
than 102 acres in potatoes, and a little less than one-half of the total
acreage was accounted for by this group.

Various analyses by the University of Maine researchers have in-
dicated that at least 100 to 125 acres of potatoes have been required
to make a conventional two-row mechanical harvester operation eco-
nomically competitive with the manual method, excluding changes
required in handling facilities at storage. These data indicate a high
proportion of Aroostook County potato growers would have higher
per unit costs if they harvested mechanically.

With the transition from manual to mechanical potato harvesttng
in Maine, the -work force used changed. It is estimated that 301000
.workers.were used in the late 1950's and early 1960's; when fewer thin
300 mechanical harvesters were in 'operation. The number of harvest
workers decreased to approximately 20,000 workers in the 1970's.

Being submitted along with our testimony is a more detailed anal-
ysis of the history of harvest labor between 159 and 1972, which.-we
wouhi like to introduce in its entirety fbr the record. Included'in this
analysis are thechanges in the number 'and composition of the bur--

vesting work force during that time.
Suffice it to say at this point that the numbers of school age persons,

in the labor force remained at substantially the same level through --
out the 15-year period, constituting about one-half of the 30,000
work force and about 70 percent of the total in recent years.

The adult sector of the work force, both local and itinerant, de-
dined from approximately 15,Q00 to 5,000 to 6,000. This change was
concurrent with the increase in mechanical harvesting.

In the detailed analysis submitted, the conclusion states:
The impact of mechanical harvesting process in Aroostook County has not

, been that of a labor displacing device which foreed people out of their jobs,
but rather device which has aided that labor which has been available to

a harvest the Crop.
,

The. laborers. hired for use in the mechanical harvesting' method,
rTd.a for the'digging, hauling, and storing activities in the manual

15=
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inethod, are almost wholly persons over 15 year otage. They are paid
on an ligurly, or daily wage rate. The laborers Mrfacl, for the hand-
picking operation include some adults, some high school youth,"and
many elementary and junior- high school youth, paid one a piecework
basis. The local rate per barrel for picking potatoes has been about
15 or 16 percent of the hourly rate 'paid for other harvest activities.

For example, a prevailing picking wage of 40 cents per barrel
amounts to 16 percent of a prevailing hourly rate of $2.50. This rate
structure has in the past apparently sufficed to attract about enough
laborers in all activities to meet the demand. ,

However, shortages within the industry are evidenced by perennial
request for laborers, by radio and newspaper, before and throughout
the harvest season? and by the acreage leftunharvested in some years.

Individual earnings from picking potatoes. vary greatly. The piece-
work concept allows those who prefer to picek, and those who desire
employment, but are not permitted to work in other capacities) to,
help with the harvest. That those who have a choice between a job
of picking and some other harvest activity generally prefer the latter
is supported by a comparison of the incometreceived at the wage levels
given above.

A picking rate or'about 61/2 barrels per hour is required to equal
the hourly wage. This is substantially higher than the $4.44 and $4.95
average barrel per hour rates ,reported in the university publications
15 and 25 years ago. To equalize hourly wages for the average picker,
the piece work wage would have to be increased to about 21 percent
of the hourly wage; to 531/4 cents per barrel When $2.55 pey hour;
and 64 cents per barrel when $3 per' hour.

A farmer faced with increasing of pieckw011 wages to higher per-
centages of the hourly wages, in order to secure pickers, would look
to mechtinical harvesting as one of his alternatives. In a change to
mechanical harvesting he would know that his labor reqiilltrements,
both in numbers and in cost, would be reduced, but that his equip-
ment ownership, and operating costs, and his consumption of fuel
would be increased. y

To what point would picking wages' have; to increase to make'
mechanical- harvestinpecontmically competitive assuming no. differ
ence in quality of products?

A budgeting analysis, using new equipment at relatively current
prices and.exclusive of the cost of any changes in the storage structure, '
indicates that picking wage rates would have to increase to about
25 percent of hourly wages for 100-acre grower ; about 20 percent of.
the hourly wage for a 100-acre grower.

At a $2.50 hourly wage. rate, tl-k amounts were 631/2 cents per
barrel for a 70-acre grower, and 512 cents for a 100 -acre grower
equalize the unit harvesting .costs by the ,two methods.

Should equipment prices increase at a comparatively faster rate
than labor costs, as was experienced between 1966 and 1972, the acre-
age at which mechanical-harvesting becomes economically competitive
would increase- above these levels.

In summary, few, if any additional laborers would be enticed into
the picking category by picking' prices which would be economically
tolerable. A shift to mechanical harvesting would mean a reduction
in total acreage feasible for potato production and a decline in farm
numbers. Total demand for adult workers would be unchanged or

16
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ceased' as a; ha,nd;kre,w, uses approximately the same number of
workors as there Wm in a mechanical harvester crew. Those adult

ckers, working for farmers who have to mechanize would have to
eke other work.
Man Y low-income families would be deprived of

worsening
in-

wcome obtained through children's 'earnings. A net of the
State's balance-ot-paYments would occur due to laige capital invest-
mentssfdr goods produced in other regions. The resulta sharp-reduc-
tion in the regional multiplier-effect of the dollars spent by farmers.

Many Maine potato farmers Will continue to utilize the manual
method for ,some or all of their harvesting. A constraint upon utiliza-

ition of any local labor that are willing to work will exert additional
i.economic' pressures upon these growers operations and increase their,

management problems, disproportionate to those potato farmeis who
use mechanical, Harvesting methods exclusively. 'The Maine potato -_

industcy, and _Aroostook County people in general; would sustain somo .,

eeonoinic 'disadvantages.
Thank ou. .

TSenator HATii AwAY. Thank you very
.
mu0 , Ed.

haryestei economically, ho many acres ?
At wh point di# you say the smaller farm could use mechanical

)r. J. DISToisr-$ depends ii the price relati nship between picking
an nue anical harvesters. ut- at 'current leAr' s it is in the vicinity
of 100 a res.. 'I ;

Sealatctr HATHAWAY. Is this on an ownership atis, or lease
1Tr. JoiuszeroN. On ownership, sir. .
Senator HATHAWAY. Is itnot posfflible they mil, leastithem from the

larger f rrns and thereby reduce their cost so it 1. uld be compa able
to what he hand harvest cost would be?

Mr.1 Hictrroic. My potatoes and your potatoes s ,\1 ould be ested'
"at the sa e time.

.457 Senator HATHAWAY.'SO the point is that there w o old be eq ip-
.

ment available for lease? ,

Mr. JOHNSTON. Right, and ft is not a common p \) ct e for either..,.

lease or ownership situations with machinery deale to obtain har-
Vesters, it is not a common relationship to have si.0 ..m work done
where somebody else comes in and harvests your p o Slor you. It is
not practiced. '' . .

nator HATHAWAY. Have, you studied the cost ov , he years?
Mr. JOHNSTON. Yes. .
Senator HATHAWAY. What is the trend, is it gettin close to the

hand harvest?
Mr. JOHNSTON. No; during the period of stu , fi:om i 66 to 1972,

the prices for equipment all increased at substantially aster rates
than wage levels, which remain fairly constant, and duce , g that time,
according to my analysis, it got to Be about 199 acres ,.efore the unit
cost in the two systems were equal. That is a little nore than 'What
is expected in one'harvest of a season. . -

Senator HATHAWAY. Do you have figures showing how many chil-
dren under 12 worked?

Mr. JOHNSTON. I do not. I have figures on the total school popula-
tion, there will be other testimony which will haye some figures on
that subsequent proportion, and I do not think my estimate,ofritl-adcl

..anything at this point. - f f

1 7
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Senator. ItATTIAWAY. You do not have figures of the hourly w go
that is paid to children under 12, or chile <fin general?

Mr. JOHNSTON. No; it isa piece% asis.
Senator HATHAWAY. Wha uld it come in in an hourl / basis? I

realize A is piecewor _but' children pick. slower than ad ts, so the
hourlywago is less. .

Mi. JOHNSTON, n no of our reports, the experime station. said
that youths under 14 years of' age averaged 22 barrel:Et per ay. This
,ainounts t a little o er 2 barrelS iPer hot which (I is n thel yicinity
of $. pe hour on t e average that 1 set aer 4 year Would be
earnin

Sen
of ja

Th

a
It

for HATHAWAr. Would you say
r to replace the children tinder
OonNwroN. There has neve

eluis probably never b e n a
e hove for year been oing to
in my opinion, that i youngste

tat the obtaining of over-12-year- 41 l4 4

iffibult.

e are available sources

urplus of potato pickers,
of harvest workers
for bonded labor to help,

ere prohibited from picking,
to replace them would be very

Senator HATHAWAY. What the piece rate were raised, for
xamplo?
Those who are opposed to h t ving 1* exception for child labor,

e that the young children depress theft
the you could attract the adults if yoili pay 60 c a barrel instead.
of40 cents 4 barrel for picking. .
' Do you have any studies to indicate whether that is true or ?

Mr.')- HNSTON. In the submitted testimony, it indicates that as '
as mane cturing labor, that has increased about 50 percent in the
decade of 1 9-70, something such as that.

There are ore year-round full-time jobs an the area, and the labor.

avail ble for ,part-time work involved, I' think it is very much re-
strhsCed, and it would be difficult to obtainaadults for the purpose of
picking. .

As to the amount that you would have to pay to get this; I do, not
have any particular estimate. . I

Mr..Surrn. It would appear from observations, now we really do not
have facts, but using this economic data which we have generated in
terms of the competitive situation between harvesting by hand method
and mechanical, it would appear that prior to the time that you could
entice adult labor to pick the same amount of potatoes that are picked

. now using the schoolchildren, you would reach a situation where it
would not be economically feasible. You would have to adjust to the
harvestingtechnique.

In doing this you would actually reduce the demand'foradult labor,
because as you know; many adults pick potatoes; a reasonable percent -

.-age -of the total picking crew is ad-ults.
-,-- ,, Also on these hand-picking crews you have day labor to about the'

_,--(- same extent that you would use in a harvester crew. So if your day
labor in a hand crew went to the harvester, those adults picking

, would be surface labor, and they would be in effect unemployed during
the harvest season. .

I think this is reasonable. 4"

rate, and they argue
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Senator HATHAWAY. When you say uneconomica can you give us,
for the record, if. you cannot give it to us today, what the cost break-\
down for the farmer is, not only labor, but all his other costs.

\ Mr. SNrrn. We can try to develop this. ; ,

Senator HATilAwnl. If you can say. t4at 60 cents would be uneco-
nomicalnomicalr? . . 4,

Mr. 'SiNtrrii. I believe that a great dea !of this information is in t1
paper that,we are submitting with our tes imony.

'We will check it, if it is not, we will flake au addendum to it.
Senator FtyrnAwAr. Do you have anr study as to how many adult

hey

workers we wo d lose if those under i2 could not work? A lot of
people that tak their children with them, if they could not take their
children along, ey wohld not be able to work, either.

Mr. jouNsTo}v. I do not know if we have any figures, but it is a fairly
common practyce that a picking crew Will include, say, a mother and
her children, maybe some of the neighbors' children who look to her
fOr supervision of her children, so that the situation would arise that
with children nqt being 'allowed in the fields, you would also lose the
adidts that are With them picking. So we would.lose some ofour adult
Pi cers.

p the s .me ,vein, a family with three children under 12, both
mother an father and children working in the harveSt, if the chil-
dren under 12 ale not allowed, the mother would not probably pick,
ck )you1d have to hire someone to look after her children while she
Wits,, picking. , ,
:'..The total income for that family would be reduced under that

circumstance. 'i:!.

''.Senator HATHAWAY. Would you conclude that the young children
Wortingin the field are not an economic depressant? Are not taking
jobs away from adults.?

. Ur. JOHNSTON. Certjainly not. I would conclude that they are not
replacing, or displacing adult workers.

Mr. SMITH. I agree. .

Mr. JonNsTeic. The industry needs them.
Senator HATHAWAY. Bill? ,
I did not mean to take up too much time.
Mr. COHEN. Just one question. .,

I know that your field is economics, and this may be out of your
expertise, but would it also be a consideration that the employment
of older people to do the hand picking, that there would be a greater
incidence pf physical injury; as opposed to the young children, who
would have less trouble with their backs?

Is that an economic factor that is taken into account?
Mr. JonswroN. I will ans hat in part, Congressman, by saying.

that there was a 4-y tad in 1966 to 1970 when potato harvesters
increased at a tremendously fast rate.

$During that time there wasan increase in the estimated number
of adults, that is adults came back into the workforce, because they
would work on harvesters, but would not stoop or lift in the picking
process. The number has since declined from that period, so there are
fewer adults working now than there used to be. But there are those
people who would not work in the stooping and lifting category that
would work on the harvester.

Mr. SIIIITH. I just want to ask a question. ;. -
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Was your questioh on a l er cap to basis, are there more injuries
among adults picking than ch Mum ?

Mr. ConEN. In 'dealing. N ith the, economics of the situation,- if
injuries are more- likely to ccur with the adults working in ',band
picking operation , is this a other justification, for the record, that
those under 12 -w rking have much lower incidence of physical
injury as opposed t the-fear that Tras been generated in many other
parts of, the country that you have a greater risk to young people.

Is it the experience in this county that you have a lower risk of
physical injury because of the stooping, and no back injuries?

Mr. SMITH. My An impression is that the injuries 'among hand
Pickers are minimal.

-Mr. COVEN. Adult or children? -
Mr. SMITH. Adult 'or children. Adults will suffer a stiffening a nd

a lameness in the morning when they t up after the first. day of
picking, because I have done it some with my children, and this would
occur more generallywith adults than wit i children.

I think that there are minimal-problem.' of-injuries of-liana-picking
crews.

Mr. JOHNSTON. My understanding is th t Chip Bull, 'who is kncen
Well. in this' area, had sonic back troubles, wt in picking potaitoeS, but
Of picking up ntail. I have not heard of an trouble of-children picking
tip mail.

Senator HATHAWAY. Do you have any i lea of just what the Cutoff
age would be? Obviously a 1-year-old chat is not going to bnof help.

-When does it become economical, 5, or 6, o years'?
Mr. JOHNSTON. I think that that depends ,on the parent. At times

these children go to the field'ana work and play. They work some and
iplay sonic. It is difficult to say when it does become economical for a

person to start.
Person-ally,. I started -at 8 years, to save money to go to college from

that time on.
Senator 4-Lvr-nAwAy. Uneconomical for them to 'be unemployed. is

' what I was gettingat, At n certain age a, child is a nuisance rather
than a help, time lost in supervision, -and so forth, youlare going to lose
money by hiring say a 2-year-old, because some adult will have to

2vatch that 2-year-old all the tirne, and noebe able- to pick, whereas a
7-, 8-, or 10-year-old could go on his own.

Mr. JOHNSTON. The 2 year old is not hired.
Senator IhTlIAWAY. I realize that. \
Mr. JouNsroN. His mother may give' him 50 cents a barrel instead

of 40 cents.
Senator HATHAWAY. But you do not have. any age, any idea of what

the age cutoff would be?
Mr.- JOHNSTON. NO.
Mr. SMITH. The Only thing in could say on that; of course, is that

athey do not recess the schools, fifth,grade and below. Sixth grade and
above are recessed, and kids in this`t egory do very well. We have
a large perrentage of them work here.

Senator HATHAWAY. That is true in the who unity ?
. Mr. &Amt. No; Westfield, Chapman, Ma)* School District,

recesses school only from the sixth grade on up.
Senatoi. HAVIAWAY. So sixth grade and up?

0
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Mr. SMITH. These ages do work.
Senator HATHAWAY. Ten years old or older?
Mr. SAIITH. Yes; what age you would make the cutoff, I do not

know.
Mr. JoArloN. This practice varies among school districts in the

county.
There are some that retain school up to grade five, six, and seven;

and others that close the entire school system.
Ssenator HATHAWAY. Gentlemen, thank you very much for your

testimony. We appreciate it.
Now.) our next panel of witnesies is from the Maine Department

of Manpower Affairs, William R. Malloy, employinent service direc-
tor, And Mr. Eugene Bradbury from the Maine Employment Security,.
,Commission.

Your entire statement will, be niade a part of the record, and inserted
at the conclusion of yoUr testimony, you may proceed to summarize
it for us.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. MALLOY, 'EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF MANPOWER AFFAIRS, AU-
GUSTA, MA ACCOMPANIEDBY EUGENE BRADBURY, MAINE
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMMISSION, AND EMMETT ROSS,
MAINE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY OFFICE

#

<w- Mr. IaLiny. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am Wil-
liam Malloy, employment service director for the Maine depart-
ment o Manpower Affairseln Augusta, Maine.

You ave my prepared statement. I would like to summarize some of
my concerns with thz, use of the youhg workers in the potato harvest.

\ \ vest - safety, education, displacement of primary wage earners, exploi-
I have at-least eight concerns in the use of youngsters in the har-

tation ,of yOung, workers, depressing effect onwage rates, full use of
migratory workers from other areas of the State, adequate housing
conditions where needed, and most of all, job opportunities for youths.

In the first case, safely, I believe that 411. safety precautions are taken
by the growers, and I make this statement based on the number of
reportOle accidents over the Years by growers who are covered by
title 20,lart 602. This is with the use of alien labor.

In the second case, 'with the schools closed in most areas, and the
child labor laws that relate to under aged children working in areas, s

where schools are open, strictly enforced, nip not believe this is a
concern. (,, . -

In the third situation, the total harvest reaches\a. peak of 23,100,
theapproximately 59 percent falling into e school age category, and

with this we still find a need to import alien labor.
In the fourth situation, exploitation; field surveys are conducted

by our department during the harvest, indicates that there is no
evidence of exploitation by way of working condition's, or Wages.

In the fifth situation, a depressing wage effect, like the fOurth, it
does not bear out that the use of younger workers depresses in any
way, or tends to keep wages at a minimum.

MIn the sixth situation, every effort is made to- erhploy migratory
orkers from throughout the State. This is done through adverksing,
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Now, we have hadno °lionized recruitment program for a number
of years. -

The seventh, ad'equite housing, in my opinion, may be a problem.
Though, in our concern, in the department, of course, is where they
have alien labor. We have no enforcement regulations hi the other
areas, and I flo not think that this in itself -would have any effect on
younger workers, because the majority of these peop.le are commuters.

If they are not, they are living with relatives, or in a family dwell-
ing furnighed by a grower. .

The' perhaps papamount, or the area of my eighth situation, is that
there are limite jobs for youthful workers, not only in this area, but
in the,State of aine. .

If we take t ese j away, I-believe we will have someproblems. We
. tried to com ai the wages of po es width other crops. Unfortu-

, nately, there are no large crops in this area which we can compare
them with.

We looked at the pea crop with only 5,900 acres. The rate of pay
these'is $2.95 an hour, which is cutters and eombine workers.

There was it 3,700,000 pounds of carrots harvdsted, with`'' a pyice rate of 35 cents per bushel. S, think this could compare with
an average rate of 40 cents per barrel for potatoes.

Senator HATHAWAY. No child labor used there in carrots?
Mr. MALLOY. Very little, from my undersanding.
Senator HATHAWAY. And they are paying less than the potato rates,

you said?
Mr. MALLOY. Thirty-five cents, 40 cents.
I think there is a comparison there, because the average was 40 cents

in potatoes; but this ranged from a low of 30 cents to a high of 50 cents
in our survey finding,s:, ..)

Senator HATHAWAY. I see.
Mr. MALLOY. I think one question that mi t be asked, and certainly

should be attempted to be answered, iswhy is u employment so high in
this area during the potato harvest.

I would like to say two reasons. One, there are approximately 2,5000'
workers unemployedor, I 'am sorry, there are approximately 2,500
workers from potato processing plants who are on temporary layoff
status during the months of August and early September. Over 50
percent of these worrers are women, many being 40 years or older.

The second reason, and data from the regular unemployment insur-
ance program shows that over 35 percent gf all claimants during the
August through October period were women 40 years old, and over,
many of whom would not be able to cope with the physical demands
of the job.

I do have other unemployMent statistics attached to this statement
for the committee's purposes.

Also attached to this stateme is the type of youth used during the
harvest, the characteristics.of uninsured employed, and other charac-
teristic information.

If I could concludes Senator, I would say that the use of youngsters s.

does not displace adult workers. They have little effect on unemploy-
ment during the harvest. ,

There is no evidence present of exploitation. It presents an oppor-
tunity for work that would not otherwise be available to them. That

22
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until mechanization, that is the use of mechanical) harvesters is sub-
stantiallOficreased, that there is a need for these workers. That pro-
hibiting the use of apprdkimately 4,200 or 31 percent of the work force
woad hive a crippling effect.

-Young mothers who now work in the harvest, or some familygroups,
would, automatically drop out, not wanting to pay extra money for
babyeitters. They aretheir prohibited use will also have an \un-
meae0able.econOmic effect on most of the 'county, I believe.

Thank you. I % 1 < ,
Serlater HATHAWAY. Thank you very much, Mr. Malloy. .
L-Einie ask you this.

. ,
How much can a worker make .before he loses his unemployment

benefits., .. . .
Mr. MALLOY. How much pan he make ? . . ..

Senator HATHAWAY. Yes; say a, person is unemployed, can he work
part time and make $20 a week and get his,uneinployment check?

Mr. MALLOY. Yes he can.; but I have an unemployment man here. I
would rather have him answer the question. ,

Senator HATHAWAY. Fine. , 47
Mr. Ross. Yee, sir, I heard part of your question back there.
Senator HATunwity.w much can an unemployed worker make

.before he loses his benefitS? He is unerqployed, and he finds apart -time
job, how much can he earn on the part -fine job? , ..

A'

Mr. Ross. Let us assume that his weekly .benefite amount were $600,
He could earn $65. 7

Senator HATunwAy. He could earn $60, and still get $65 ?
Mr. Ross: No. .

41 ,

Senator HATHAWAY. You have graduated tables on this. Would you
Make that a part of the record? .

Mr. Ross. Yes, sir. o .
[The document referred to may be found in the files of the sub-

cortimitteel r,

SUator HATHAWAY What kinds of records do you make the cern-
o ployerskeeith respect to individual Workers? t

gr, MALlOy. Those employers, using alien .labOrers; have to keep
re ilar payroll records, so that they can be audited.. .

enator HaTif4witi. Is every farmer keeping a record of every
individual pick r 'On a daily basis ? Of tow many hours they work, and

47,

.4

so forth ?
Mr. MALLOY.
Senator HATE
Mr. MALLOY. U
We would riot b.

have no enforcome

n every farm, Senator, but those that
174*.. Covered under the'act ?
der title 20, and using alien labor.
involved with the total, with the other

.

a e covered

armers. We

Senator HivrilAWAr. Witt is the basis for these field surveys
you have made a part, of the record ?

Mr. MALLoy:-.Where there is alien tabor, or migratory workers being
under title 20, 602, there must be field wage surveys in ord&r to .

establish adverse effect rate: \
enator IATH4WAY. You say on page 2.

ct
In the fourth instance, field surveys conducted by our Department during the

harvest indicates that there is no evidence of exploitation by way of working
conditions, or wages.

I
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What I am asking is, What do you meanby-fiel4 surveys?
Mr. 111ALLoy. In conducting the wage survey, where there is Canadiat

or alien labor being used we try to get as close to 100 percent as pos-
fible in order to establish ziext year's prevailing wage rate.

Senator HATHAWAY. YrAir field survey is confined to those farms
using aliens ?

we -try
.

Mr. MALLOY.,NO ; to get 100 percent of all of the farms,
if possible. '" , 4,

Senator HATHAWAY. To cover ail Of the firnis ?
Mr. MALLOY. Right. And in doing this we check the workers in

the field, a certain number of workers, by interview, asking them
That they are getting a barrel, and so forth. o , .

Senater HATHAWAY. 1-see.
Mr. MALLOY. To substantiate the wage survey.
Senator HATHAWAY. Do you also then, at that time, or at any time,

make inspections to dtetermine whether the conditions .under which
they are wor\kinkitre-safe?

You indicated that you thought the work was safe and that the
statistics show that not many kids are hurt. Do you actually go out
into the field and see whether the conditions are

Mi.. MA4,0Y. I made that statement based on the number of re-.
portable' accidents that were reported, by the.groweis,who were using
alien labor, and at that. time had to"have insurance.,

Of course, they have to 'haVe insurance now. Part of the title 20
required them to have health and accident insurance, and at that ,
time it was 'controlled, or I guess furnished by the Aroostook Farm
Labor Association. , :

Senator HATHAWAY. Does the person actually inspect the farm to.
see if they are safe, toksee'that transportation getting the children
back and ,forth to the farm is safe? Not exposed to any dangers,.-pesticides,*--

Mr. MALLOY. Not from'rom bur Department.
. Senator! HATHAWAY. Now, is the basis for your conclusion that the

children do not depress the wage rate, based upon the apparent situa-
. tion where you have a comparable crop ?

Mr. MALLoy. Not mentioned in here, Senator, because it Was not
in 'Ithis area,' is the apple harvest, which, of course, takes place in the
central' southern part of the State. They pay approximately 35 cents
to 40 cents per bushel. The productivity is greater heregreater in
Aroostook County than in the tipple harvest.. t

Senator HATHAWAY. And the apple harvest?
Mr. MALLOY. They employ approximately 1,700 to 1,800 people, ani

rise very-little young people, because schools are in session at that me.
Senator HATHAWAY. And whit is the c,omparison,on an- iho-iiry

basis of adult workers picking apples, and adult workers picking
potatoes? 4

Mr. MALLOY. I am not sure. These are piece rates I am talking
about: . ,

Senato t HATHAWAY. Forty cents a bushel for apples, maybe you can
pick 100 ushels an hour. I do not trnow. But if the .

Mr. MALLOY. I think if You pick 100 bushels of apples a day You
would be considered '

H

va
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Senator HATHAWAY. That is what I want to find out, what the
c i_ son was. ,

II
8Mr. did not understand the question..

Senator HATHAwAY.OWyou have that, or could you get that for,the
record ? ' . ,

Mr. MALLOY. I could get that. I do not have it here. .
..., ----:-----FThe-document

-
relferred to maybe found, in the files of the sub-

committee.I / 'L.,
senator HATAwAY. Now, is there enough agricultural activity in

Maine to justify any substantial mig ry force, such as they have
in the West or South?
-4mr. MALLOY. Well, of course, during the po harvest, yes :NDur-

ing the apple harvest, probably yes, but the shortness of the period,
makes it much more difficult, and we have tried this in the past,:

. Senator HATHAWAY. But it i hot as substantial as in other part,4,
of the colintry ri

Mr. MALLOY. That is right.
, Senator HATHAWAY. The choice that the farmer has here to harvest
1-S>acrop is to get local adults' mechanization, or to use cliqslre,n.

arehis thremairi choices?
ALLOY. That is.it.
of HATHAWAY. Now, I suppose you have here figures. on the
of people employed in the harvest over the past several years.
ALLOY. NiA over the past several years, Senator.

ator HATHAWAY. How many years? -
r. MALLOY. Just the past year.

enator HATHAWAY. I see. ,
But you have those available if we want em ? /
Mr. 1VIALLOY. We have those available, and can nuke ariem avail-

able:- - .
Senator HATHAWAY. All right, if we need themf we will ask you

for them.
I would thihk that the comparison with,the last+ 2 or 3 ye rs would

e helpful to us, to determine the use of mechanization, as o posed to
ih d, harvesting.

u entioned that the une ployment rate in the 'Nun ly luring
the ha est season is fail 1 hig . If this is the case, why are not those

- who are employed us IL to/rep ace the children?
You in

who are over 0
ted that ,lot of these people unemployed are women

and it is your statement that they just do not want`'
to pick potatoes. I

Mr..MALLoy. o; I think that my statement was that the number
0 of these, of course, are over 40, and probably would riot be able to

cope with thissituation today. \
\'''

) Senator HATIfAWAY. -What o her categories are unemployed at hat
ime that could possibly be a liable?

r. Ross: Yes, sir, ha, e. If you recall, to farm labor, or to n /
job, are bound by our Own law here to determine whether i I is ,
suitable k. These people that we are talking about are pl e t

, -workers, free --"--workers andis digging potatoes a suitable j b , -
' offer, and the ruleiin -----____ ,,

Therefore:you cannot refet the , to the job. 0the ,
ATHAWAY. If that la 'were changed ho* many woul

be ,available? Woulti' you have ,fi ures that? lArho would be fib
to do this ki d of work? 9

.k

.44,44,,
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the ones who, for some physic,alre

zo'

Mr. Ross. We would'have to consider Site degree of their. heilth and
safety, their experience in'prior earnings, their length of unemploy-'
ment, and the- prospect of securing work in their Customary ocenpa7
tion, and thisis built into the law here.

Senator HATHAWAY. Would you, be able to determine, at least give
us a rough estimate, maybe not today,'but some subsequent time in the
neariuture; as to just how many would be available if the suitable
requirements were not in the law t

Mr. Ross. Yes, sir.
Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you. .

Bill ?
Mr. 6011EN. I would like o inquire would it' make a,difference in ..

ii sir,

.

your opinion, s f t en.rWere to go on the hary ting machine
as opposed et6 ha icking1 .

Mr. Ross. It would depend on her work History, what s i§ quail-
led to do, what she e,d as at the employMent service

Mr. Conmv. Mr. Ma -oy, I would like to ask you this question. --
On page 2 of your' statement, you refer to the safety. provisions, the

requirements requiring title 20, part 602. This only pertains to aliens,
those who employ alien help ? . ,

Mr. M'ALLOY. That is right. ,!.,. ,
Mr. Cortex. Wes the reporting requirement of the regu atiOns-,--do,

they require the reporting of accidents only to,aliens,'or t all people.!
employed by the farmer ? : . ji

Mr. MALVOY, With the use f aliens, all of heir worker come--:
Mr. Goner -. So the reportin f accidents would app domestic, .

as opposed to only aliensi
r. MALLOY. Yes. . .

Mr.,Connx. And what percentage d6 you kb.o* of the farmers of(
c Aroostook County that still employ alien help ? -N.

a/ Mr. MALLor..-I belieyfrwe had O.
/ Mr. BRADBURVW was 20.

`i

,

-Mr. MALLOY. Twenty this p year. / % \
,,/ Mr. Connx. Twenty percent, or 20 ?

.Mr. MALLOY. Twenty groWers. ,to

As I entione , this Aroostook labor has, in the last 4 years, dropped
substanti ly. , is past year we only had 445.

Mr. Con. rr. I an inquiring solely for the record so that we han
try to answer some pf the questi,ons that have been addressed to,us by
colleagues who want to know. about safety precautions, and it wbutel--___
s..qpm to indicate that we have ver ' little in the way of accurate report-
nig o,f injuries; if w4 in fact use f wer aliens today, and,fewer farmers
are using them, thenllwe are not i aposition to rebut the fact that there
is very httle in thew y of a haza . .

------So, do we a' other me' n, other ihiih- direct testimony fro
the farmers, to dem XIS a he satisfaction pfcpur colleagues, f r

/ example, that there is ninial if any, jiazardslin the employment
children ?

Mr. M WY. Nothing that e could add, Representative. Perhap
the growers could tell you. / -

Mr. COTTEN. TIA farmers a e coverecrby Workmens' Compensatio
Do they have to carrysWor en's C,l mpensation for their emvloyees

4.
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Mr. ntimor. I amonot sure how re is. Perhaps somebody
here doutitanswer that. . .

We require these others to have a comparable insurance.
Mr, CAEN. I guess what- it getting at, if they do have to carry

C11, Worlaffensompe ndnsati FAuspect they do; ye will hear testis
molly to that \effect, the certainly their Workmens' Compensation
rates will reflect whether o of they have any high clfgre5,of aceidents
or injury.

That is all.
% '4-7.

Senator HATILWAY. Did you you luta a ruling with respect, to
the pickers, as to ihether a person who .is working in the processingplants

t ' f
Mr. Ross. I am sure that a precedent has been establishedpn this.

. 'think we could provide it. , . -

Senator HATHAWAY. All right, thank you.
Gentleman, thank you very much. We appreciate yotir testimony,

andlhe large amount of statistics that yon have psented, which will
be made &I AA of the record. ...--

[The Prepared statement of Mr. Malloy and statistical material
referreao follows 0 I

-
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Before the:

Date:

e Place:

F

William R. Malloy
Employment Service Director
Maine Department of Manpower Affairs
20 Union Street
Augusta, Maine 04330

SUB - COMMITTEE ON LABOR of'th6
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBUIC WELPA E
of the United States Senate

January 18, 1975

Presque Isle, Maine

0

I am William R. Malloy, Employment Service Directtr for the Maine

, Department of Manpower Affairs, Augusta, Maine.,

Having been horn and raised in Aroostook County, or "The Cou7"

and many years ago having worked Nhe Harvest myself{ I hav,

insight on the situation khat we are faced with today.

maie3
Years ago, a family was dependent on Harvest earnings to clothe

and in. some cases, feed the family, throughout thy winter months or
P.

4rra youngster totally clothe himself for school. It is my conj cture

that this is still the case in many situations today, especially i

,P
the second case.

some

I have at least eight (8) concerns,in the use of youngsters during the

. Harvest: (1) Safety - Are tnere adequate safety precautions taken to

insure the well being of, workers? (2) E4cgtion Are youngsters'being

kept out of school'or used in areas where schools are in session?

(3) Displacement of primary C.iage earners - Does the use of .these young

workers displace or prevent adult workers from getting jobs they

.'"might need? (4) Exploitation of young workers - Are these youthful ,

workers paid less money or utilized in distasteful situations that

an adult worker might not do or in daiiigl demand a greater wage Tate?

fit
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(5) Depressing effect on wage rates - Does the use of this many -

46thful workers actually tend t
o

depress wages? (6) Full use of
l

migratory workers fromother areas of the State. (7) Adequate

housing conipions where needed - Doe they meet acceptable standards?

and (8) Job opportunities for youth.
el

In the first,case, I believe that safety precautions are

taken by the.growers to insure'an individual's safety and

make his statement on the basis of reportable accidents,

overrthe years by liowers covered, by Title 20, Part,602,

of the Code of Federal Regulations.

2. In the econd case, with the schools closed in most areas

and the c ild labor laws that relate to under-age children
o

working in areas where schools-are open strictly enforeed,

my concern in this area becomes minimal.

3. In the third situation, i estimated that total Harvest

employment reaches a peak at 23,100 witH approximately

percent falling into the school-age category. We still

fin a need to utilize alienabor'', though this practice
\

has decreased vastly in the last four (4) years.

In the fourth instance, field sutveys conducted by, our

Department during the Harvest indicates that there i no

evidenceof exploie&tion by way of working494itio s or

wages. . .

5. The fifth situation, like the fourth, does not b r out that

the use of younger workers depresses in any way, or tends

-%

to kee
e .
p wages as a minimum. I would be more co erned

a
A

that the use of reign labor would have such effect.

2.9
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6. In the sixth Situation, every effort is used to employ

migratory workers from other areas of the State through

advertizing, thoUgh there is no organized recruitment

program.

7. In the seventhPsituation,.adequate housing in my opinion,

is a problem, though our Department is only concerned

with that housing that comes under the provisions of ,.

Title 20 where foreign labor is used. It would hav0 e little

effect on the younger woN.icersi 1144ixast majority/0'140M)

are commuters and/or livingiwith their family group who

may be occupyinglindividual dwellings furnished by the

growers.

8. There are rImited job oppbftunities for youthful workers

not only'in this area but throughOut the State of Maine.
x

giwage information on other crops in Aroostook County is

somewhat difficult because of size end the relatively small num

.

of workers used to harvest.

14

There are approximately 5900 acres of peas that produce 26 to 2800

pounds acre and are harVested predominately by machines. This

crop employs approximately 200 people with the average pay for cutters,

and combine workers being $2.195 per hour.

There if approximately 1,5 o 0,000 pounds of squash harvested in the

County, with the average hourly rate being approximately $2.00pei------

1

hour.

There wasUr-estimated 3,700,000 pounds of carrots harvested with a

piece rate of $0.35 per barrel. This edffipares with an average rate

of $0,40 per barrel for potatoes.

3
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One question that might be asked., and certainly a probable concern,

would be why is unemployment so high in this area during the harvest

season when adabor shortage is e'ident? ,Briefly, I would cite two(2)

major reasons: (1) There are approximately 2500 workers from potato

processing plants who are on temporary lay-off status during,the

months n B August and early September. Over fifty percent (50%)

of these wo kers are women, many being 40 years or older, and (2)

data from the regular Unemplbyment Insurance Program shows that oyez

thirty-five percent (35%) of all claimants durihg the August *ough

October period were women 40 -years old and over, Many of whom would

not be able to cope with the pglY*Iical demands of the job.

Total unempleyment estimates.are co osed of three (3) major components,

covered employment, non-covered employment, and new and re-entrants

unemployed. To best determine the characteristics of the unemployed

in Aroostook County during the months of August, September, and

October, an evaluati n of each component is necessary.

,
...----

Covere employmeit:

Month

%'' . -'

Number of Insured Unemploye

Auu
eptember

October

l'....--1=193------.7771

612

From a 20 percent sample of the insured unemppyed, Or September,
. ,

the'following'characeemistics7Xtere depicted:

Per' t Distribution by Sex and Age

Claiffiants Total . Unde 22 22 -44 45 and Over ,

Total 100.0, 7.6 51.0 41.4
'Male 3 0.0 18.5 12.7
Female s7.6\ 32.5 28.7

4
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Another segment of the unemployed are the unemployed

eXhaustees. Theseiare the individuals who have exhausted their

regular UI benefits and remain unemployed. One indication of'the

composition of the unemployed exhatistees i$ to examine the number

pf checks paid in the Extended Benefits Program by '51111C'

Number and Percent Distribution' by Month and Se-

att

Mdnill Total Male Percen1,- -Female . Percent

Total 2,216 57,1., , 25.6 1,645' 74.2
August 965 285 29.5 680 70.5
September 684- 168 24.6 'N. 514 75.4
October. 569 118 20.7 N,, 451 79.3

Although we haVe,,no data on the ages of the recipients of Extended
'0

#::-' --,

Berilrf-its, a review o ?the relular insured'unemployed would indicate

ese individuals are women 40/Years oldthat at least One-Zhird of

and over.

Non-covered employment,

Non-covered employed-includes ose-perso ns unemployed from

railroad, state and local government, mall firms, non-profit ,

9 institutions, domestics, elf-employed and .aid family and

agriculture who are not covered under current UI ws. Although

we have no solid data other than aggregate numbers for ach of

these groups, we do know that Aroostook County follows the

National pattern in the composition of the unempl ed from

_a.gculture. The majority of these people are yout and women

Cho comprise the bulk ofiurndver in the agelculturallabor 4rce.

' //

\' New and Re-Ontrants Unemployed:

0

A'ain we have no hard statistic 1 data On this 'sector other than

total numbers. We do know that gain youth and women comprise,

the\majority of this sector of the unemployed. These individuAis

and women either \entering the labor forle.for the .

1

32.
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first time or re-entering the labor force after various periods

\of exclusion froM the labor force.

As the data from the characteristics of'the insured unemployed

and the unemployed exhaustees indicate, approximately one-third

of the unemp-i-arrent of Aroostook County in thecovered sector,

stems from%bmen 40 years- ald and over./ Al/though we have no

specific data dti the'age and sex of t e ,ton- covered and new

../ / re-

/entrants

sectors, it would be s e tq assume that women '40'

V./ 4 ot
ai4 over account for at least 25 percent (25%) of these totals.

Attached to this statement are tables ov ring the Departnamt:s.summary

of thp4ypes of yo4th used durin e harvest, the characteristIcsof

/ on.
,tfie. insured unemployed for the past thfee (3) years, comparative wage

data for Aroostook County and the Stite, civilian labor force estimates

for Aroostook County, and wage survey information for the past three (3)
fl

years.

The potato harvest is Maine's largest-user)of s ag.icultural

labor,.especially of schoolsyouth. This demand i. concentrated in

Aroostook County, where in 1974 about ninety percent (903) of the --,..

State's 145,000 acweNztatoes were grown. The total harvest

employment is4estimated 23,100.

-To,ahtain a current appraisal of this work force\ the Main-6 Potato

Coun i.-1,ent questionnaires to 1,354 growers in December 1974, and 0

receiv d 507 replies, results of w}kich are listed below.

Of the 507 growers replying, 348 used a total of 495 harveste s.

These growers employed a total crew of 5,904, including 16436 students
.

employed by 287 of the growers reporting.
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Of the 507.growers reporzing, 160 depended on a/hand-pick"operation.'

This grouk used a total crew,of 5,709 of which/5,429 were pic ers.

Included i were 4,359 students, 1,771 of which were unr

twedv (12) years old.

Miscellanaus information ob ained from survey

Average aeres'potatoes per gr Wei 108

Aver number workers (tota crew per harvester) 8

Students a percent of to al crew on harvest farms 36%

Average numbe ,,of workers n hand-pick farms' 36

Students as a p cenX of otal crew on hand-pick

farm 76%

Potato Acreage on Farms Reporting

1) Year Round Whites Russets Total
s

1972 4 ,431 13,361 53,792.

973 40 745 13,302 54,047

74 44, 64' 14;658 58,922

-

Change from Previous Year

0

-----41----9)

+

(.

In 974, the R sset acr s amounted to 24,9 percent of the t4al acreage

on th se farms./
\ c

f
o

The far\s\reporting showed a loSs of 1,405 acres duv,to freezing.

This included 986 acres of Whites and 419 acres of Russets.

Another study was also conducted by the Maine Potat>nutkcilin
9

conjunction with the Aroostook County Superintendents Association
o

that involved the total school population broken out as follows:

Grade . No. "of -Students

° SP - 3 4,486

4 - 6 4,240

7 - 9 5,928

10 - 12 5,999

Total 20,653 1/

1/ Taken from Potato Council Sutvey

I,

50-727 0 . 75 - 3

34



Of the 20,65 i students.covered in thesurvey, the results compiled
.. ,

by Smith C. McIntire, Agent for Aroostook County Farm Bureau and

also Manager of the AroostookFarm Labor Association, cited a return

of116,920 or 81.9 percent of the total. MnSAtire's second table,

listed below, refleets thb,,Aumber of students workipg" in the Harvest.
4,,

:1 -,...._,

-Grade

-8-

SP - 3

- 9l
4 - 6

10 - 12 ,

TOTAL

No. Working -Percent of Students Working

1,505 11.0

2,774' 20.3\
5,066 37.1

4 r__._308 31.6

\ 13,653 100.

Using the total populatIon and the table that reflected the number of

students working in the Harvey as a base, we developed the following:

Number

\

of Students

Of the fifteen (15) schspl districts within the jurisdiction of the
t .

Aroos ook County Superintendents Association, five ()schoolschool districts
4

rem partially or completely open during the liarve t season. Approxi-

mat!ely 5,700 students, or 27.6 percent of the total 20,653', would have

been attending school and therefore,not available for Harvest work.

The following breakout cites the $chool Administrative Districts which

reMained'ppen, the grades remaining in session, and the estimated

number of students:'

School District Grade Number of Student

Limestone SP - 6 1,300'
Madawaska SP - 12 1,800
SAD # 1 SP - 5 1,700
SAD # 10 SP - 12 100,
SAD # 32 SP - 12 800

5,700

Number of Students Working in Harvest
-

The reduction of these 5,700 students would mean that approximately

15,000 students would have been available for the potato hU'iVest.
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Mr. 4McIntire's findings indicate that 1,071 or 7.8 percent of the

students working dying the Ha vest,eason held jobs unrelated.te

the potato harvest. This figur of 1,071 subtracted fro' 15,000

resdlfs in a total of 13,929 students nVailabfqfo work in theme

eHarvest. "MT. McIntire's su a ices a total o 12,582 students

actually-working in the p tato harvest. Subtracting the figure \

of 12,582 from the total of 1 ,929 results in 1,347 students re-
,

maining tha.t are available for harvesi work.- Applying Mr. McIntire's

finding of the number of students working in the Harvest who responded
'A

to the survey (12,582 A' 16,920 .743) it can'be estimated that

approximately 1,000 of the 1,347 students worked in the potato

harvest. These addi ional 1,000 studentS would result in a total.

of 13,582,students directly working in the HL"vest, or 90.5.percent "

of all availlible students. It can be' estimated that a total of

14,653 students, or 97.7 percent of those aVailable, were employed

in some capacity during the Harvest season.

Total Students SP - 6 = 8726 1/

' Schools rdmaining openduring,Harvest (SP - 6):

School Grade No. Stude

'Limestone SP - 1,300

Madawaska . SP - 6 ,900
SAD N 1 ". sr, - 5 1%700

SAD N 10 SP - 6 \30

SAD N 32 ' SP'- 6 440

.

vel.

TOTAL 4,370

,

Students not available for arvest SP - 6 14 44,370

.

,
.

reported.working during, Harvest SP - 6= 4,279 .1/ ".

----8-,726 =.Total students SP - 6
-4,370 = Students not' available.SP - 6 .

4,356 = Students available for Harvest SP - 6

A

1/ Taken from Potato Council Survey

I
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)

1,279 = Stud is reppAin\g working SP/- 61
- 100 = Estim ed students working in non-harvest
4,179 = Studen working in the Harvest S' - 6

jobs SP

4,179 + 4,356 = .959 percent of all students SP - 6 working in the Ha
0

4,279 i 4,356 = .982 percent of all'student SP - 6 working in some
ito v capacity \

,

r.
t

"

Total Students - 7- 12 = 11,927 1/

Schools remaining open duribg Harvest (7 12)

School Grade No. of n ts-

Madawaska 7 - 12 900
SAD # 10 7 1) 12 70

SAD # 32 7 - 12 360

Total '1,330

Students nqt avail4ble for Harvest7- 12 = 1,330

Students reported working duridg Harvest 7 - 12 = 9,374 1/ ,

11,927.= Total students 7 - 12
- 1,330 = Students not- available for Harvest'? - 12
10,597 = Students available for HarveSy 7 - 12

4 9,347 = Stpdents reported working 7
- 971 = Estimated students Working in non-harvest jobs 7 - 12
8,403 = Students working in Harvest 7 - 12

+ 1,000 = Estimaed additional students 7 - 12 working in the. Harvest
9,403 = Total number of studentsr7 - i2 working in the Harvest

9,403 +.10,597 = .887 percent of all students 7 - 12 working in the Harvest

10,374 + 10,597 = .978 percent o all students 7 - 12 woAlngin some
-capacity

P
4,179 -' Students SP - 6
9,403 - 8 udents 7 -

_ 13,582 - TotafNstudents working in the Harvest

Earnings

4Applying Mr.McIntire's average earnings per student for Harvest labor

of $248.00 per stiidentto the total of 13,582 would result.in total- Harvest

/
labor earnings' of $3,368,336.60.

3.7

1/ Taken from Potato Council Survey
_ _



CoR uskoNs

I would conclude that the use of young workers in this Harvest

33

apt,

1. does not displace adult workers,

2. does not depreA wages,

3. has little effect on ;total unemployment during the Harvest,

4. presents no evidence of

. /
5._.* presents an opportunity for work that would not otherwise

.

'be available,

6. that until mechanization, i.e. the us0of mechanical

harvesters is substantially°inereased, that there is a

need for these ,workers, I
7. that prohibiting the use of approximately 4,200 or thirty-on%

percent (31%) of the work force, would have a crippling effect.

Young mot-hers who now work in the Hai:vest, or s e family

groups, would automatically drop out .t wanting to pay

-extra--maney--for babysitters

8. the prohibited u ^ill also have an unmeasurable economic

effe most of the County.

38
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Comparative Wage Data A1dOiiCounty and Mine
/

Average. Weekly Wavea*P.-nid4in Covered Emyloyment
by InduA.11 Divishon

Ince0stry_ Divisipn

.
Total

OP

Agriculture, Forestry, and
Fisheries
Contract Construction..,
Manufacturing g

Transportation, Communieta-p

For 19.72 and 1973'

4

$122.95r, $117.08 $131.32 A124.4
P ....

-C
96'.19 ,,..77,.33 123.78 110.29
14.0.69 134.5( 151.09 156.00

c130,48 135.13 142.99 135 :19.'

/
Average Weekly Wages

Aroostook County Maine I

1973 1972 1973 .1972

tion, Eiectzier Gas, and -

Sanituiy Services 171.S.:,158.34 e981.07 1707N
WHO ale Oiciletail Trade..., 100.66, 5.94 °- 111.72, la .08
F' 7..----,,ancei. Lpsur/ence, and

1 Estate" '.- 133.29 125.08 164428 37,75
Se vices.i. ,P- 90.96 82.34 104.10 . 96.75

State Government 169:49 178.57 156..23. 156:05

.

Average Annual Gros by Industry From The
1973 Census Of Maine.::ManufactureS

. Average Gr ss ages
Aroostook County Mine

L973 6 1972-p 1973 1972
, 7

Total, All ManufactWvg../... 1393,,s$6,618 $7,051W $6,706
Food , , ,075 5,647 5,456 5,631

Lumber and Wood , 7,997 -7,063 G,631 ' 5,945

Paper and,Allied Prod cts...' 9/929 9,207 - 9;513 9,057
Print4ng '4,776 4,607 :. 7,107 .. 6,559

'Chemi"tals \ f.,917 6,280 f 7,212 6,77§
...

Stone Clay, and Glass... . 5,733 5,843 8,335 7,,707

M iin6ry and Ordance ..... /6,262 5,718 7,798 - 7;150.'

0

4 0
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As,

vilian Labor Force Ltimates for County\

,

Aup,u6t

Item' 1974 .673, 1972

Civilian Lilbor Force 38,780
Unemployment , 3,750

37,490 31,020
3,800 4,65.0

Percent of Civilian Labot. .0* -
Force P.7 I0.2 12:6

Employment r 35,030 33,600 32,3J0

ptembel.

-Item , 1974 1973,ten " 1972- ---o . \

Civilian Labor Force. 49,470 50,470' ! 48,(100
UneMploymemt ...

4i

3,06t 3,100. 3,610
, Percent of Civilian Labor

Force 4 /6.2 6.1 '7.4
.Employdnent 46,410 ':-47,3`70 44,990

October

Item 1974 ' 1973 72'

Percent of Civi'lian Labor'
/2,510 2,260

35,490 35,560
Unemployment 2,4460

Ctvilian 1.abor Force. ,

' Force r 6.1 f 6.4 6.9'
Emplokment 38,600 '33,230 33,100'

-.,

1-` November -

Item 1973 1972

Civilian Labor Force 35, JO 35,010 31,890
.

*
, Unemployment 2,800 2,260 2,420

Percent of Civilian Labor
.,

Force 7.9
Employment.' '32,690 : 321,75*, ii:W.

\
v.

.
s . :4,k, /

'''',..
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1µ7Y.:
r

I. ,1 ry 11,11.1 IF

nag.; r, .,t 1a.6 a. Nu; )1, . A.roptocila. cotrity... ,\1
4.1( roir 30"1 t tt 3'; 1'nG9tn ttartIleit - llanlimrs; 11.ste et ltn.ling, getcrbear_18.

alt

. P.:A.4'31k / at
All cr. 11.00 per 49u.r_

14.1,4, _
Rat*

;1111t 14r unt tl.
I

1,41 Al.

...

iSntI ,t1 IIi t Itc
. _ .

late sc.z.itou ...
C,-

3.,........

_

--i 1 . q .-..._.. _fa_ . _ -_ __1.
.-

4 i.g- _Ffir......._______

e
_,. -12- ---. . - . ,

2,70
___

B
2.75 is
2.73i 5- '''M - -! 32

'2.25
.g

- -13"
3

1r- _ _
"." I-

2.00 -IT
----:-

*Prevailing wage rate at per the 51 percent rule.

\

I. rod,. :32 It...putt
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DomEsTic AGRICULTURAL INSEAWN WAGE REPORT 1/

Wage reporting area: Nats: Arest Cowty
Survey perOd:Cet.1:111, 97V

Crop and job activity: Potatollarvest.- Potato Pickers Date 11171074'-'

1. 11Pevatltng wage rate findings:
workers $.40 per barrel

2. E ployers contacted: a. Number 85

d umber or
Kato

(Amount or unit)
.

Total Instate

1
. 11 I I

"10'
Piece fair

AL, . 2, 2 IP
- Per Barrel

.

salells.l. Bonus Gross Rats
- .

.45 - . 5 32 , 32

---74b f.05 , ,a5 62 62

.10. ,Y5
.42 4

70
17 ,

70
7

-740 .42
__,.....10 .40 A

,02 ' .40
. 0,

22 .

231
22

231.35 .05 .

.39 .3 25

322
25

322

..

-_--41.--- .3-:-.1

.37 - .37 4 , 4

..35 - .35 407 lio7

.32 .32 , 55 . 55
. .30 -. .30 '20.. . 20

,

/ *

1

A.:lova/11ns wage rate u per the 40 percent .e.

1/ FrOR ).S-232 Report

ef3
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00MLSTIC AGRICULTURAL 14-S1 MON WAGL WORT 1/

Wage rel. r t pig area: Name: Aroostook County State: nv .
. ------- -

survey pc r t od : Uept .20 - 00t.13,r1n
- Crop sad job actIvity: potato Harwit - Harvest Machine Date of t' : OoToTir Ig7 3

Workers
I. ProvJiling wage rate f ndtng5 ;

AI I wo; kor

2. imploter5 4. on tat. t : a. A;;Iambcr_,_ 170

KatO
\

St..--.12,LIlt fr_u.11 9 - 1% ta I Ir:: ate--,..-.
_ II s. i d I

i6-iiir as ----, -1-,0....7- I7.13-4
iiiite = TkailfOui-=---

,_.

(33

104 , 4

2,22 4 .

2.20 .. \I 4 4
.....

245 . , 24 24
2.10 . ',103 , A. 109
2.00 __,_._45141«, .541*
1.,..26 T---a ti
1.95
1.....,20 212 !. 216__
1.85 11 11
I.& 200 200
1.75 4 5 i,

_ 5
1.76-5 , 3 3

1.60 24 24

;-

*Prevailing wage Rati per the 40 percent rule.

:/ Prom ES-232 Report

4

ea.

4 4

t.

a

N
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Dowisric AGRICULTURAL 1N-+1.ASON WALL RITORT I/

'ago reporting area: Name: Aroostook County State: Maiue

Survey period:Seet.aF=7-111aTI371973-
Crop and job activity:' Potato Harvest - Potato Houae 'bate of Finding:October 19. 1973

. Worker,,
1. Prevailkng rage rate findings:

All h..riker!, Im5L

tqloivoi contacted: a. Number 211

Rate
(a'aoant rer unit).

1.--
itrIAL

Raps - Per Hour

,43.18
3.00'
2.92

2

191
ffo

2.7B-

.

2ho .

Alit.Caei of

Total

39.2-

10

3
1

1

9
1

In tat,
III

392

2.Z)
2.31
2.13
2.27
2.25
2.22

' 2.20
2.15
?.10
2.0----

* BO
2

1
1

89*

13
1
3

112-.

25
2

10
20

3

1

. 1

-9
1

4

80
2
1 .

, 1

13

3
4 .0.

112

*Prevallpg wage rate as per the 51 percent rule.

1/ From LS-232 Report

25
2

`c,
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ocvatirlc AGRICONAWAL IN StAWN hA61 atilrt,. 1/

re Aano Aroostook County P
5u.cycy . Sept. - Oet .13-9-1371.1'

111,I Ja y : Potato_ Harvest - barrel dandlers Date LA- 1,1:.d.lig :7-belt/For 1,773

Pi, NA1:k rat, r,%61,1,1,

t20 per hour

hap a. Nunthel 128

}tate

r

Rate - Per Hour

3:

2.91
;,.
2

D2.73
-2755-
2 50"

io ,, 1, .

--2g9

2
5 ' 3
1 __.. ...- _.

7-' ---f -4 1$
1-- -a- ti

11 ---- -- -11___

83*
2.13 -4 I .

2.30 2-W '2
2.27" ---4 _ , 4

2.25 . .
2.22 . 10 10
2.2d 10 10__ _ -__ !.. -
:'.0ti 3 3
2,00 32 .. 2_112
1.)2 2 2 , _

\-- ----- 1-7W 4 h

2
2

2
2

Prevalling wage rate as per the 51 percent rule.

1,/ From I',. i22 1 vi.rt
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DOMESTIC AGRICULTURAL IN-Sjoge WAGE REPOnL.4

i

Aage reporting urea: Name: Aroostook County State:- Mnine
Survey period:Sept.28 - Oct.1.37,073--

Lrop And job activity: Potato. Harvest - Potato
.

Pickers Date. of Finding:October 19, 1973

I. Prevailing. wage rate findings:
All milkers '$.30 perbarrel

2. Employers contacted: a. Number 142

. 1/4

9
Rate

(Amount per u it)
1

TOTAL
Piece Rate - Per Barrel

ease Rate B v Gross Rate

.35 . *I1 .38

.37 .37

1
.35

I'

Number of Workers

Tota\
it

4.212

.35

.3

.33

.32

.32

.31

.30
.2

103
17

. 6
1,443

70
0 106

. 30

135.
143

145

32
.05 .30

.29

.27

Prevailing wage rate as per the 40 perce

1/ m 45'-232 Report

26
. 18

_55

Instate
III A

.1

4.212

103

76-77
1,443

70
106

30
135
19,6-

45

"1.930*
32

26
18
55

rule.
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DOMSTIC AGRICULTURAL IN- SEASON 'Ma RLPORr,l/

W (Tartan& area: Name: Aroostook county State: Maine
Survey period: Oct. 2-6.1112

.,..r job activity:potatd-Harvest - Potato Picket` Date of Finding:October 211,--k772---

1. Prevailing wage tc findings:
Ail workers A:80 per barrel

2. imployepr-contactd: u.-Numbet 127

NiusoCr of Workers

Kate
per unit) Total Instate__(mount

I ' . 11

4,19d
111

X1,198iarAi.

Rate Per Barrel__piece
. a Rath Bonus '' ,Orosn Rate

$.35 12 1235 -
..... / .32 10 10

_...i2_._-_
0 .02 -....132 85 85 s

.30 3,748* 3,748*

.05 .30 160 160

- .28 33 33'1-
27 .27 140 140

.25 . 27 10 10

...
i

_,...2_,.:

-,-4-- .

/

-

1 I / Y

*Prevailing wage rate an

4

r the 40 percent rule.

1/ Fr'om liS-232 Report

r
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DOMESTIC AGR1CULTORAL IN,SEMON WAGE RLPORT 1/

Wnitt;ip.0rt.ng area: N.mie: Aroostook County State: Maine

Survey period: Oct. 2.6, 1972
rop and job act.yity:Dotato Harvest- Barrel Handlers Date of Finding: October 20, 1872

1. qprevailing wage rat& finding,
All workers ' $2.00 per boor

2; Employers contacted: a. Number 132 .

Numueri uf Workers -

UAount
_____,__

u

unit)' Total -Instate
, ----7I 11 H. 1

10TAL 365 365
--,--

Rate - Per Hour

7 ,
/

.
' tL9 9____

.002.75 $1 ti c s 8 8 '

2.78 7 7 -
2.73 13 4 13
2.70 3 3
2.50 - 66 , 66
2.38- 2 2
2.32 a 2 2
2.30 4

10
4

2.27
2.25 '22i a
2.22 31 31
2.20 -. 10 10
2.16 R 2

--2.00 155* 5*
1.90 2 2
1.85 5 5
1.80 10 lo
1.60 2 0 2

41.50

*Prevn ling wage rate as per the 40 percent rule

1/ Prom LS-232 Report
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DOMESTIC ACRICULTURA,IN-!SEASON WACC WORT 1/

Wage reparting asea: Name: Arodet.. Count State: ''Maine
Survey'perio.1: Oct. 2 - b, 1972

Crop and )06 activity: potato H eat - Potdto House 4 Date of Finding:petober 20i272---
Workers

1. Provalling wagg f.n ngs:

All wolkers .00 r hour

2. Imployrs Contacted: .a. Number 221

.Numlwr of Wurkt. s

(Amount per unif) . Total
ri

409

ir Instate
11

9____ Icylem. -/
Rate - ,PeF,Hour -

3.O0 , ---4 . 4 a,

2.78 $1,00 a day bonus 12 12

273 11
1 .

1-15

12.6 7'

2.50/ 42 42

;:i-------
3 3

. 3 3

gl__-=,=. 4 4

2.30 4

2.27 9 9
7.25 . 25 25
2.22t 9 9

2.20 b 6

2 in 1 I__
8 41-_2-08

2.00 ' 280 280k .

___1_90 1

1 85
__._3

2

1.80

______2
27 27

1,75 3 3
.....

1.70 5 u 5
_

1.67 1 1
1.60
1.50

3
3

3
3

*Prevailing wage rat as per the 40 pereen%Pule.

From CS-2,32 Report

30-72) - 75 - 4
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DOMESTIC AGRICULTURAL IRJSLASON WAGE REPDRT 1/

aage reportin, area: Name: Aroostook County State: Maine
Survey period: Oct. 2 -

Crop and avtivity-113otitg_Harvent - Truck, privets Date of Finding: October 20, 1072--

j is
,

°'Pr .cling wage rate findis:
wovi:ers,, 12,00 ner4hotir

2 Lmployvrs contacted: a. Number 316

6

O

hammer of Workers
-ate /

(Amount per unly)
.

Total
II ..."'

Instate
III /

/
I ,

TOTAL 795 795
Rate - Pe Hour

0.00 13 13
2.7 Per day nos 8 b
2.7

'/
2,

12 12 .

2.73
2,70 3 f 3 .

2.50 107 10
'2.40 5
2.38 2 T
2.36 8 8.
2.30 A 4 4
2.27 7 77725 72 72

___4___

2.22 26 2 o

-272o 14 14
2.10,

, 19
2.q8 , 22 2
2,00 424 424
1.90 4

a
t)

g1.85
1.80

2k3 28
1.75 3
1.6o " 3 3
1.25

d . 1 1

*Prevailing wage rate as per the 49 percent rule.

0

1/ From ES-232 ReArt

1

Y
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DOMESTIC AGRICULTURAL IN-SLAdON W1GE REPORT 1/

iNagn ri,iurttng Rca: LInei Aroostook County State: Mslie

b r Survey. je7-07-5.Tet-0.6-e-ie-b, 1P-..---

Crap and job activity: Potato Harvest - Harvest gachineDatc of .Finu14170cfair lb,/)72--
.

Workers
I. Pr,ailing wigs rate fi,liringa:

At 1.ers $1.8Oer hour

2,0!. lanployers contacted: a, .NUmbor 205

7"Z /

. Number cf ttiur1,rs

--
(Pun nt per unit) ;Fetal s Instal

t---
II III 1,--4--.--

4 I A L 1,210 --ITii0
Rate Per Hour .

-,
. 4 L

12 14

222 5
2.00 420 .

116
420

1..1.90___________-
1..5 101*

. 34.4

101*
31]

. 1.80
1.75 125 .125

1.70 29 29

1.60 80 8o .

1.50 . 4 4

.

r____
is

71.

-*Prevail' Wage Rate as per the 51 percent ru1.e.

1! From 232 Report

52
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DOMESTICepICULTURAL,IN-SLASON MCI" REPORT I/

Wage porting area: Name: ArOOStOOX County a StD,te; NVID 'Y

Survey l'eriol:0ctober2:6; 1972
Cr and job activity: Potato Harvest - :tractor and Rate of ',lading: Octohes.20i 1972

Equipment Operators
1. 'Prevb.iling wage rate fine ngs: // /

All workers f2.00Drhei'hour

4mployers contacted: a. Number 316

Number of Worktrs //

(Amount per unit) 0 Total //Instate
1 .11

___.

111 '.

fOlAt' 390. 390 _

Rate - Per Hour
-$3.18--

,
.

I-- ..----

3 04 ;1,4 14
_ 2.7$ tl 00 per day bonus ' 4

3

4

3
7

2.78
g...75 1 1
2.71 7 7
2.50 6 6
2.50 72 72
2.40 3 3
2.38 3 3
2.27 14

I 55 .

14

552.25
2 22. . ,

////,

3 1
2.20 5 . 5 '.'

2.10 5 5
2.0$ 10 10
2.00 164* 16
1.85 1 1

1.82 1 1

1.80 17 . 17

_-_ _ '1.50 1 1
---7.;

*Prevai ing wage rate as per the 40 per cent rule.

erl

1/ From ES-232 Report
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Senator HATHAWAY. The next gnoiTh of witnesses, representing agri-
cultural

..

organizations, is Storer DeMerchant of the Agricultural
Bargaining Council; Smith McIntyre, Aroostook County Frerm
Bureau. and Aroostook Farm Labor .A.ssociation ,_,.- Chipman Bull,

., executive director, Maine'Potato Commission; and Lowell D. Weeks
executive vice president, Maine Potato Council.

Will 'alrof you come up to the tab*please?
00Is Chipman Bull hete? * .

Mr. WEEKS. I do not see him. Would you prefer that we wait?
Senator HATHAWAY. Is he going to come back 4
Mr. WEEKS. I think he intended to What.I -wolid like todo on be-

.

. half of the. panel of agricultural organizationS is to sumrharize the
position' and then have each of the gentleman respond to questions.

SO if that would be--,---- g .

. Senator ILATHAVAY. Why, don't you start, Lowell, and Harry will
let trOcnc,w`Whether Chip is goino. to come back ? P

Mr. 1,17.-'s4s. In his absence, I.will call the president of theZVI. aine
Potato Council, Be rd Shaw. '

, .

. , . -

STATEMENT OF LO LL D. WEEKS, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
MAINE POTATO COUNCIL, PRESQUE. ISLE, MAINE; STORER De-
!MERCHANT, AGRICULTURAL BARGAINING COUNCIL; SMITH Mc-
INTYRE, AROOSTOOK COUNTY FARN.)).11BMITOOK
FARM LABOR ASSOCIATION; CIIPMAN Z BULL, EXECUTIVE DI.:
ItECTAR, MAINE POTATO COMMIggION; AND BERNARD W. SHAW,'

PRESIDENT; MAINE POTATO COUNCIL

Mr. WEEKS. Senator Hathaway, members of the subcotmnittee, ladies
and gentlemen, my name is Lowell D. Weeks, executive vice president
of the Maine Potato Council, Presque Isle, MaineiThe council is an
association vithich represents every, potato'grOwer in Maine who grows"
five or more acres commercially. Our mailing list currently shows 1,354
growers representing, we assume, 1!,000 to 1,100 farm units. In other
words, fathers, sons, brothers, and so forth..

The. council along with the members of this panel, and an apirarently
large segment of agriculture first became aware of and concernedabout 6
the child labor provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Amendments
of 1974, passed by Congress April 8, 1974, andreffective"May 1, 1974, as
a esult of a June 8,1974, article in the Packer, a nationwide fruit and

egetable newspaper. Apparently neither the elected representatives
or the, Labor DepartMent had recognized the implications, or had
begun the educational process up to that time.

I would point out, though, that I am aware that the Senator's office
had been working on this in the previous years, in an attempt to reflect
our situation here. Lv

We, the council, as well as other groups(, began (1. two pronged effort.
Rirst orall, attempts at education and cdmpliance were made, working
with Mr. Philip Schilling of the Labor Department in Portland.,
Maine, including media coverage and wide distribution of "parental -

permission slips" for growers employing children 13 years and under;
and second, working with the Senator's office we'attempted to pass an
amendment which recognized our rather unique student harvest labor
situation.

a.
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conjunction with this/effert; it was recognized tha
h

stical data
Aroostook
ticipate .county-widehasis. We then proceeded encourag nd\to

om either educators or growers was inadequat

most of the followink reSonrce oetiments cited as tarot h E whit
we would requetle entered o the record. /I will just outkipe those ,

- ,, -

A7 Summary of stud it participation in the 1974 Aroostookounty
potato harvest (by school °superintendents in ,cooperation with the s,
Maine Potato Council, and summarize y Smith McIntyr ).

B. Harvegt labor used in Main0V potato harvest by nine Poato
Council, and summarized by Smith McIntyre.

-- C. Lull Sumnfary,WAGM Radio -TV: Potato Pick rs Special!' foi .'
,1974, which occurs for those outside of the Pounty, for 5 :00 aan. to

7 :00 li.m.,glid some of theof your stibco ttee taff,Avho were np ,
here, were unceremoniously rousted out c bed. an saw th i t liye and
direct.. [Laughter.]

It is a rather unique method, o communica ion, and has roved i
.., extremely valuable, itnd I will rekr to that later.

D. 1974 survey of students involved in potato harvest--surnmari d 1from A above by Frank Johnsonlif. the Maine Department of Man
.0power Affairs. , -E. Labor replacement in luirvest in Aroostook County,

Johnston find Metzger, who were pi us witne§ses here before the
subcommittee. . %

Just to set somesempective, and some\ hisiorynf the present situa-
tions:

According to the Statistical Reporting .Service of the U.S. Depart
ment of Agriculture, Maine planted 142,600 acres and harveste
140,000 in 1974. It is generally held that 95 percent or 133,000 of tires
are grown in'Aroostook County which contam-ca-rather geographically,
spparate 92,463 population.

4' According to kcouncil survey it cifin,be gssurited that 31 percent, or .,,(7
41,230 acres were hand harvested, and 69 percent were harvested by
mechanical harveste

Now, this is not ags;solid a figure as "I would like to have, and I /'Itdiscove4 it in analyzing the data, but we wi make that assumption
and it was fairly well used in the industry t at 30 percent is.hand-
harvested, and 70 percent is Mechanical.

Aroostook enjoys but 115 frOst free days per year ,,on the average
from planting to harvest. When one considers that the potato varieties
grown here carry a maturity of from 90superior----to 120RussetBurbank o days, one readily recognizes the critical nature of the
harvest season.

In view of theabove, the avp,ilability of a labor force'for an acceler-
ated 3- to 5-week harvest 'season is iniportant. In recognition of this
factor, and further recognizing the e nomic impact of a basically
one-crop economy, a unique practice ha volved, that is a 3-week .,
school harvest recess. 0 \...'.

That is, the students' art in August, the schools start in August,
and go for several weeks, and then are released for a harvest recess
period. So there actually is no 14 school time involved.

In 1974, students from SPL-10 provided 13,656 of the estimated
22,000 laborers participating in the potato harvest. Significantly, this

o
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pro ides ft large resideht 14)r/force, returning home each night dur-/
ID the harvest. .

/
igrant labor, although at a much higher level in the past, cur-

, ¢ntly plays a rather/ingignificant part, with approximately 250
onded Canadians and. approximately 200 to 250 Canadian India

participating in t46: T974 harvest. This is due tp a combination of
Government actipfis on the part of both Canada and the United S i tes,
involving increased unemployment compensation, inimigration r stric-
tiong and hogging regulapions. Housing requirements make the invest-
ment ne sary to meey standards hardly econ,omieally fe ible for

I.only a 3- 4-week periocl of our harvest, as has been eationed
<,...previo , 0

. Mechitnized harvesting has provided a notable cha ge since its
introduction in the 1950's. Harvester .pUrchasing incr aced rapidly
in the 1960's, reaching a plateau of 1,100 in- the peri 1968 to 1972.

The 19Y4 council survey shows a projected figure of ,800 harVesters
in use. It is . very doubtful, unless major innovat o s occur, that

itneehanical harvesting' will supplant hand labor 1 ercent for the
following reasons: .z- /,

1. Due to the rolling hill character of Aroostoo ounty some land
./is not suitable for harvester opefation. /

' 2. The capital outlay necessary is becOming e prohibitiv ch
year. The cost of an air separation harvester 1 appro I $30,000
for 1975 if available. Such a. unit can harves 25 acre nd will ,be,
used 3 to 5 weeks only in the entire year. To s cost u must, dd a
larger tractor, $16,000 to $20,000, bulk truck odies ,000 per bodyw,
rock picker at $4,000, plus an automated cove system for each,

'potato storage. CI - .. i
3: Quality decrease in the harvested pot to bruising is a prob-

lem which has resulted in an increasing be of growers either re-
turning to hand pick operations, or c i nib* ing I arvester and hand pick
operations. ,.

Later today we will hear in som growers who have done that
because of the cluality facto

With the baclground perly set, e issue and subject of this hear-
ing comes into focus as what is the i pact of the employment of under
12 year olds onthe potato harvest i Aroostook County?

Regarding students in grades pr mart' through six involved ;lithe
potato harvest, there ;is a summa sheet from the Maine Department
of Manpower Affairs which I 11 ve included in the testimony here,
and it shows a total student num er, of primary through six, of 8,726.

Now,. out of all of the school/districts in'the county, the only ones.
remaining open during the harvest are the followiUg': ILimestone is primary through six, with approximately 1,300
students. . . -

Madawaska is primary through six, with 900 students.
SAD Number one, primary throtigh fifth grade, with 1,700 students.
SAD Number 10, primary through six, 30. And SAD Number 32,

which is Ashland, primary through six, 440.
In other words, out of the actual number of s ._.t.,- nts there are 4,370

not available for the harvest because the schools remain open.
Now, according to the superintendent's survey, the students reported

working in primary/through sixth were 4,279..
-

.



If yoI take ie total minus the students unavailahl , you come out
with 4 56 stet ents ayailable for the harvest, 4,270 rep rted tliat they
work dduling the harvest from primary through six h.

If ou take 109, which is the estimated number of stu tints working
at nhar st jobs during the harvest season, you come ip with 4,179,
the 'total umber of students working in the harvest, prig nary through
6th.

Now, /taking the total number of students available to work in this
age grOup of 4,356, dividing ithatinto the total amount re orted work-
ing, tile ratherstartling tiguke,ad98.2 percent of the studei ts -primary
throngligfiede six, available were working in some capicit during the
harve"§t.,,That is 98.2 percent.

Taking the same total student figure and dividing it i to the stu-
dents who reported working direct y in tie harvest, you till have a
very high 95.9 peicent" of the Students in that grade level. and age,
which would. be under 12 for our purposes, available working in the
harvest.

It is undoubtedly difficult for an urban dweller to conceive "(if 98.2
percent or 4,279 of the available 4,35,6 students subprimary through
grade six working in some capacity a d,95.9 percent (4,1791 working/
directlyin the harvest.

We would only direct your attention to the testimony of the parents
and children who will follow toda , and also refer you to the obserr
yations that your members of yo r committee, in our opinion, very
wisely made on the scene and du ng the harvest this fall.

I think that was. an excellent approach that your committee k,
because it is difficult on concret and blacktop to imagine,. uple s you
have been here..

Of the 13,653 students repo mg harvest work, 8,745,. or 64.3 percent
worked at hand picking. In act, 3,174, or :37.5 percent were under 12
years old, primary througl grade six, and I would acid parentheti-
cally, that we recognize th t all of the childikm in grade six are. not
under 12, but we understa d from educators that two-thirds to three7.
quarteNs ofthem are, so le factor there is going to be so small that
it will not bother the stat'stics too greatly.

We have included in tie summary, subprimary through grade three,
1,048 students picking, hich is 13.1 percent. Four through six of 2,126,
d a total under 12 o 3,174, amounting to 37.5 percent of the total
hand-picking pereent 6 ere.

Then we haye thd gores 7 through 9, and 10 through 12, which total
8,745 students involved in picking.

Taking tlie 133,000 acres, or 95 percent harvested in Aroostook at a
yield of 260 counterweight per acre, or 20,957,575 barrels at 165
pounds, and assuming 31 percent acreage is well as 31 percent of the
growers harvested with a hand.crew. or 6.496,848 barrels, the under-12-
yeareolds amoinsted to 11.78 percent of the hand crews. These figures
werearrived at by taking the total dollar figure of $306.154the avdr-
age amount earned for the shbprimary grade sixand dividing it by
the average wage paid of 40 cents per barrel, thus yielding 765,385
barrels out of the 6,596,848 barrels hand. picked.

The ,piece rage per barrel and the wage rate for harvester work is
the same for student and adult. Under-12-year-olds must be allocated
only against the hand picked portion of the crop as they cannot by law
work on harvesters.
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The significant impact which would ult from the removal of this
,._.,

7 segment' froth the' harvest is evident.
WW would submit the following summary of economic and social facts

na benefits in conclusion
A. 3.3 percent, or 4,279 under-12:year-olds, of 13,653 students worked

during the harvest, with 7.5 percent, or 3,174 under-12-year-olds of
8,745 students actually invoved in hand picking 11.78.percent of the
*laid- picked portion of the crop.

B. Aroostook has ii? the past and presently ekpeniences a nearly
constant labor shortage. One' merely has to view the. WAGM call

. summarty for one of the two "Potato Pickers Specials" begun some 12
,tears ago by Wayne. Knight to attempt, among other things, to put
available labor and growers together. The contrast, between calls for
labor and the labor offers is self- evident.

C. The critical harvest period brought on by the average 115 frost-
free days with a basically one-Crop economy with varieties maturing in
90 to 120 days. '

I). Thie unique, resident as opposed to migrant, labor force.
R. The long-standing tradition and life style of a school harvest

recess/allowing a unique out-of-school practicum of educational value
Ifivorving, in many cases, the student's first experience with his own
Money, the relative value of material things, the beginning of a bank ci

"account, providing his own_clothing, bicycle, or possible start on a
college fund.

. F. The straight economic benefit to the Child, aid to his parents, and
the $7 for every $1 spinoff benefit of $2,785,295 spent, for the most part
locally.

G. Finally, the unquantified effect 'on the labor force if under -12-
year -olds avere not allowed to work, thus possibly removing a parent
as well. . . .

In view of the above, we strongly urge consideration, and enactment
Of Senator Ilathaway's amendment allowing the Secretary of Labor
to exempt under-12-year-old resident children from the require-
ments of the act during off-school times when such employment is
deemed nonlutzardous, not detrimental to the child's health, and not
depressing to adult wages or employment. ..

We would request the subcommittee's permission to enlarge and
extend these remarks if deemed necessary, and we, I am sure, members
61.the panel would be happy to respond to questions,nd we thank
the Senator and subcommittee members and staff. ..-0.

ahank you. . .
Senator HATHAWAY. The subcommittee would be happy to keep the

record open for 10 days for any additional comments that this group,
or any other group wants to submit.

Lowell, can you or any member of the panel tell us just how many
barrels a day a child under 12 could pick; on the average, and one 6 to
8, and how much an adult, comparing .those three categories?

Mr. SHAW. When you get in a 12-year bracket, they can pick 25
barrels.

SenatorlIArfrAwAy. This is under 12 ?
Mr. SHAW.' When you get into the high-school age, 15 and 16, a great

many of these people pick in the neighborhood of50to 100, and I recall
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when I had hand crews, hat I had several young people who were
juniors and seniors in hi i school, who were picking 100 barrels a day.

Senator HATHAWAY. ow many hours do you mean ?
Mr. SHAW.-We start 4 at 7, and were done at 5 :30. ,
Senator HATHAwA How much time off ?
Mr. SHAW, An ho r for lunch, and these young people could do it,

providing they w ted to, In most cases these were young people
who were getting eady to go to college, and were interested in money
to go to college.

Senator AWAY. How Many days a week would they be work -
ing, the ones der 12 ?

SHAw "Six days a week, usually.
Senator THAWAY. What kind of supervision do they get Any

one of can answer these questions.
MERCHANT. They are supervised by pperhaps family, or °

older m mbers of the family, right there in the field. The man that
is operating the digger most generally handles the crew, unless there
is a crew leader present. They are not let too far out of sight of most
of the adult's.
. It is almost a group family thing that everybody is concerned about,

and they watch continuously.
Senator HATHAWAY. Any other comments?
Mr. MCINTYRE. In response to your question, just for the record,

it should be recognized that these youngsters, as has been indicated,
\ are-picking piece rate, and they are picking sections in the field that ,
"--liave been allotted to them.

As the digging process moves two rows at a time, your crew is
lined, up the length of the field, and the youngster who is young
gets a short section. He gets a small basket to pick in, the basket that
he chooses, the whole procs is adapted.

Field bosses, either the Owner, the digger operator, I do not like
the term crew leader, we do not have them as you would be referring
to them in legislation. We have field bosses that are the manager, or
someone elle. But these people continually work back and forth
across the field, changing the length of these. The objective being to
keep your hole crew caught up with no one allowed to get usually
more than hree or four rows behind.

By this process the job varies per individual, whether a youth, or
adult, de ending on their attitude that day, their physical ability,
and so o . Because the manager of the field, anybody in an operation,
has to ke p the field in balance.

A small youngster, he has a small section. But le is still allowed
the opportunity to stay there, and the record is kept of the barrels
that he picks.

Senator HATHAWAY. Are adults nearby with him ?
Mr. MCINTYRE. There are adults in the field, and the field'ois super-

vised every few minutes. It has to be either by an interested digger-
,operator, when he has the time, or by the owner, or some person who
is employed for that purpose.

Along with looking after the iworker, he has to look after the
-supply of barrels, and potatoes, and so on. I point this out becapse
it is markedly different than it is where a person is projecting youths
into a crew, and he has a standard, pattern, a standard, rate that lie
has to keep up.
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Senator HATHAWAY. What hazards would there be in the field ; ar
there trucks there, harvesting equipment?

Mr. MCINTYRE. There is harvesting equipment: The digger being
followed by a tractor, but I do not consider this any ,serious haord.

Senator HATHAWAY. How close would the child be working to a
4igger

Mr. Mcirrryite. The customary practice is to dig two rowe down
the field, and !..+9 set over two or three rows. So the digger is/coming
back up here [indicating]. They are picking these.

T,he next time it comes clown, presumably these are .p etty well
picked, because you set your barrels in lines -like this [ dicating],
and so for the most part the digger is working in a slight y dileerent
area.

Senator HATHAWAY. He is three or four rows away ?
Mcbrryrin. Usually. Not all the ime, but usually. That is the

preferable way, because you do no want a digger that is adjacent
to the rows that you just dug, be use there are some potatoes, that
as far as trucks go,, the barrels e usually .distributed in line, so to
speak, lined up ,here, and the set over some rows, and then alined
here.

The trucks would be nor lly picking up, as you pick, you start
and pick ,a basket full, a et up a barrel. ,Another basketful, and
set up a blrrel, and it wi ke four, six r y§ when yop come back,,to
finish that line.

The end result is th t yo 'r barrels are n 'lines. The trucks will be
normally picking up thes arreld in th s area that are full while
you are working on the e "Sty bairrels, o er in this area. This is theme
pattern.

SenatorHArnAwAy. So that the ghildr n are not close to the-trucks
that are picking p the ba iels? /

Mr. Mohr No; I do not/eonsid r it a hazard, rid I do not
consider the, a cidents /hazards. There are always ome hazards.

There is a azard i oing to school. I Mean .yo cannot avoid
hazards. There is a hazer at home, and there is a zard there, but
it is not significant in any espect.

Senator HATHAWAY. C xi you give 'us hourly earnings of children
in the same brackets that asked you about/before ?

Any one of yoU.
Chip, welcome to the p nel.
I am sorry we starts without you. I thou t you would be .laid

up.
We did get to the panel a little earlier. eel free to join in the

discussion.
If you want to say anything in- addition 'o the answers, I would be

happy to have you do so.
Mr. Bum,. I would, at the end of this di ssion.
Senator HATHAWAY. Lowell has du arized, given a summary of

all the statements, and all of the organiz tons.
Mr. WEEKS. A summary of the. Ind' ation of the position, and the
Perience of most of the men-
I would, as I mentioned before-24 e wage rate this year per barrel,

and' that went f?om 25 to 35, an. occasionally 50, 'but the average
was. 40now, the only hard stati ics I have here, a record here is a
grower this afternoon has indite ted that he paid students $2.40 an
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hour for harvester truck help, and that certainly is far above the
agricultural nsinimum of $1.60, and in fact, it is above the minimum
wage, period, I think at the time.

So, perhaps Bernard would know what he paid for harvesters, he
had some students, not under 12, but some students.

Mr. SHAW. Many times you have these young people who work for
you who are very good workers, and it has always been my experience
if you have a good worker, pay a good worker, and I do pay consider-
ably more than the $2.50 an htmr to these students.

I havii had these.students for several years; and this goes to a point
that was asked a short while ago, and if I may, I'would like to ex-
plain, considering the unemployment in ArOostook County, and the
low-income bracket that most families- are in, and the point was
brought up that this is money that comes into a family by an indi-
vidual, young person, student in that family that is usually out Of the
tax bracket, and is totally money available for the family's use..-

By this means it makes it of more value than providing what is in
the father's. income. This is another point that I thou it out to be
brought in.

Senator if THAWAY. Are under 12's used for anything. other than
picking?

Mr. 'SHA . No. Well, there is a possibility that'. if I take my child,
and I had particular job for that young person on my farm, I would
have the portunity to use that young person-as I see fit, being my
children.

But it is not the case that yve willUse young children to that degtee
unless 't is a very light job,°or just :Watching out for something in the
gene ,1 line, not physical labor.

y -daughter, for instance; falls in this category the paSt few yeirs,
arld has worked on the harvester, because I felt that she was capable
Of doing it, and she did a very good job.

Senator HATHAWAY. HOT old is she?
Mr. SHAW. She is 13.

a, Senator HATHAWAY. What I, am trying to get at, is to supplement
your previous testimony. Any that are on an hourly basis only.

We jean figure how much. they are getting on the basis that yOU
us.as far as pickers are concerned. I wanted to know what the 'hourly
swage rate was for the others, for tSne not on a piecework basis. For .
those three categories, under 12, over 12, and adults.

-Mr.- SitAF. It-would be difficult to say under 12. But they would
be making in the $2 an hour bracket.

Senator IIATHAwAy. 'Under 12?
Mr. SnAw. They could. very easily. If they were farmers' children,

They are the only ones that could work as considered under the law
as hazardous.

Senator HATHAWAY. Are there any other nonhazardous jobs that
would be paid on an hourly basis?

[WEEKS. CheGkirltg tjckets, counting them. In fact, that is .men-
tio ed in Smith's stimnilitratere are some mentions of the others.

Senator IIATItAwAy.1)4Y-4-know how much they get? '
Mr. WEEKS. 7rdo not know. Maybe Smith would be able to speak'

. to that, I do not knot. A
Mr, MchrrwitE. or all practical purposes, there is no employment

of youths under in anything except picking. Thbre are a few little
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guys, perhaps watching a conveyor, or something somewhere. There
ae some youngsters on the farm working for their parents, told many
parents pay their children for employment, or checking tickets, but
these are so insignificant in numbers that it is unimportant:

So that those under 12 are on a piece rate basis, and let me point out
that while I am somewhat" aware of averages, that the ability of these
youngsters has the same variation, as the ability. of those of us here.

I have 'managed farms, I have been. associated with farm labor
singe 1942,directly on an industrywide basis. I hare seen many crews,
many individuals who were 12 years old that I would hire" rather than
people 35 or 40. And the youths are a bit more agile in this regard.

The variation is tremendous, but let me say that workers' earnings
run from excellent to This is usually the attitude. It is not based
on difference of opportunity.-

The question was raisea on wages:I thought for the record it might
be of interest for me to state that the wage going bacic, wage in 1940,
I think I am correct, was 6 cents /and 8 cents a barrel, and the day
wage at that time was in the neighbOrhood of $2.50.

The wage in 1942 was $7.50, and 9 cents a barrel. Now, Aroostook
County has always had a shortage of h rvest workers, since we du
potatoes by hand, I did not do this, but Canadians came to Aroostook
to handpick potatoes in the early 1900's

The only time we ever had a surplus f labor in Aroostook County,
and did not have to go outside for hel , was in the depression period,
in the late=well, from 1928 on. I. tl ink in 1928,. there were 2,800
Canadians who came over on a free nove. From then to 1942 there
were no Canadians, because legislati prohibited their entrance. A
few came in 1942, then we were in t e war period.

I imagine farm labor in Aroost ok from/ 1942 to 1947, a service
which the employment service does ow, but at that time it was under
the Maine Extension Servicein 4943 we got our first big move, it
was not Canadian, but I think it was in' 1943.

In 1944 we hit a peak with 8,700 people brought in at program,
Kentuckians, Tennesseans, .Taraai6ans, and so forth. that time
we had 1,500.Itidians move in on a free Move, which we lad nothing
to do with.

Later our total move of Canadians was 7,500, wl i was reached
somewhere around 1945, in that general period. I 1945, 1946; that
move is down now to 300, 350, but during this perios

laborers d come in, the
wage has moved to the present Wage, which is 35 to 50

But in my contacts for the most part, I cannot find the 35 cents."
I cw find you the 50 cents. I am not aware of any workers during this
entire period, from 1943 on since, I have been responsible for the
Canadian move, and I moved approximately 175,000 Canadians dur-
ing that time; moved them out, but I am not aware of any source of
labor here that went unused anywhere.

I merely want to emphasize that wagesthave moved up, and we have
had the shortage, and we are now in a situation where, immy opinion,
in any normal year, we will lose acreage, and we 'will lose potatoes,
because of the inability to harvest: Tliis, which never was the case.

We lost exceptionally high, but in my opinion; with the advent of
harvesters, and the slower harvest' operations, shortage of labor, that
we will lose in any aVeilage year 3,000 to 5,000 acres of potatoes.
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Someone may disagree with me, but tl is my exPiiience.
Senator HATHAWAY. ,Was it 2,000 you estified to, Lowell, that you

lost because of the shortage of labor?
. Mr. WEEKS. Our survey showed 3,10 acres.

Senator HATHAWAY. And that was cause of a shortage of pickers?
Mr. WE1 1RS. That.and weather. Th combination of the two of them.
Mr. MCINTYRE. As we moved into ha vest we started the operation

up a week or 10 days. Processing Wpermitted us to do this. We
moved it ahead,_ we also moved i back.

However, we should not be ha vesting potatoes after October 10
to October 15. We are on borro ed time, and we are doing it con-
tinuously until November 1.

Our harvesters have slowed o
had to add time, which We do no
that, if I am correct, at we
acreage will be great, of on
but it is of no value, be ause

Senator HATHAWAY. Chip,
. Mr. BULL. Mr. Chair an,

committee, my name is hip
of the Maine Potato om
July 1969 and for a short
ber 1, 1973, I was concurr
Council.

Prior to that, I was a
Stabilization and Conse
Agriculture.

I was born on a pot s o farm in Aroostook County. I 'reside at
Parsons' Road in Presq Isle, Maine. ,

I hesitate to admit thi I have never picked potatoes, because what
Smith was alluding to as not a matter of how much you could earn
an hour, it was a matter of ihbility, in. my case it was motivation.

My father, if he had not continually supervised me, I do not, think
I would have made enough for hiim tb buy the, clothes that I had to
wear. But I am appearing here today on behalf of the Maine Potato
Commission; and would like to make a statement on behalf of the
chairman of that commission, R. Arnold Roach, from Smyrna Mills,
Maine, who is a potato grow r and farmer, today he would be here
except that he is also col '1 1 k the National Guard, which scares
me sometimes, knowing Arno 2 , urthere is an exercise going on,
and he is otherwise engaged today.

But he has authorized me to explain for the rdcord that he produces
180 acres of potatoes, that he uses exclusively hand labor. This year
his total crew was 120 people, 105 of those were pickers.

He started out this-season with 65 pickers; he wound up, with 105.
Fifteen hese employees are truckdrivers, potatohouse workers,
et cetera. He $ that approximately 25 percent of the 105 pickers
were children un the age of 12.

He estimates that we t he not allowed to use children under the age
of 12 in his harvest operat $ , he would probably lose 75 percent of his
crew, because the mothers accompany the children in thfields.

If the kids could not pick, the mothers would not be able to. All of
his pickers were women. He says he would not hire men because they

r operation, and as a result we have
have; and I do think it is significant
ill take a loss, that a loss of potato

y on the loss of potatoes harvested,
is frozen.

do you want to make a statement?
ongressman Cohen, members of the sub-
an C. Bull. I am the executive director
ission. I have held that position since

ime, I would say 3 years, until Septem-
ntly vice president of the Maine Potato

ate executive director of the Agricultural
ation Service of the U.S. Department of
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would not be able to db the jot. lie hires all the people. He uses vir-
tually all the kids in the Area:

As far as mechanical harvesters are concerned, it seems that in his
area there are only two farmers using mechanical harvesters out of
approximately 40, that would be in that available area, up to around
Houlton and Littleton, in that area. Most of them use hand labor.

He also said that he wanted me to advise the distinguished chairman
that. last year lie had a good year, he built a new bathroom, and this
year he was hopinglliarlie would have another good year so that he
could pay for the path out to it. But he is afraid that he is going to have
to get along on coarse gravel, the,way things look.

That is all I have to say. I would be glad. to respond to any questions
--that you may have.

Senator HATHAWAY. Chip, thank you very much.
You brought up an important question.
I just wonder if any ,,of you can tell me just how many additional

adults we would lose if we decided that under 12's could not work?
Is Mr. Roach's experience typical of the whole county, that he would

lose 75 percent of his crew if the kids were taken .off? Or do you have
any estimates.?

Mr. WEEKS. I have indicated, in. the summary that that figure, we do
not have any real hard statistics on. I just would not be able to an-
swermaybe Smith would be able to eak to that better than I can.
That is one of the statistics we were of asked about.

It is too late to ask it, but.we ill perhaps in*rie future. There is no
question that t ere is a per age, but as I said in the testimony, it 'is
unquantified as as I ow for the whole county.,

Senator 'HAT-HA Are ur questions and answers in the survey
made a part of the reco a ?

Mr. WEEKS. Yes.
Senator HATHAWAY. How man you asked, and so forth?
Mr. Wnrws. Yes; that is correct.
Senator HATHAWAY. Xr.McIntyre, can you shed any light on that

particular question ?
Mr. MCINTYRE. No; it is a substantial numbei. It would be more

down in that area that Chip testified to, than it would nearer these
larger towns, because we have a lot of youths, like out in Presque Isle,
Caribou, and so on, whose parents are white-collar employees, and in
many of those instances the mother will not be along.

The number is substantial, it varies community to community. But
there are no firm figures.

Senator HATHAWAY. What kind of employment records do you re-
quire these members to keep for purposes of complying with the Fair
Labor Standards Act ?

I think that is one of the difficulties that the people in the Labor
Department experienced, the inadequacy of recordkeeping here in the
county.

I cannot document that, but I have heard that report.
Mr. MCINTYRE. If I might respond to that, Senator, the farmer,

I think I am correct, if he is not employing a foreign worker, a bonded
foreign worker, he is under no obligation to keep any records, except'
those that he has to keep with respect to paying his crew.
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It is custoinary r a farmer to keep a day-to-day record of the
,barrels 'picked, am so on, of each employee picking, because he has
to have this to mee his payroll.

I do not uncle and that he is under any legal obligation.
Sernitor HAT AWAY. I think he is, insofar as he copies under the

law, by employ g 500 man-days of labor in a oliendar quarter.
Mr. Maw a . This is correct:

. Senator HA tAwAY. And also for wage and hour, and as to what
wages he is cl ming. .

Mr. Mohr . Yes; but he can establish that from his own rec-
ords. He is net obligated to report this.

Senator HATHAWAY. If he wants to establish his exception under
the law, he would have to show that he was under the 500 man-day
requirement?

I

Mr. MoINTyuE. It is my understanding that he. has to be able to
show this, but my point is he is under no obligation, unless he is con-
tacted. He has to have the information ifi he is contacted, but he does
not have to report this prior to that. ,

Senator 'HATHAWAY. If he does not have it, then he is going to be
hold under the law, that is the problem.

Mr. MCINTYRE. That is 'true. As having operated a farm for 20
years-Or so with these hand crews, it was, as far as I know, customary
t o pay by check, record the.barrels picked, and so on.

The record-is there, but it has been a private matter.
Senator HATHAWAY. Fine. Bill?
Mr. COrrEN. Just a couple of questions. From:all the testimony, it

is rather clear that a small percentage of aliens are now used in
pi'cicing operations. What percentage of children, 12-year-old sons .
and daughter of thigraiits,, andin other words, when they come
over, even the small percentage that does come, or do come, do they
',ring C.hildren,as well ?

Mr. MCINTYRE. Let me indicate first that there is no one no mi-
grants brought in; I want to get away from the word "migrant."

1 fr. CoHEN. Alien. .

Mr. MCINTYRE. There is no bonded alien brought in under 16 years
of age. This is by law. We bring very few under 18.

Mr. COT TEN. Would it be fair to say that there are no signiecant
housing or sanitation problems created by the operations in. this
county? .

Mr. MoINTran. With respect to the 12-year-old aliens?
°Mr. COHEN. No, with respect to the entire labor, force. Most of the

people go home that evening?
Mr. MCIINTyan. Yes. This is all, practically all of these youngsters

are employed byneiobors, relatives, and within 5 miles. -

Senator HATHAWAY. I am just trying to bring that out for this
record so we can have it back in Washington. ' ,

'Mr. MCINTYRE. Let me introduce another thing. I am not saying this
critically; because I have been involve in this for years.involve

use the term migrants with res ect to Canadians; we use it loose-
ly, for the want of a better term. OUP Canadian wor'kers are not
migrants, in my understanding of the term. Fifty percent of them,:
some high percentage, go home on weekends. They are all residents
within 50 miles, or 'Z5 miles 'of the border. / ,
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Fifty percent of them work for the same farm that they worked last
year. They do not have the characteristics of a migrant, and they are
workers from a distance, and quite a lot of this is true of our Indians,

.although we have had little to do with an Indian movement.
Let me say that the, Indian movement, which was 250, is down.
Mr. Co HEN. Are there any herbicides, pesticides, insectici ich
ight prove harmful to anyone picking?
Mr. MCINTYRE. I am not aware of any hazards there. I suppose if

you went out and inquired enough, you could find an instance where,
at some time or another, a person would have a little allergy to a top
killing material. This would be the only thing that would be involved,
and I have known a few cases_of -that. But to my knowledge, it never
has been serious, and of very short duration.

Mr. COHEN. Is there any official reporting mechanism that we have
in the State whereby accidents, or. incidents that you indicate, might
be reported, and a record kept ?

Mr. MCINTYRE. Not to my knowledge. There was a question raised
here whether farmers had to have workmen's compensation.

My understanding of the law is that a farmer must either have work-
men's compensation, or employer ,liability, that is for practical farm-
ing But I am not aware of any summary of this, any data available.

r. COHEN. Would it be a fair statement that we could be able
determine' from checking with the State authorities as to wheth
there has been any substantial increase in workmen's comp rates ove
the years due to hazards or accidents? We could determine it from
that ?.

Mr. MCINTYRE. I am certain it is available. Part of our farmers have
employer, liability coverage, and I doubt if any agency,Would have
that' data, but a very substantial number have workmen i comp, and
any farmer that employs Canadians has to have workmen's comp,
covering his entire crew.

Mr. WmiKs. One ther comment, I would makeand perhaps Bar-
nard should make i but it is my 'understanding that any pesticide-

herbicide situation 4 normally put on anywhere from 2 to 3 weeks
prior to the harvest, referably some of the mechanical harvesters can
get by with sleAS than hat But the preferred way to put the top kill
on, and herbicide, ins ticide, rather, at least 2 to 3 weeks ahead of
time.

. Maybe Be and woul comment on that more specifically.
Mr. SHAW. think b sically insecticides are applied 4 or more

weeks-prior to h rvest. Be ause you are'not going to put an insecticide
on them and then kill them You are NI going to waste any money on
this, and turn around andlkill them.,

This is what we are talking 'about, 4 weeks prior, with as little dan-
ger as far as residue is concerned.\ -

,

There is another point that I would like to bring up, and being
chairman of my local school committee, representing 2,200 students,
and I think both the growers and the school committees have sat down /
together and tried to evaluate the labor needs of our community, /I
think this is fair to assume, that most of the school committees in
county have done this as well.
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We come to the point where we get to almost harvest, and we have
a meeting of grower committees, and the school committee looking
toward the needs of the grower for that harvest season. .

I think it Would be fair to say that most of the school committees
are oriented to our potato growing situation, and understand the needs
of the growers here in Aroostook County. ,,

We have spent a great deal of time in Limestone, evaluating our
position as tereleasing students from school, who would not be -em-
ployed in the harvest, and for those who would be employed. .

Taking this appro ch, I think that we have come up in Limestone
o with a very fair and a quate situation of releasing students as needed

for the grower% and w ave tried to keep the needs of the growers
totally satisfied,'so that we are not going to run' into a situation where
we have a tremendous amount of potatoes left in the ground for freeze-
ups. Because we are a community of agricultural people, our economy
is based on thaii,,And we look toward it with a great deal of anxiety,
particularly in thelizt that, of the need of the grower, and of course,
always consider the end result, the education for the young people.

Try not to destroy or enhance that in any way, or to change it.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you. ,r,

Senator HATHAWAY. One question I have with regard to transporta-
tion is how do the children under 12 get to the fields?

Mr. DEMERCHANT. As a means of transporting children from,, say
this.area of Presque Isle, to the outside area, school buses have been ,.

employed, which pass regulations in the State, inspection, and so
forth. The pickups must have adequate sideboard covering, and these
dhildren are supervised. That is abodt it.

The parents, of course, neighborhood parents, gather in three or
four children that go to Ione specific farm, and agree among the parr-
ents to brin` them.

I cannot seem to think of too much more, other 'than they come
by bus, unless it is just across the field, or the neighbor's dooryard.

Senator HATHAWAY. I am just trying to determine if the way they
get to the field is hazardous or notif the traveling is dark in the
morning.

. Mr. DEMERCHANT. No, I do not think that
Senator HATHAWAY. Or at night when they finish ?*
Mr. DEMERCHANT. Most generally when finishing with young chil-

dren in the picking field, say --yon start at 6 o'clock in the morning,
they get there at 6,. or a quaAer paft. It is Woming daylight. You
cannot start until you find the potatoes on the ground. .

Senator HATHAWAY. Yoh do not use flashlights?
Mr. D ERCHANT. After a child has worked, say a, p- or 10-hour day,

at '4 :3
M

, most generally you will see the bigger m6n alowing down,
they are most generally leaving by 5, or a quarter past. It is patty
unusual that anybody would stay out until dark.

,111r. COHEN. Just one clarification, Chip, on Colonel Roach, I think
you indicated that '25 percent of his labor force was 12 or under?

Mr. BULL. Under 12.
Mr. COHEN. And that if he lost hisif ey d not work, he,

wo d lose 75 percent of his force? 7
Mr. Bum. Yes. 0

Mr. CoHEN. Which would be two adults r child, toughly, and
they are all women?
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Mr. Bum,. You are a mathematician, and I am not.
Mr. COHEN. I would assume that there was at least 25 percent of

children between 12 and 15 or 16 alo would also be lost?
Mr. Bum. That would be my assumption, too.
Mr. COHEig. So they do not pick us apart on our statistics.
Mr. Butz,. Right.
Mr. DEMERCHANT. Congressman, I would like to add that sitting

here alongside of Chip, who is out promoting our quality, specific packs
of potatoes that are going out, this is our real means of quality, these
hand picked potatoes.

We use harvesters, a great number of us, myself particularly In mypacking operation, I see a need for taking a small segment of my crop
to supply a,- certain quality to the.Market, we are willing to pay for it.
I guess, that is about all I haveAo say on it, but it is a fact in themarket. v , . 0Mr. Bout,. I have one more point on that same line, that Mr. Roach t
mentioned also to me ; I asked him whether 'or not, why he did not
have the mechanical harvester in his operations.

%

He mentioned two reasons. One; the size and location of his fields,
the fields are so small he would spend most of the time turning around,
and the other being the fact that the type of soil that he has he would
have too much bruising, and I think this is what Storer has gone into itfor.

It would be hard* to market them, because you do get uite a bit of
'bruising if there are stones. ..

Mr. COHEN. Mr. Chairman, I would add. that I wait to commend
Mr. McIntyre for ' his comments about the varying ability of the
pickers. tt

When I went Out this fall, I lasted about 1 hour after the cameras
left. I think I'm in pretty good shape.

Mr.. Mohr YRE. We have just one connvent in this regard. I can
understand t t, I. do not care to pick potatoes myself, either.

I did not w en I had to. The question has been raised. Were, why is
he unemployed when we have, a shortage. You can raise that all over
the country; on anything. But these people are not capable of picking
potatoes physically, they are not adapted to it.

You have plenty of housewives here, 40' years old or over A good
many of them women who may have picked when.they were youngsters,
but they would not pick potatoes, even if they did not get unemploy-
ment compensation. They are not a' part of the picXing market.

Now, to make one other point, your best potato are not the
high school youths. Your best potato 'pickers are in the seventh and
eighth grade, where they are content with the fact that this ,,is their
only opportunity to earn a living, to earn this extra, money.

Once they g.et into high school they want to be on the trucks, or in
the potato hbuse, or on the harvester.. So this unemployed force,
statistically, is available. Actually it is not there. There is not anything
you can do that will make 35- and. 40-year-old women in Aroostook
County pick potatoes in large numbers. .

Senator HATHAWAY. They do not?
Mr. WEEKS. I have an interesting plaque here, which I was made

aware o.18) yesterday. I never heard of this before, and I think the coin-
mittee would be interested in it.' -

' It fads,as follows:
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,"Presented to Myrou Gartley in appreciation for being so kind to us,
your pota,tepicking crew of '72."

I never heard of that being done before, and that was brought to my
attention yesterday, That is an indication of what his student crew
thinks oi him.

Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you very much. We appreciate your
testimony, and we will adjourn for lunch for about an hour.

We will come back.ai 1 :15.
[Whereupon at 12:15 p.m., the subcommittee was recessed, to re-

convene at 1 :15p.m., the same day.]

AFITUNOON SESSION

SpEatOr HATHAWAY. The subcommittee will come to orders and I
apqlogize for taking longer than we anticipated'for lunch.

The first witnesses this afternoon will. be a panel of parents and
childreni Mr. Wayne Knight, Dr. Samuel hideout, Mrs. Delores Dash,
alon with Kimberly hideout, Todd Grass, and Richalene Higgins.

ill all of you come up to the witness table, please?
Well, I understand three of you children have a statement you

would like to'make, and we will start with you hichalene.

STATEMENT OF RICIIALENE HIGGINS:STUDENT ; WAYNE KNIGHT,
PARENT; KIMBERLY RIDEOUT, STUDENT; TODD GRASS, STU-
DENT; DR. SAMUEL RIDEOUT; IVO DELORE$ DASH, A PANEL
OF PARENTS AND CHILDREN \

Miss HIGGINS. My name is Richalen\e Higgins.'I am 9 years old, and
I live on a farm with, my parents. I. am a straight "A" student at the
Fourth Street School.

°Last year I earned $87 by picking potatoes and I am spending my
money on clothes this summer. I look forward to picking potatoes. I

\ think picking potatoes is fun, and I enjoy making the money,
Thank you.
Senator HATHAWAY. How old did you say you were?
Miss HIGGINS. Nine years. '
Senator HATHAWAY. And you picked last year?
MISS HIGGINS. Yes.
'Senator HATHAWAY. How many weeks, about?
Miss HIGGINS. One.
Senator HATHAWAY. How long during the day, all day Yong?
Miss HIGGINS. Yes.
Sena I 4,4ATHAWAY. Were you tired at the end of the day?
Miss eGINS. Yes.
Senatof HATHAWAY. IS it hard work?
Miss HXOGI/sTS. Kind of.
Senator HATHAWAY. What do you like better, pickilhg potatoes or

going to school?
Miss HIGGINS. Picking potatoes.
Senator HATHAWAY. This is Kimberly ?
Miss Rumour. Yes.
Senator HATHAWAY. Would you like to read your statement, or just

tell us about your experience of picking potatoes?

, .

'
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Miss Rmsom Well, -I like picking petatoese because I think it is
kind of ftin. You are with your friembi, and I get.soine money, and I
buy Christmas .firesents, and sometimes I buy something for myself,
and I save I money. . . .,

8eziatOr I ATIIAWAY. !row much money did you make last year?,
Miss RmEOUT. $131., . ik-
Senator littnAwAy. IlOw old are you, Kimherly ?

.Miss Rinnorr. Ten,
Senator IIArnAw.t1-. Todd?
Muster GaASs..My name is Todd Grass. I am 10 years old. I am in

the fifth grade at Fourth Street School in Mars Hill. I have been ..,

picking potatoes for the-last 4 years. I usually pick 30 to 3b barrels
a day. ,

I go to the field with my mother and brothers. We 'help each other
when we get behind. This year I earned $260, and our family earned
$967 altogether. My brother and I buy al? our clothes and put the rest
in the bank.

Senator ITATirAwAy. Thank you.
How many weel s did you work last year? , 'fte..

Senator He.THAW. Y. Did you find it hard work?
Master .GnAss. Thee or 4. ..

..

Master Ganss. Yes. 4...,...'' L. a T T"'...'' Senator i iATHA WA Y. DO yOlrli ke it ?
Master GRAss. Yes.
Senator HATHAWAY. YoK parents were With yoti;?°-
Master GuAss. My mother., ..
Senator HATnAwAy. Mrs. Dash, do you hate a statement?
Mrs. DAsii. My name is Delores haSh.., I was born:and raised in

Brooklyn, N.Y., and presently reside on a lam in New Sweden.
My 20 years of being married, to a man in the U.S: Air Force has

given me and my seven children the OppOrtnnity to live in many dif-
ferent parts.of the country.

o
My

0 .
My children have had the advantage of seeing, and' experiencing

many different lifestyles. These past 4 years, living in Aroostook
County, have been by fane of the most rewardingexperiences th ©y
have had. ' . ,.

.

By participating in the potato harvest, they know what it is to work,
hard to earn money. .

This is not a unique thing for my children, as they have worked in
soft fruit harvest in Washington Stafe. Picking potatoes may be harder
than picking strawberries, but the rewards far outweigh the difference
in work.

.

\ Money, of course, is. only one of the positive aspects o picking
patatoes. They also learn self-respect, indep,endence, and know that
they are truly needed. Many farmers in this area would be hard pressed
to get their crops harvested without thi children,.and without potatoes,
the rest of e local economy would suffer;'thi

Ask arty n erchant what the potato harvest means to his business. It
is like two Chi i 'stmas seasons a year, as the children come from allover
thy- y to shop and spend. Every dollar spent stintlates the econ-

v far beyond the i
The potato harvest neans many things to many people. Seine par-

ents, I am sure, view items an annoyance, while others do not Some

/
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triteachers dislike the interruptions, '1 file others capitalize on the exPeri-
once, and use it as an example on how our Nation's economy works.

So there are no simple ans*ers to this problem. I do know that iny
children, both myfoster, as well as my own, are better Off for having
riarticipated in the potato harvest. Both my husband and I feel that in
le years to come our children will thank us for the valuable lessons

learned while living in Aroostook. ,
' Thank you.

Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you very much.
Mr. Knight, did you have a statement?
Mr. KNIGHT..Yes. i

. My name, Mr. Chairman, is Wayne Knight. I am here to testify as
a parent who sends children into the field every ye.ar. f

I neverg 'gilt that.we would reach this point where we would have
to justify dm g so, because it is a way of life here, as you pro bly
well know.

I have four children, three of whorn pe,rticipate in the hary t, the
youngest, the 6-year-oldi participates on Saturday afternoon when I
take her up.'

Now, as I said before, it is a isay of life with us here. 1Viost of our
children, doctors, lawyers, what have you, all participate in the haf-;.
vest. There, is a great lesson to be learned there. Your hard work for
a day's pay, and you are a master of your earnings, so to speak, inas-
much as how many barreb of potatoes you pick ,determin s how much
money you are going to earn. '

I have never once heard. my children complain about eying to pi&
potatoes. One is 17, and one is 16, itnd the, other one is , the ones who
participate. I think they look forward to ' or at least I always thought
they had. They haye a heck of a good tiMe. put in a lonAay,

I think the oldegt one brought home just this side of $400 this year.
The next to the oldest, a little over $300, and the youngest around 1

$225. They have got somebody's check, and they have to do something
with it. There is a lesson to be learned, they have to cash it. There is a
lesson there.- -.

The work, each thing, is extremely important, They are busy through
that particular 5- or 6-week period, and then there is the banking thrtt
comes into it, the savings, and all of these lessons are important/to
kids. - e 0.

We are fertunate here that we have this opportunity to teach/our. )
children in this manner. As far as children being abused-12 ye-Ars
I have never seen, in my 39 years. I think we are fortunate. here, and
I wish everyone could participate in it. It affects everyone's lives.

I think that is all, unless you want to ask me some questions..
Senator HATHAWAY. Are there other work opportunities for the

children ? i
k,

Mr. KNIGHT. Certainly. .Some of the high school people work in
some'of the larger department stores,, one thing or another, during .
that ,period. ..

Senator HATHAWAY. For this age child ?
Mr' KNIGHT. You mean the 12 and under ?
Se,nator HATHAWAY. Yes.
Mr. KNIGHT. No ; I do not think so. Not that I 'am -aware of.
Senator liarnkwity. Well, thank you very much for your statement.
1"). Rideout.? l'.

4a.
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Dr. Riusory. I am Dr. Rilleout, and I have been on both sides of
this street, and I have had mixed feelings over the years, but I cer-
'tainly support the principle that Wayne is alluding to..,

As a child, I always picked potatoes. I guess I am one who belies
in the work ethic when it gets clown to it.

As you knoW, our country is getting down to more and more lin*-
ployment: We have a degree of tremendous welfare, and we still have.
I at times am fortunate to make a little money so that when my children

. pick in the field, they do not know it, but theyare really picking for
-nothing, because I pay taxes, and it is kind of sad in a way, that they
are paying a good portion of the taxes.

But I have five, and' they have always been there, this little girl is
6 years old. I have had two on the back of the truck, two other teen-
agers picking. I am on the school board, so I get it from both sides.

I think that aus far as the children picking potatoes, there has been
very little harm to, any child in this area. In myPestimation, it has
been a lot of good. Way batik:, there have been soma accidents, and of
course, when the harvest first comes in, I was appalled, I thought
farmers were done with the children because they had a few unfortu-
nate accidents, and-That has been corrected. .

In the little children, there have been very few accidents. I think
there is a very good*thing about learning to work, and the value of a
dollar, to do banking, and sort of getting their experience' in -that line.

It perhaps does disrupt, certain schoolteachers, but you educate them,
too. We arrange it very well. It shortens tip the vacationtime.

By and large,I think most people like it, including theleachers. As
far as the children working and picking, I do not think it hurts their
schooling. Thank you. -

Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you very much. Thanks, all of you.
The next witnesses, representing the National.. Committee on the

Education of Migrant Children, area CassaVdra Stockbulger and
Jeffrey Newman.

Welcome to the committee' . Your entire statement will be put in the
record at the conclusion of your testimony. You m4 proceed to sum-
marize then, if you will.

° STATEMENTS .011 JEFFREY NEWMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, AND
CASSANDRA STOCXBURGER, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL ,COMMITTEE
ON THE EDUCATION OF MIGRANT CHILDREN*

Mr. NInvMAN. Thank you, Senator..
I will start, and then I will let Miss Stockburger give an overall view

of mu. poSition.
We come here with mixed feelings today. We are happy to be invited

and are honored to be inv.ited.
We are a little concerned a it the cold weather, not being used to it,

and very pleased with the I ndness that everyone has shown us here.
But on the other hand, as a national agency that has worked to protect

ildren, and strengthen child labor laws fl over 70 years.in this coun-
try, we are deeply saddened that the fact t, 'at the Congress may be will-
ing to consider what we would conside /a serious step backward, and
we are saddened by the presentation 0 j hildren before this committee,
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Strikingly reminiscent of children in
working in factories, mines, and industr

The young children of this country, ii
Maine,' are bright and capable, but they
country's laws, nor would we vent the i to. Otherwise we would not
haVe compulsory school attend nce, a variety of protective legislation,

We have come/to recognize hild dev lop ent in this country as..a
or other laws basic to our model society.

complex and important area of national conce
ne of the gets upon which the uciw am dment to the Fair Labor

andards Ac was based was that young c ildren cannot achieve nor-
1 developinent, are prevented from no mal developme'

uations. Otherwise, young children co
stares, restaurants, as well as in the field.

We must remember that we are talki
years of age, not those 12 or over.

Lastly, we have serious questions c
this/ morning by the representativ f agricultural ore nizations,
which I would be glad to go over- the question period.

, That is all I have to say, and I w. e to turn the rest over to Miss
tockburger. /
Miss STOCKBURGER. I am Cassandra Stockburger, and I am speak-

ing here today out of more han 20 y ars' of experience workin
throughout the United States in many a iculturaI communities with
foreign workers, farmers, of every sort, to see that t e children are
not exploited in the workplace.

I also, grew up on a farm, and living i New ,York City, I try to
.- get out as much as possible back to my n tiv environment because

pounding the pavement is not exactly my e nrnent.
I grew up in a truck farming area in the outh.
The potion of the National Child La or Co
In 1971, we spoke in support of the le '81

pending which would -prohibit work
under the age of 14 outside of scho
w rking for their parents on their ow
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who enter industry are immature in judgment, self-control, capacity
for concentration, and, therefore, have less ability for sustained atten-
tion, are more easily distracted and more liable to accidents.".

It is our belief that children younger than this are more vulnerable
to the existing hazards.

Just last week, the New York Times reported that the State of
Florida finally recognized the hazards of having young children in the

-fieldb, when after 'one fatal accident and numerous near accidents,
they have banned the presence of children in the fields that Arep °pent°
pick and pay harvesters.

Further, we believe. that the agricultural economy as a whole has
no need for child labor.

In addition to the personal iiiizard of working in agriculture, the
.employment of children is no longer justifiable because of labor
shortages.

Today,.- not only is there a high rate of unemployment, but in the
last 10 years, at least 1.4 million lobs have been eliminated, and during
that same period, large numbers of small farmers and sharecroppers
have been forced of the lands into the hired farmworker force.

We believe the solution lies in a better utilization policy and plan
for farm labor that Available jobs and available workers can be
brought together. Children must not be used to unwittingly relieve
certain communities for developing an adequate
labor supply for its industries, whether agriculture or otherwise.

Mdst important of all, the employment of young children under any
circumstances should not be permitted because it interferes with the
full physical, mental, and social development of young children.

Let as not forget that we are not talking here about 14-, 15-, 16-
year-dIM, but about 5- to 11-year olds. .

We 'do not advocate idleness for the young child. Proponents of
child labor leglillation have always held that children relieved of the
burden of work should have the opportunity to do a child's work;
that is; to use his time to explore a variety of interests, to learn about
his .world, and to participate in creative tasks suited to his age and
ability.

When 411 has been said, the most impDrtant reason for prohibiting
the employment of any child under 12 is to prevent;ithe deprivation
of normal development,

The American people have long supported the concept that young
children should not work but should use thew years to grow into
creative, productive ahilts:

day, although some illegal child labor. does exist because of poo
enforc nt of existing laws, the importance of child labor has been
virtually e r ated in most crops and most communities.

Does it not see -strange that only three States in the entire Na,.
tionMaine, Oregon, and Washingtonstill insist on using older
children, 12 through \16, but also insist that they need the labor of
children, 11, 10, 9, and yleunger.

What are the reasons behind
It can hardly be the welfare of childr
We have heard; arguments today or the continued use of child

labor. These re 'predictable. It is said at child labor is necessary
because crops would go unharvested; dig/ it is goad experience for
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the children ; thiit they learn what it means to work ; that they assume
responsibility ; that farmers need the extra income; that children like
to earn extras for bicycles, clothing, and so forth ; that parents have
.a right to determine what their children do, and that our work, unlike
'other situations, is not harmful or hazardous. 0

We have heard all of these arguments many times from the own-
ers of factories, from mine owners, and from farmers. Each advance
in protective child labor laws has brought forth the doomsayers. Yet,
historyhas proved them wrong.

The most recent example was the successful termination of child
labor, in the strawberry harvests of Louisiana.

Easy in 1972, the use of child in those fields was declared illegal,
and the Department of Labor r loved the children from the fields.

The results, no crop was lost ocally recruited labor Was adequate
and willing to work; adult worker income rose because more work was
available. Individual production rose since there was less distraction
from their work to superyise children. -And the rate of pay increased

cp slightly.
Two years later, the Department of Labor in Louisiana reported to

us that strawberry farming continues with only a normal 'attrition
'rate, and that the,Rural Manpower Service has been able.to assist the
farmers in securing adult labor. --

Meanwhile/ children have returned to school on a full-time basis,
and many interstate children no longer have their education disrupted
by leaving home-base schools long before the school year ends.

As we have said, the child's place is not the marketplace: The child
learns best in a creative environment of the school or other learning
environment designed for the child developmental needs.

One of the earliest a,rguments for the support of child labor was that
the earnings of children were necessary to support the family.

Most of our society has given up this concept as socially unaccept-
able, and we have provided &her means for the support of the poor.
Only slightly different is the argument that seasonal formwork pro-
vides all children, middle class and poor alike, to earn money for
extras. ,

Children thus motivated may well be poor judges of their work sit-
uation. Such instant gratification may make intolerable work appear
enjoyable at the moment,. but what price shall we permit children to
indulge these motivations?

Others argue that parents should be able to judge what is best for
their children.

We believe in matters affecting the good of the Nation. We have long
believed that the State has the right to pass laws for he well-being of
those children.

In those areas containing large numbers of child laborers, there are
pressures, both economic and political, which influence the decision to
continue such practices. These often have little to do with the need for
child labor.

For,example, in Oregon, it is felt that welfare mothers will not go
out and work if their childleri cannot go with them.

Here in Maine we have heard of situations were there is pressure-
from adult school employees to continue the closig of schools so that
they can earn extra income. '

' 7 5 ,
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In our study herein 1970, we , found school superintendentS' were
hesitant at keeping the elementary schools open and closing the high
schools during the harvest because it costs the taxpayer more money
when some schools are open in a district and some are closed./

Specifically, we would argue against any exemption tote Maine
potato harvest. And in the study we mentioned gtbove, it as found
that a trend existed to keep schools open because a number f the par-
ents did not approve of the harvest recess, or that a large number of
children were not working. <,

We believed that the hardship, as perceived by the employers. is
negligible.

Second, the employment of children under 12 in the harvesting of
potatoes is 'unsuitable and harmful, We hold this to be true because '
we have heard here today how children work 8 or 9 hours. We have
heard that there is machinery in the fields.

We believe that this work is unsuitable for the very young child. It
requires that consistent use of the same muscles in the back, the legs
and the hands, which positions are believed to be extremely harmful
to the skeletal development of preadolescent children.

The 1974 amendments were enacted to protect young children
because Congress was convinced,'on the basis of evidence, that condi-
tions in agriculture were such as to warrant such protection, and be-
cause the Congress, recognized the clear hindrance to development
which work presents for young children.

Protection, as it already exists under the law, will be weakened if
any exemptions are given. Many children will ,be denied the protection
of the law by the simple fact that it will increase the difficulty of
enforcement.

Compliance officers will, find themselves\ depting valuabldinspection
time to checking out exemptions, thus fuiter diluting the clirrent
grossly inadequate enforcement praotices.

As you know already, other areas are asking for exemptions.
If we break down the protection we now have, it will be a continuing

story of more and more children being fillowed to work.
The abuse of, children in agriculture is well-documented. For 35

years, since protection _was extended to o her children, we refused to
provide equal protection for agricultural workers, and \ve luive lost
countless laves. Children have been main for life. But, even worse,
because physical damage caused by work during the earlier years often
is not visible for many, many years, we have. caused the suffering of
tens of thousands and cut short the lives of numerous others.

Even harder to measure is the cost to individuals and to the Nation
because of children deprived of their normal and complete develop-
ment as huinan beings.

As you know, Senator Mark Hatfield, in a letter to the New. York
Times, on the one hand, applauded this legislation because of the
effect it will have on breaking the continuing cycle of poverty and
neglect that has resulted 'from the abuse of migrant children. He ad-
vocated nonmigratory children should be qxeMpted.

We believe this is a contradiction in' terms, for if we acknowledge
--- young child labor as abusive for one group for such developmental

=\:,, reasons, it is abusive for all.
,?

t:
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The middle-class child, simply because of his economic status, .is
not immune to mistreatment, nor is he immune from being used at his
own expense and that of others.

We are supported by 'decades of social history, medical facts, and
psychological undeistanding of child development when we take the
position that, 'regardless of the place, the time, or the job, there is
simply no reason to employ children under the age of 12 in com-
mercial agriculture.

We urge the Senate not to modify these amendments so that all our
Nation's children may haye equal protection under the law.

Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you very much for your. testimony.
I think that probably the subcommittee, the committee, and the

entire Congress would agree with you on many of the points that you
Apve made with respect to child labor generally throughout the
country. .

.But, of course, as you are well aware, we are concerned with the
particular situation here in Aroostook County as well as the straw-
berry pickers out in Oregon and Washington. That is really the issue
before us and not child labor nationally.

You mentioned Mark Hatfield, for example, was against grant
children working, but it was all right for the local. There is a distinct
difference there, because.the migrant children are working on a year-
round basis and they are kept out of school for extensive period of
time, and they are not getting the education tharthey should be g t-
ting, whereas the local workers here in Aroostook County, as.you a
well aware, go to school early and then get out for the harvest, an
then go-back to school.

So they put in the required number of days, total days, in the school
year.

F am just wondering what data you have to back up the statements
that you have made with respect to the potato picking operations here
in Aroostook County and how extensive a study do you have?

Po you have any documentary evidence that you would like to sub=
ihit in addition to your statement to support some of the conclusions
that you have made ? -4

Miss STOCKBURGER. We do have a study which has been printed, but
I believe the, committee has a copy which was made here a number
of years ago. --

.Senator HATHAWAY. It was made when ?
Miss STOCKBURGER. In 1970.
Senator HATHAWAY. That has been made a part of the committee

record ?
Miss STOCKBURGER. It is in the committee files, but we will be glad

to give youlmother copy.
Senator HATHAWAY. I .guess,we,have it.
Let me ask you, then, a few s'pecific questions.
You mentioned that doctors say that this type of work is hard on

the back and the legs, and so forth, and it is bad for devllopment.
If you went down to Mars Hill,'you would qee a lot of kids on the

ski slopes which requires a lot of back and leg muscular activity, and
they do it all day long, from early in the morning to late at night.

Would you prohibit children from skiing?
Miss STOCKBURGER. How many days do they do it consecutively ?

77
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Senator HATHAWAY. As many days as they get snow, but then that
is many days in this part of M ine.

Miss STOCKBURGER. I tl k you would' have to have a medical
opinion.

Senator HATHAWAY. hat is why I questioned the medical opinion
that you have given us, m nd I do not know what the basis flfr it is.

When you say doctors ay
Miss STOCKBURGER. Th basis for our saying this ?
Senator HATHAWAY: T ere are many sport activities in which chil-

dren involve the same mu des, the back muscle's and leg muscles. k

I suppose they are irrrP. 'twit to development. Remember that these
children do not have chai round their legs, and nobody is standing
there with a whip makin them go through the fields at a certain rate.

If they are tired, the, just sit down and take it easy. They are not
being .forced to pick ery second of every minute, every hour and
every day.

Mr. NEWMAN. That w. ild be the ideal situation, Senator. We would
worry about abuses in that case.,

Senator HATHAWAY. You are mindful of the fact this is a voluntary
operation and no child is forced to pick, regardless of whether he is
tired or not?

Mr. NEWMAN. Yes; I am.
But there is a difference. They would maintain, betweeno putting,

handcuffs on the child and having him, of his own free will theoreti-
cally,cally, be in a field. Children, six, seven, eight years old, are very lunch
subject ,to the influence of their parents or their elders in terms of
working.

Just a statement that would be simple enough.
Miss STOCKBURGEIi. Alsarwe heard testimony today that the children

have contests to see who can pick the most.
senator HATHAWAY. That makes a game out °fit, I would think.
Miss STOCKBERGEE. There are pressures:
Senator HATHAWAY. Do you have evidence to show what these pres-

sures are?
The committee has not heard of any pressures being exerted on the

children, but we would be happy to know of any that you'have' heard
of.

Miss STocneunom When . we take the normal development of the
child who is trying to do sthiething like forhe has been told that he
goes out; and works, and that he can have a new bicy$e. This in itself
constitutes the pressure.

I mean; there may be nobody standing there .fiver him ; but if this
is his motivation, this constitutes a pressuire to Work harder and longer
in order to achieve that goal. o

It may not at the very young age the,child is not in a position to
make a decision as to whether he has ad enough.

Senator HATHAWAY. Do you th. k that is different than normal par-
ental pressure in nonaoTicultur areas ?

Miss STOCICBURGER.41 do no' know where else patents put pressure
to work 9 and 10 hours A day

Senator HATHAWAY. We , I doubt thatthat you could infer that
the parents say you can ave'a bicycle if you go to Work, that that
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forces the child to work 9 and 10 hours a day when it is harmful to his
physical condition.

Miss STOCKBURGER. Well, our position is
Senator HATHAWAY. Have there been any studies made of adults in

the area : that they have become deformed or lack any normal physical
attributes because of having picked potatoes when they were
youngsters?

Miss STOCKBURGER. Conversely, In am sure that no study has been
mada_to_cletermina _whether,in such a population, there is higher yam,
yieidence of skeletal problems or bone problems.

Senator HATHAWAY.' Would not we need something like that to
substantiate your case?

Miss STOOKBLTRGER. You would need a long-time .study, probably
over a great many years.

Senator HATHAWAY. I think the opposite is true, that adults in this
part of the State are probably healthier and stronger than other parts
of the State because of their potato picking experience.

Miss STOCEBUROER. That is an assumption that I think can be made.
Senator HATHAWAY. I have been going through the State extensively

through the past several years; and so has Congressman:Cohen, and'
I think, from our observations, we can testify 'that is truefrom our
handshaking observations. [Laughter.]
t Mr. ,NEWMAN. That is true, Senator, but we are talking about a
State, that any time you have an agricultur#1 State, it is an outdoor
State much more than many others.

I would expect if you were to go to the State of Nebraska where
we knoW it has had the No. 1 football team for 5 years, they are big and -
healthy. They do not have child labor there..So you cannot correlate
the two together.

Health is not necessarily correlated with being out working under
the age of 12.

Mr. COHEN. Are all of the football players from the University
. of Nebraskalrom Nebraska? ,

Mr. NEWMAN. Most of them are.
Mr. COHEN. I would suspect that there are sizable scholarships

granted from elsewhere.
Mr. NEWAIAN. Yes. "
Senator HATHAWAY. Really, the burden is on you to shoe the'

damage.
If you do not have any study of adults, older children, .who'hae

been harmed physically as result of picking potatoes, it does not
seem patyou can make out a case.

It-is very speculative on your part, and I think the speculation the
other way has more credibility.

Miss-STociintraona. We do Icnow of people who do farm work.
. ,

Senator HATHAWAY. This is generally, though, other people
throughout the country.

We havy to delve into the issues of what they are doing right here
during this brief period of time.

MISS STOCKEURGER. But we do not do everything in isolation. We
do not learn everything in isolationoid certainly, if there are ex-
amples of children in other areas, we do not know of them

Senator HATHAWAY. We take cognizancd of them but apply them
the waylthey would be applied here.

79
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If the facts are different, then they cannot be applied here. You can-
not take a child who is workina almost year round and say, well,
that child is hurt as a result of his agricultural pursuits, and say,
therefore, a child in Aroostock Coiuity who is working 4 or 5 weeks,
is going-to be hurt, can yOu

Mr. NEWMAN. I think that a study in this pcitticular instance in
this county would certainly be advisable, and we would be glad to
undertake or to assist in the undertaking of skit a study.

But I do not knoiv that the burden ofhproofshonid all be on this side,
because I do not think, when the ii'ederiniDiug Administration allows
a'drug to be released, they suppo dly have tested \that drug to show-
that there is no bad side effects,'

It is not necessarily true, that efore finding out whether there is
ury, we,should allow children({ work in the field:

that was even the only are that we were Talking abouti. if we
susp cted that as ,a possibility, "ii'e might well-say let u's wait 10
yea before we allow children to work in the field again, i that
wa. the only issue involved, a d then say, all right, we. frid out
fr rn the study that it is not tru

...lenator,HATHAwAy. It seem. to me that the custom has been here
f s r the last. 50 'years to do this.

The burden of proof shoed be on those who want to upset it,
/ rather than the who have been doing it., to show the harmful

effects. ,
If you are working in coy l mines, the harmful effects would be

very easy to show. But you c nnot see any harmful effects that have
been shown in regard to the particular operation here.

I think that those who wt nt to change it should have-the burden
to show that there are harm ul effects. I do not think you can do it
simply by speculating.

Mr. NEwmAN. We dare no speculating in the general atmosphere.
Senator HATHAWAY. You a ]so mentioned hazardous 'conditions.
Now,, what particular ha Airdous conditions are you talking about

with respect to the potato
Miss STOCKBURGER. We

rows over, three rows over,
Senator HATHAWAY..,IS th
Hazardous conditions ex

more hazard4us out,in pc tato field than if they area walking across
Main Street in Presque Isle ? -

Miss STOCKED-EGER: I ha e a feeling that when Ale child 'is work-
ing in the field, it is not his' sual environment.

Senator HATHAWAY. I w uld not say that ofthe children here.
It is their usual env).ronment.
Mr. ,NEWNKAN. Senator, if I could just suggest, I think you are

making a very good point in terms of ,the hazards, in terms of the
physical environment here.i I am not sure, and I would not want to
stand here and say that we can absolutely guarantee that work in the
fields in Aroostook ounty' is physi lly-Ifitzardous.

I would suggest that we would b
terms of studies as eve have clone
really the' main issue that we are cone

Senator HATHAwAy There was one in
was given:

'ells here in AroOstook County?
el that anywhere there is a presence, two
we do not control children to- that /extent.
s different than automobiles in the street?'
st everywhere children are, but are they

glad to look furthee'Intojkiy,
in other areas, but that is no
net with and

tioned in the staternent that
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thinkand J am not .a lawyer-7
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Senator HATHAWAY: We hav sufficient evidence, as was mentioned
earlier, to show that its is ful to the migrant children because )

they do lose considerable amount of their schooling time.
For that reason alone, it would be necessary to prohibit it. But that

is not the case here.
You said the mental development of the child is hurt as'a resultof

picking potatoCs.
Mr. NEWMAN. I would not go so far as to say it was

normal development is prevented.
Senator HATHAWAY. What is a potato Pic
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r. NgwmAx. It is one of the issues, sand while we have otfir
about that, we would not emphasize that as the most imp

our concern about exemption of Aroostook County in
w law, the new amendment. _

HATHAWAY. What is your principal concern ?
A. Our principal concern is in the area of chil
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der law, then would apply
t paren . Migrant parents say

but the

ild losing that th
nonpotate child. is getting as, far as his deve opment is concerned ?

Miss STOOKBURGER. We are saying that child, labor should be el m-
inated for young children; that there is no place for them in the work-

y should be provided for them as a
ng children, and this is as a matter of
grow and develop; that they are far

onment doing and learning things which

place; that other forms of acti
better use of their time as y
understanding how child
better off in a creative en
will be of benefit to them in the future and6not---

Senator HATHAWAY. You
there is something better that

They could be reading a book
You are saying it is all right

'60 they well'. playing a game where yo
it in the basket, as long as it was a g

Miss STOOKBURGER. Well, that is stre
Senator HATHAWAY. I want to get yo point.
What do you think they should be doing instead of diiing this?
Having in mind that they are only doing this for 4 weeks of the

year.

e saying this is not harmful3 That
hey could be doing?

they were playing baseball, or if
pickup a round obiecramtthro

it would be all right?
Bing the point.. 6.
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Miss STOCKBURGER.. Well, their education is disrupted, and,,when
yout go to school a few weeks and you are out again, I understand that
some of the schools have on-call days and they go back, and they are e

in a day or out a day, depending on the weather which has to be dis-
ruptive to the normal flow of the,education process.

Mr. COHEN. That would apply to summer recesses, too, would it,,
not? °

Miss STOCKBURGER.. No ; 1?ecause you plan the education program
much more completely on it.

Mr. Co.HEN But they plan the educatioifprogram just as Completely
in Al-oostook County.

a

Miss STOCK,UEGER. They have a longer period of.time.
You .ke to school 4 weeks and you are out 4 weeks.

--Mr. COHEN. And you are back in school the rest of the year.
Miss STOCKBURGER. You are back in school the rest of the year..
Senator HATHAWAY. That is the same procedure that they have a1 /

Exeter, and Andover academy which are.considered among the lead-/
ing private institutions to the Nation. They take as much as a month
off at a- time and then go back t6" school. It does not seem to me,"
be any different.

Mr. NEWMAN..But not for work periods for ..under 12-year-ol s. /-
e

Senator HATHAWAY. YQu are saying that the work during that
interim period hurts t it education ? li i

Mr. NEWMAN. And ey are under 12.
Senator HATHAWAY. If they ,just took a 4-week vacation, you are

saying it is all right ? ,,

Mr. NEWMAN. No. , t. ' 4
I am saying there is a- difference between the two situations. .

If you are having vacation periods for 4 weeks at a tirN, that there
is a difference in the planning. I

The one gentleman earlier here today spoke about one school system
where there is oncall, I guess, work periods, or the children are in
school on certain days and not on certain othe ; that it seems to me
ismust be very difficult for a child who in school and back and
forth between the field to pick up and g o work on those days, or
work in the schools.

Senator HATHAWAY. Is there any/4atistical data to make your
point? . /-,--

Has any study been done, or do/you just feel that it is bad for the
child to be in on day and out the' other ?

They get out on holidays smnetimeS, they are out on Satutdays
and Sundays. That disrupts the weekly schedule somewhat.

Are y6u saying that we have to be locked in to a 5 days a week,
9 month per ar scho'ol schedule? - ,;

Milk NEWMAN., No; not necessarily. But, this is the way, we have
planned our school system in this country and in the State of Maine.
And the disruption of that causes difficulties for children in that
regard.

Senator HATHAWAY. What difficulties? , ..

Mr. NEWMAN. In adjusting back to school and,coming Out of school
being in school for 1 day, a 6-hour day, out for another 6,-hour day
or 8-hour day, whatever it is in the field. ,

Senator ilATHAWA'r. What iota do you have to support this? 9
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Have you talked to the children themSelves?
Mr. NEWMAN. No; lam not citing any statistical data.
Senator HATHAWAY. You just think that ,their schedule, may be

disrupted?
Miss STOCHUMGER. Well, I have. had some experience in teaching,

and I have worked with a. lot of schoolteachers. And I think that
you will find that after any absence that there is a period of time
of settling down again and getting back into the process.

Senator HATHAWAY. From a day, you think?
MISS STOOKIITIRGER. A child who has been out a day has difficulty

getting back.
Senator HATHAWAY. A child who has been out.a. day has difficulty

because he has to tch up with the rest. But if you have them allout
Miss StocKatrit . Even after the Christmas`recess or spring recess,

it takes time to get going again.
Senator HATHAWAY. Yes, but they have those anyway: Maybe you

are right, that we ought to change the whole school mit-Alum.
Miss STOCKBITROER. But this is certainly an added interruption to

the school 'year which has barely gotten underway. And I think it is.
more serious, because it comes in the beginning of the school year.

Senator HATHAWAY. I would think you would nave to show us some
comparison of children in other pats of the State -who do not have
these disruptions and that they do better than the children up here.

Do you have such studies?
Miss StooKaultoraief do not, know if any such studies have bee

made here or elsewhere.
I would think that the local people, to support continually closing

schoolsas far. as I know, this is the only situation in the U ited
States where itesehool system still persists in having a h i-vest
vacation:

They used to be prevale throughout the South and Weit.
Senator HATHAWAY. JASt 'because they ,are the only one who, does

'it, does not mean it is bad or wrong. -There are other school systems
that are much different.

_We are trying all types of school programs throughout this country
today. Some of them have absolutely no discipline. The children study
what they want to study, where others. it is very rigorous.

Weare always in the experimental stage with respect to education,
and I do not see where that' is different from the rest, that you can
see that it is harmful.,

MiSS*TOCHBVIGER. It is different to the extent that you have to
realize what the motivation of closing the schools are.

Senator HATHAWAY. Different what?
I am sorry. I just did not hear you.

rt Miss S'IOOKBITEGER. When you consider the reason for closing' the
school, to that'extent it is different from othertypes.

Senator Iintri WAY. Oh, yes.
The next qu is whether that is a significant difference-or harm-

.ful tb the child.
Miss Stocionnilza. The reasons given today are primarily those

which have supported the child labor, and that is the motive.
Senator HATHAWAY. You would be oppOsed to a child 'delivering

newspapers or magazinds. ;
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Mis.%&rocicuunoEu. Under the age of 12 ?
Senator HATHAWAY. Any activity where the child earns mono

0 Miss STOCKBURGER. There is no treason, we believe, for employing
children under the age of 12.

Senator IIATHAwAy. You do t think there is any value whatso-.. ever in the, wdrk experience for child under 12, as has been testified
by Mr. Knight and others, t at it teaches them to manage their
money and about banking and so forth ? .. -

Miss STOCKBURGER. There are ways of teaching children these
things without putting them into the field for 9 to 10 hours a day.

Senator HicrunwAY. But you are against all kinds of child labor,
newspaper delivery is not an 8- or 9-hour occupation.

Miss STOCKBURGER. It hag other hazards.
Senator HATuAWAY. You,would be against that?
Miss STOCKBURGER. For young children ; yes. ,

Primarily, this involVes early morning hours.-It also invol es some
exploitation, 41"

r. NEW/MAN. We would also suggest that in the circumstances
here, specificallya in the field, that a 9- or 10-hour day is in itself an
abuse, and that there are very littlethere is very little, opportunity
to monitor protection and prevention of'abuses. Atid this is one of our
major concerns in child laws, to cover the.child's abuse, and child abuse
can be much more stbtler than other kinds, than abuses to either older
children or adults.

If we were in a union situation here, it is virtually certain that with
their unions here, 9 or 10 hours a day would be unheard of, and there
are good reasons for that in terms of the health and syell -being of the
workers. I ,

. ,

Senator IIATirAwAy. Are; ou in favor of little leage baseball?
lMr. NEWMAN. I used to coach little league baseball,

Senator linzAnwity. So you are in favor of it?
Mr. NEWMAN. Absolutely. ,

Senator HATHAWAY. There are many instances'in whiCh the coach
is bent on winnipg, that they press the kids to a greater extent than
ydu imagine the kids in the field here are pres

Mr. NEwArAN. I am not in favor of that ab se. I think that that kind
Of abuse is substantially diffednt where you re in a

Mr. COHEN. How do you monitor them ? ,
,

.Mr. NEWMAN. How do you monitor abuse in little league baseball?
Mr. COVEN, Yes.
Mr. NEWMAN. I would say there is no monitoring of abuse in little

league baseball, and I have seen cases where I certainly wou d like to
have seen some kind of monitoring situation.

When you said little gue baseball, I am thinking. R. =ray of
baseball for young ch. ren. I am not sure that I am iu/support of
the little league syste ' itself because it does tend to create the kind°
of situation that you are raising.

Mr. COVEN. So, therefore, you Cannot even have play 'Vecause there
might be pressure involved. That is with children under the ages of
12 ? . I.

Miss STOCKB URGER. rthink there would ba.experiences to indicate
that competitive sports under the age of 12 are not particularly

,-..desirable.
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Mr. COHEN. I would first like to commend both Mr. Newman an
Miss Stockburger for your courage in coming from New York int
the cold climate of Mai e, and also for advancing your opinions to
the peOple among the colrrjrtittee here, as well as the people in attend-
ance here.

I am sure they are surpris d to find that their physical fitness is in
jeopardy now by curvature o he spine and perhaps their normal Be-
vel ment has been arrested by their early employment as potato pick-
ers wwI en they were children.

I might add just one other thing that. I must take issue with
your statement that work per se for children under 12 does rept
developmeht.

If that is e ease, I am certainly not the man, to be in Co guess.
started workin 'n my dad's bakery when I was 6 years old, an worked
a good many hot
through high schoo

Ido not know that. t has arrested rpv development and 6 eativity W
arty significant, degree, s. think r have to take issue Wit] that state-
ment.

Miss $TOEKBURGER. But ymi i re exceptional.
(Applause.]
Mr. COHEN. I am certainly, not going to take issue witl that.
But, seriously, I think perhaps what the probleM is, t that because of

tho extremism of your statement, and we have lear ed some years
-ago that extremism in pursuit of a principle, is not nere sarily a virtue.
And I think the rigidity of your statement undermine. the good points
that you r take.

Of course, we are concerned with abuses of ChM'. n and unseemly
situations where there are hardships imp ed and their educational
development is arrested.

after school for' quite a few years, alu the way

I
It seems we have an fobligation, especially those cif us to formulate

policy, of the variations in our society.
When you made the stater-pent, that the State h s the right to pass

laws to protect the well-being of children, we afire
But you said State. Here we' have the Federal Government impos-

ing a regulation without regard- to what the State law may, or Aroo-
stook County, where you cannot demonStrate what the abuses are.
And it is silly to engage in a colloquy back and forth to show the
'weaknesses of your statement because you have not been to Aroostook
County find have not been on a farm to witness the spirit, and the
work efforts that we are talking about, not thwkind of 'abuse that we
can conjure up out of the pages of history and the whole sorry record
of slave camps as such. That is not the efisehere.

For you to take an academic position f ay that work per se is
bad, then it really flies in the face of these me and wonierexperi-
ence. And I' think-,that is where you do an in] tics to the cause,
frankly

One other point that I would make is that Mr. Ne Man,' you said
that you were saddened by the appearance of the children here -today.
I guess the imnlication was that somehow the committee had sullied
its reputation by bringing children before a committee totestify.
. ;Apparently you feel-that children, somehow, are subjected to paren-
tal pressure at' abuse and that is not wise or at least, desirable,
socially desirable.
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1 would only add that, in my experiences as an attorney in prosecut-
ing cases, and there are a number of attorneys in the audience, that
frequently we had to call upon children to testify, and the purpose
behind.it was to look at the children to evaluate their maturity, their.
openness, whether or not they appeared to be intimjdated, so we
could make a value judgment as .to whether they were telling the
truth.

What I saw here today, the children that came to testify were
bright, young, not at all intimidated children, but outgoing, pleas- / -
ant, and generally enthusiastic young people who enjoyed the work/
And I think that that is to the 'committee% credit and not to its dis-.
parity. .. ,.

Mr. NEWMAN. I would disagree with that, not that I believe in
the right or the impropriety of 'having children appear before' a
committee.

I think that that is perfectly justifiable ander Many, many cir-
clinstances, but rather because it was my impression that ,the many
reasons for those children appearing today was to say that we like
the work, that the work is good for us, and that, therefore, because'
of our judgment, we would like to 'see that kind of work continue.
And I believe thut that particular kind of statement is not relevant
to the committee's consideration of the issues involved, no more than
it was relevant 30 years ago when many children 4

Mr. COHEN. If they were to say they enjoy it and have fun at it, it
does not matter? .

Mr. NEWMAN. NO, absolutely not. ''''\ it
In my opinion, that, many times in the 1920's and 1930's, children

. who appeared before' committees would say exactly the same thing
. nod might well mean it. It was the judgment of their elders that this ,
was not a good Situation even though they may haVe liked it. 4

Mr. Com:sr. Does not it require on the part of the policymakers at
least. an evaluation. of the exact situation under which they were \.,
working? V' '

Have you .ever Made a trip into the fields of Aroostook County Co . .. '
See what take place in thefields? , .. .

Mr. NEWMAN. Yes, I have.- ,.

Mr. cbtimg. And you found that they were' working 9 fu,11 hours a
day Without taking any breaks?

Yeiu cifel not find-that, did you?
. I

Mr. NEWMAN. No, I did not. '5

.. by if,. '

. andous to lives. Machinery is in the field.

f/i

And when'I saw this at this time,...it concerned me. I was disturbed

not applicable to a 5 week or 4-week petriod of tine, in my opinion: .

.*

Mr. ConErr. -As umatter of fact., they wandered over with the fami-
ly

Mr, NEWMAN. I,would say they took a number of breaksAut they
ly and talked and chatted ,and took breaks?

drawing the general rule from migratory *or era, which certainly is

without drawing distinction as to whether potato harvesting is haz-

west,still in the fields for 9 hours a day.

M. COITEN. Onto again, we are back to the point where you keep

You make,an additional statement about agritulture as hazardous

,- '
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Well, Senator Hathaway brought up an excellent point about ma-
chinery in the fields. I daresay it'is probably more hazardous for a.
child to go to school than it. is to have the mother out in the field with
a child under her supervision with a machine in the field, two or three
rows down the field.

So I just do not think you can make general broad statements and
apply them 'across the board when, in fact, they are not consistent with
the facts as they are in this county or this State.

I think you are taking a very extreme position and thereby Under-
, mine good points that you could make but do not make, and NVIiith de

not apply here.
That is all.
Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you.
Is there anything else you want to say?
Miss Srociteunonu.' I would also like to point out when you talk

hazards, I think it might be advisabre that you run some checks its to
the amount of lifting and .the weights of these children during the
course of the day that they would be involved in.

Senator MPH VAY. We will have some growers 'testifying later.
They will be alyIe to tell us how heavy the weights are.

Tha c you v y much,
[The repared statement of Mr. Newman and Miss Stockburger

follows:



Statement on Section 25.

of the Fair Labor*Standards Amendments
of 1974

prisentd by

THE NATIONAL CHILD LABOR COMMITTEE

Jeffrey Newman, Executivq.Director

and Cassandra Stockburger, Director

of the National Committal' on, the Education of Migrant Children

at Hearings of the
Subcommitte on Labor

of the SENATE Labor an ublic Welfare Committee

U. Senate

P esique ple, Maine
J nary 18, 1975

The National Child Lkbor Committee, chartered by Congress in 1906, has worked
for some seventy years to and the exploitation of the nation's children in

factory, mine and field. At the same time it has worked to improve the educa-
tional opportunities of all children and to insure their adequate preparation
for future work. The National Committee on the Education of Migrant Children',

is program division of the NCLC 'and is primarily concerned 'with protecting
the rights of children of migrapt farm workers and improving their opportunity
for an education and for lsading,a productive life.

1
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Over the years ihere have been two primarytreasons for,the use of

child labor. The first reason was poverty. It was common in the 19th

century for poor children to be indentured as apprentices in factories or

at servants. While there have been changes in such practices over the past

200 years there is still pressure on the children of the poor to work. Many

working poor still make such a poverty level wage that children of the poor

are =let pressure'to contribute to the meager income of the family.

The second reason we have used ch Id labor is the profit motive.

For many decades and under many circumatan es employers were able to employ

children at lower rates. Although it is generally believed that this is not

-' the case at present the persistene-use of child labor would indicate that

children are still believed to be a profitable labor source. There are docu-
--.....

tented cases of such for-profit exploitation of children LtVihie practice of -

hiring head of alamily to do a fixed amount of work with the expectation

at he will use his children. Thus the employer avoids payment of minimum
A . 4 -

wage and of Social Security taxes on the additional workers. We see it in

the dependence of fatmers on large numbers of child laborers who by the fact
,,.

they are available serve to depress wages and cut back on the normal competi-

tion of adults for the available jogs.

d a .
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WHY CHILD LABOR PERSISTS
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If child labor on the farms din-not e let and if it were not

belieiied by some to ba essential to the industr we would not be here today.

Yet thefact that child labor-has persisted in ome segments of the economy

ka purtling. If you talk to parents they will tell you they want their

children to get an education and do not with t eir Children to work. If you

talk to empleyers they will tell you they don, really like to employ children.

And in a recent survey of children of migrant farm workers 90Z said they want

to stay in sc instead of working.' S4tly dp we have child labor if

nobody wants'it?

The reason p;obabty lies in the fact hat child labor, especially in

the fields ip still surrounded by number of the which havefor many decades
4

-made it invulnerable to efforts to bring work o the farms under the same pro-

tections of the law as other forms of work.

These myths primarily relate to a co

different frOar-work in other industr s. The

by thaorigihal law was primarily because t

The literature from those days inclu

ept that agricultural work is

eason agriculture was not covered

is widely believed myth.

h statements as ... I

myself began physical labor earlier thin twelv , bar abor--too hard for any

child of eighteen oenineteen. B after all, that was i'kthe open aigo in the

field, beautiful with waving banners f the co n, and fragra,with .the smells

of the brown earth; upturned by the plow re;...And yet lhipite of all that,

I do not like to thinkf the years from twel

me bitter. But suppose my work hatinot been in

1Eyaluation of the Impact of ESEA, Title
Migrant Agriculture Workers, HEW, 1974. Executive Summary, p.

to nineteen, because it makes

air?" Sen. Albert

bt,
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J. Beveridge, Indiana, 414kgr of first chill labor legislation, Thild,Labor

and the Nation, 1906," NCLC Publications, 1907.

Even if earlier beliefs that work for children in agriculture was

less harmful than work in"factories 'or mines had some basis in fact this has

now changed.' Agriculture is no longer a family affair. Agriculture is big
-,-

tutit!ess. Agriculture is industrialized. Agriculture is mechanized. Since

Worldthe introduction of machines, chemicals and pesticides have helped

to make agriculture one of Vie three most hazardous industrial ranking with

miffing and construction. NotAde of us would dare permit an eleven-year old

to work in the mines or walk the girder); of a.high rise building.

lnother myth surrounding child labor is that it is good for the child

"to learn to work; that it teaches him to assume-46POSibility. This is often

"more rigidly. apVlied to children of 'poor than,to others. What we now know

about child development refutes these theories. A working childhood coupled

withseduCat onal and social deprivation results in undeveloped children and

potentially f strated and unfulfilled adults according to Dr. Shirley E.

Greene, a rule/ ociologist and researcher of farm worker life patterns.1

Dr. Green has also emphasized how little relationship there is be-

t,

tween what a child lea a worklng.in,the fields and what he needs for the futu

Since few children can exp t to become farmers or even full-time farm wor era

he is learning dead-end skills of no further use and of doubtful transferability

to future jobs.2

(

Childhood is too short and o important to take chancei.with oppor-

tunities for full development, Childhood ust be used for creative learning.

1Greene, Dr. Shirley E., "Child Labor) It/the an NReal,ihtes,"-New Generition,
vol. 54, No. 3, p. 21.

Q ';
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That is, whatever he does must not be an end in itself but must give him

opportunity to grow and develop mentally, physical and emotionally.

Thus, today,. young children do not wor even in the 'jest profes-
.

*ions (where their abilities would certainly be adequate) such as in offices,

stores, restaurants.

We have as a society quite properly determined that early childhood

is not time for work under any circumstances; agricultural work is no

ception.
,t1

WHY CHILDREN NEED PROTECTION

Increasingly since the latter part of the nineteenth century the

people of chi United States Ind their representatives in government at the

state and federal levels have recognized the need to protect children in the

work place and concomitantly to provide increasing opportunities for all

children, poor and non-poor ali%e, to be educated and to develop into productive

adults. The right of governments to enact laws, protect the rights of children

and to require their attendance in schools has long been accepted by the people

of the U.S. Such laws have iu.7cessfully ended eice\xesaive ibuses of child

labor so common in the early part of this century andlual resulted in the vast

majority of our children now receiving scot; high school education. One of the

pioneers in accepting the principle of protection of children from work in

order to promote their education was the State of Mainitql Good chilci.abor laws

werieenected in the State more than 50 yetis aiC;:\ By 1919, as repord in the

Sixth and Seventh Biennial Reports of the Department of Labor end Industry -for

1921-1924, the state had an excellent Child Labpr LaW\nd reported good results

had been obtained. The 1919 legislation had raised the ee limit at which a

a
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minor could be employed during school hours from rteen to fifteen, and also

4 'changed the educational qualifications necessary to procure a work permit so

that a minor muit complete the first six ydayly grades of the elementary public

0 01 schools ortheir equivalent before a work permit could be issued'.

The success of such legislation had, the Reports indicated, resulted

"in the employment of a le,ss number of children under sixteen years of age at

the present time than ever in, the history of the Stan of Maine."

Laws regulating the work of children are obviously needed for the

prOtectiel tsf children. Such laws are necessary to prevent exploitation of

children in jobs inappropriate to, their age and physical conditiori. They are

needed to guarantee that children will not be employed in unsafe or otherWise

harmful working conditions. They are needed to regulate the hours of the /

4y and the length of time children may work. Equally they are needed to free

children from work and to promote the education of ahildren.
C

Despite general acceptance by the public of the need to provide such

protection under the law for children who work there has been continued reluc-

44.

canoe to apply the law equally to children who work on the farm.

The position of the Nat/onsl Child Labor Committee is clear. In 1971

we 'spoke in support of legislation which would prohibit work on the farms to

all children under the age of fourteen outside of school hours (except those

employed on farms owned by their parents). Three years later, 144'1974, the

Fair Labor Standards Act was amended to provide added protection for children

working in agriculture. The amendments specifically prohibit the employment

ofchildrenunderagetweive-onfarmswhicheMpld.auflicient labor to be re-
-

quired to pay a minimum warn.

Although NCLC wn.. dialppointed at t limited coverage of these amend-

ments we do support them as a positive, though pattial, step toward adequate
)1', 0
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protection of ch ldren who work in agriculture. We are here today to urge* hat

(these amendment not be modified and that no exemptions,be granted in their'-'...,,

enforcement.
4

W take this position for a number of reasons. ..--.--------

irst, we do-not believe there can be any justification for the use

of child n under the age of twelve in commercial agriculture. ,Aks we have \I

pointed out above, agriculture is ao'hazardous as 6 constieuif/a threat to

the s sty Of all young children who may be sp employed.- The yoneger the child

t eater the hazard as emphasized by Dr...Alice Hamilton, who, when Professor

ndustrial Medicine at Harvard, stated that "the fourteen and fifteen-year

d who enters industry is immature in judgment, self-control,Capacity for

oncentratinn nd therefore has less ability for sustained attention, is more

1C1easily distiacted more liable to accidents"

1oudger childre ould be.even more vulnerable toth*Ilazarda': ',Just

last week the N.Y. Times reports at'Florlda had readgnized,the hazardatof

even having young children present in the en one fatal accident sled

another near accident caused the stateto< an the presence of children in fie

open to "pick and pin hanilisters.

Further, the agricu/ re economy his no need for child labor. In

addition to the personal ards of working inagriculture, the em tfoyment of

ohildren is no longer netifiable becadte of labor shortages. W saw 'the

tual disappearance of child labor in eh- id and late thfrties when Jobe were

scarce. Today, not only is them again an ov 11 high rate of unemployment,

but in the last ten years at least 1.4 million jobs n agriculture have been

eliminated. During the,same period large numbers of smi ewers and share-

croppers have been forced off their own land and into the hired m worker,

force.

*Vick and pay harvesters" are those who go io the fields to pick f their own

con tion and. pay the owner according to =duet picked.

94
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We believe what is needed is a bet

.#

S

mtilizatiop policy end plan

for farm labor so that available jobs and a ilable workers can be brought
111

tine her.", Children shoo of be.used to unwittingly relieve certain cemmn--

nyiesaf res ilities for developing an adequate labor supply for its,

./` trie agriculture or otherwise.

Child labor must be eliminated' from agriculture because it takes Away

jobs'from adults and dept saes wages. Most farm workers are underemployed.

Because of the seasonal nature of much farm labor mani are able to secure work

for relatively few days during the year. Mechanization has made vast iOroads-

. into available jobs. It is unconscaneble that we should advocate the employ-

ment of children in jobs that are harmful when heads of hOuseholds go without

work. At the same time there is evidence to indicate that the mere availability

of li itless numbers of young children eliminates.competit on for available

labor and virtually guarantees,that wages will not be com etitive with other

4creas.which Must compete for the available supply of adul labor.

/

.And perhaps the most important of all, the empl yment of young children

under any circumstances should not be permitted because t interferes with the

full physical, mental and social development of young ch ldren. Lit us not

415x*et that we are talking here, not about 14 and 15-yea olds, but about 5 -

-year olds.

In supporting efforts to protect young children, the late Dr. Felix

ler, founder of the Ethical Culture Society and a pioneer An social reform

his country said, "All itudents of sociology are praCtically agreed that

s the prolonged inf cy of the hunted child that made civilization'possible.

The ong period in which the child is non-productive has been the condition /
/

tiniNoua non of the evo tion of hUman beings; and this for two reason! -- first,

, cthe' prolonged s tete of ependence has elicited the tenderer traits, the capacity

seifesacrifice in he parenis. In the next place, the prelonged exemption



of the Oild from producti,

opportunity fothysical

"of life."'

We do not advo ate idleness for the young child

labor legislation have a ways held that children relied

" .

e i,4USJWiii-li-Sken,th,0 means

rowth and he mental preparatio

should haVe the opport ty to do a child's work --that is

explore a variety of in erects, to learn about his world

in creative tasks suited. to his age and

When all has been said the most important reaso

employment of any child,under twelve isoto prevent the de

development.

As we have said, the American people have long

that young children Should not work but should use the..

creative, productive' adults?

f securing to it the
a3

knX-0.004ater work

Proponents of child

0
of the burden of work

to use his time to ,

nd to participate

for .dhibiting the

rive ion of nbrmal

up orted the concept

ass to grow into

It is hard to imagine that today anyone co
d aicept the point of view

of one New Jersey cranberry OWN14wner
who once testified in opposition to child

/labor laws by saying, "If man-made laws about when children must attend school
0

are in conflict with God-made laws about when crops ripen, then the laws of

Cod must be obeyed."

Today, although some illegal child labor does exieebecause-Of poor

enforcement of existing laws, dependence on child labor has virtually 'igen

\eliminated in most crops and in most communities. Does it not seem strange

that only three states in the entire nation, Maine, Oreg4 and Washington, still

insist onsusing not only older children; twelve to sixteen, but also insist that
ra

they need the labor of children eleven, en, nine and younger? What are the

lAdler,-Dr. Felix, "Child Labor a Menace to Civilliation," speech delivered

to the Seventh Annual Conferenceon Child Labor. Published by aterican

Academy of Political and Social Science, 1911.. .

a
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\reasons behind this? 'It canchardly be the weiiare of childr(411

. Arguments 4r,the Odltitdied:hse of child labor in these situations'
. o i .,

are iiididtablee Advocates o suChlePor argue that

1. Such child labor is necessary; crops would go unharvested if
children are not permitted'to 'work. ,

2. It is go!bd ekperience for the childrenCthey learn what it
means to work, to assume responsibility.

3. Families need the exert income.

Children like ttr11141k, to earn money for extras--nicyCles.
clothing, etc.

"-Parents have a tight to determine what their children do..

.6. "Our" work, unlike others, is not harmful or hazardous.

We have heal all these Aguments many times before fromlowners of

factories, mines and faius. Each advance in protective child labbr Uwe has

brought forth the doomiayers. Yet Mai:my has proved them wrong?

The mart recent example was the suCcessful termination of child labor

in the strawberry harvests of Louisiana: Tangipthoe Parish is primarily a

one crop area.... Parma are amall--abtout id' acres.* Strawberries ripen early in

the harvest leason--March-Mey. The. area is located off the rmal migratory
.

labor routes. Very little housing is available for out-of-ar a workers. For

(''
years 757. of the labor force nes children. Black schoo aditionally ended 0

their year in perch so that children were free to work legally. AlthOugh by

1970 school integration had ended this practice hundreds of children, many from

wit of state, were provided with a half-day school organizeefor the purpose of

Circumventing the law and providing farmers with child labor.'

Early in 1972 this practice was declared illegal and.the U.S. Dep ri7-
P

ment of Labor removed children frog the fields of Tangipahoa Pariah. The. -

sults as documented by NCLC were

s4

9,7
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1. No crop was-lost.

2. Locally recruited labor was adequate and willing to
work.

3. Adult worker income rose because more work was available.
Individual production rose because there was less distrac-
tion from their work to supervise children and the rate
of pay increased slightia.l.

Two"yeais later-the Department of Libor in Louisiana reported to us

that strawberryvfarmieg continues with only a normal attrition rate and that

the Rural Manpower Service has been able to assist the farmers in securing

adult labor.

Meanyhile, children have returned to school on a full-time basis.

Nany.inter-state children no longer have their education disrupted by leaving

home base schools long-before the end of the school term and traveling hundreds

of miles to work in the strawberry harvest.

As we have said previously, the childesplace is notthe market-place.

The child learns best in the creativkenvironment of the school or other leap-

( -

ing environment designed for the child'. developmental reeds.

eve of the earliest arguments for the support of child-labor was that

the earnings of children were necessary to support the family. Most of our

society long ago gave up such a,concept as socially unacceptable. Yet we

still find.cases where welfare Gunnies are encouraged to take their children

to the fields during the harvest season since a child's earnings are not de-

ductible from welfare payments:

Only slightly different is the argument that seasonal farm work pro-

!ides all children, middle-class and poor alike, with a chance to earn money

for extras - -a longed for bicycle or a coveted jacket. Children thus motivated

"Fresh Air Sweatshops," New Generation, vol. 54, No. 3, pp. 2-11.

5O-727 ti - 75 7,I
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may wall be poor judges of their work situation. Such instant gratificition

may well make intolerable work appear enjoyable at the Moment. But at what;

price shall we permit children to indulge these motivations?

.

kn

Others argue that parents should be able to determine what is best

'Az their children., In matters affecting the good of the nation i h ong

been determined that the state has a right to pass laws to protect the

.ge.,.

being of the child.

There have always been those who see their situation as at exception.

Regulations are needed for others, but not for theM. In our modern world we

are so inter-de peaattit that what happens in one community affects us all.

Decision, which affect the health and well-being of our 'nation', children must

not be made in isolation.,,e,
,

those areas Continuing to use large numbers of child laborers

there are priasures, both economic and political, which influence the decision

to continue such practices.' These often have little to do with the need for

,child laborl,. For example, in Oregon it is felt that welfare mothers will not

go out and york (thus reducing welfire payments) if their children cannot go

with them. Here in Maine there/his been pressure from some adult `school

employees to continue the cloiing of school so they can earn extra income.1

It was reported in the 1970 study, Child Labor in Agriculture, that

although many elementary school children were not working during the harvest

vacatinn period school superintendents were "hesitant at keeping the elementary

schools open and.closing the high schools dUring the harvest because it costs
\ .

the ataxpayer, more money when some schobls are open in a di rict and some ere.

tlosed.112

1 Child Labor in 4triculture. 1970, 4perican PriendkS rvice Committee,

1
Dhiladelphia, 1971, yip. 34 and 59.

2lbid., p. 60.

4,

1
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Specifically, we would argue against any exeolption for the Maine

potato harvest. In the study mentioned above, it was found that a trend existed

in Aroostook County to keep schools open because a majority of parents did not

approve of the harvest recess or that a majority of the children were not

working. Therefore the hardship perceived by 'employers if they are not per-.

witted to employ childret under age twelve is negligible.

Secondly, the employment of children under twelve in the harvesting

of potatoes it unsuitable and.harmful. We hold this to be true because of ate

long hours (usually 8-9).,the use of unregulated maChinerY--diggers, tractors,

maks, the use of chemicals and pesticides, and the unsuitability of the

work itself, Potato harvesting re wires consistent use of the same muscles

in back, legs and hands which physicians believe to be extremely. harmful to

the skeletal development of pre-adolescent children. Further, it entails the '

constant lifting and the emptying of heavy baskets.

The 1974 amendments were enacted to protect young children in agri-

culture because dongress was convinced, on the basis of evidence presented by

the people of this nation,"that Condition* in agriculture ware
ouch as to

.warrant added protection, and because the Congress recognised the clear hindrance

to development which work presents for'young children.

Further, protection as already exists under the law will be.seriously

weakened if any exemptions are granted. Many children will be denied the pro-

tection of the law by the simple fact that it will increase the difficulty of

enforcement. 0Compliance officers will find themselves devoting valuable in-

spection time to checking out exemption., thus further diluting the current

grossly inadequate enforcement practices.

10.0
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The abuse of children in agricultbre is well-documented. Because for

thirty-five years since prOtection was extended to other children we refused a

t
to provide eqbal protection for agricultural workers we have lost countlets

. .

"lives and seen children maid for life. But even worse, because physical
1 , 0
demise caused by work during the early years often is not visible fdr many,

. \ ny 'years, we have caused the suffering of tens of thousandend 'cut shortm\

th lives of numerous others. Even harder to measure is .the cope to indivi-

Auelo_andtath. oar4oRbectitute_of_ ehildren. deprived .of their formal and compler,,

development as human beings.

Senator Mark Hatfield op the one hand applauds the legislation in

(motion because of the effect it will have on breaking the continuing cycle

of poverty and neglect plot has resulted from the abuse of migrant children

but at the tame time he advocates that non - migratory children should be exempted

from the lax. /.:"

be1lt4tbat this is a contriduction in terms; gor if we acknow4

led dung "shit labor as abusive for one group for such developmental reasons..

4/ 4s abvti*ker all. The middle-class child, simply because of is economic

tatuff, 4440i immune to mistreatment nor is he immune from being used at his

own expense and that,oft others.

Any leliberatilefort to make child labor available disrupts the

labor market, takes jobs from hdults and dep wages. Further to exempt

children would discriminate against the migrant who can neither

have is own children work nor work himself in jobs held by local children. If

protection is needed for one child it is needed for all children.

We ale supported by decades of social history, medical facts, and
\*.r

psychological understanding of child development when we take the position that
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regardless of the place, the time or the job there is simply no reason to

employ children under the age of twelve in commercial agriculture.

A special exemption for the State of Milne, for Aroostook County,

would be a dangerous return to an era when the Federal Government was neglect-

ing its duty to protect society's children.

We urge the Senate not to modify these amendments nor to grant ex-
,

emptions so that4all our nation's children may have equal protection under the

10 2
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Senator HATHAWAY. Our next panel is a panel of educators, John
Houghton, superintendent, Madawaska Schools;, Richard Crocker,
superintendent, Caribou Schools; and Hamilton Giberson; superin:-
tendent, Hon lton Schools.

Gentlemen, your complete statements will be put In the record at ,
the conclusion of your testimony and you may gd ahead, and sum-
marize if you will.

Mr. GIBERSON-. We might have diversity of opinion.
Senator HATHAWAY. I see. /

STATEMENT OF JOHN HOUGHTON, SUPERINTENDENT, HADA-
WASKA SCHOOLS, MADAWASKA:. MAINE; RICHARD CROCKER,
SUPERINTENDENT, CARIBOU SCHOOLS; AND HAMILTON GIBER-
SON, SUPERINTENDENT, HOULTON SCHOOLS, A PANEL * OF
EDUCATORS

MY. HOUGHTON. I alb John Houghton:
Senator Hathaway, members of the committee, Tam superintendent

of schools of Madawask
Brunswick, about 63
manufacturing comm

My few remarks t

ine. RIB on the border of Maine and New
niles from Presque Isle. It is a combination
ity with an agriculture component.

ris afternoon ,will probably refer to the educa-
tional problems,,surr unding the split school year.'

The premise that brings boys and girls to school in the middle of
August and recesses then from 3 to 5 weeks, depending upon the
weather, is completely indefensible, from an educapon point of view.

The first 3 or 4 weeks accomplishes little else than fulfilling the
mandated State requirement for a certain number of days. In our in-
stance, 180,,of which 175 are classroom days. &-

School systems today are expected to provide most of The in-seClite
programs and updating of staff onsite. The practice has merit in that
it brings teachers together in a learning situation of new practices, in
grading, teachirrg techniques and student management

Currently, with a strong union movement and elongated year, the
need for the days to be worked into a school calendar, it is almost
impossible to find days for profesSional developjnent inn system, on a
systemwide basis, and stay within the mandated State requirements.

There are, at present, school systOras in Aroostook County which are
holding classes on Saturday. It has-been my premise for many years
that we do not mike up anything when parents, teachers and students,
are unhappy about schools being held on Saturdays; holidays, 9r hav-
ing vacation periods interrupted.

In Madawaska of-recent years the elementary youngsters through 6
- remained in school during the harvest period, and the secondary stu-
dents do work in the harvest.

This was a, decision made by the school committee 3 years ago. And
as fur as these youngsters are concerned, we studied it for some time
before we madd that decision, and the teachers presently find that the
value of having the youngsters in school is of much greater value than
it was when they were interrupted and had to come back and start all
over again.

My concluding remarks, however, would diffim- a little bit from the
prennie that I madeat this point.
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I would like to address myself to the 12-year-old, or boys anderls in
general, and the harvest period.

I worked in the county, as we referred to Aroostook,, for a third of
my years in education. My wife grew up on a diVersified farm in
Ashland, 20 miles west of Presque Isle. At no time have I seen, nor has
anyone suggested that youngsters in Aroostook County have been
exploited by the farmers of the county.

The youngsters carry a good lunch to the field, and return home
each night. .

In most instances, they are neighbors or children of friends of
particular farmers.

Thank you.
Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you.
Mr. CROCKER. Senator Hathaway, Representative,Cohen, and mem-

bers of the panel; my name is Richard Crocker. I am employed as
superintendent of schools in Caribou, Maine, for 21 years.

The few remarks that I will make are, in substance, what I wroteto
Senator Hathaway as to my feelings in my letter of-july 30.

I have heard it criticized that it interrupts the school year, and
been in Caribou for 25 years, I am not sure in my own mind

that the shorter summer recess and a harvest recess is a detriment,
really. .

I cannot substantiate this on paper right now, but we were taught
that in your learning process, the longer that you were away film a
learning situation, or did not use something,. the greater the loss.

So`i am n6t. sure that a shortened summer recess is actually that
. beneficial. I kulow that it is inconvenient for people who would, like to

spend all summer at the camps. I know that we have other recesses
which are not too much shorter.

Our recess in Caribou is usually about 3 weeks. I have witnessed
thig over 25 years Of seeing children of parents who are in the lower

omit status come back well-clothed. We have surveys to show how
much money they have earned. I am not only looking at thoge peOple.
I am looking at the people in the mid and upper brackgs.

They probably went into a work experience that they would not
otherwise have an opportunity to.

I think they learned the value of a dollar. I think they learned the
responsibilities of working for somebody. And I really feel that maybe
that they learned more in this work experience than they would in a.
school year that was traditional, We_will say, where we do not have the
harvest recess.

Thank you.
Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you.
Mr. GmsasoN. Senator Hathaway, Representative Cohen, and mem-

bers of the subcommittee, it certainly is a pleasure and an honor for me
to be in ted to come here to this meeting this afternoon.

I am the superintendent who stated over the radio and television the
euperint dent to be named, and I am the one who has been named.

I hav been a teacher in the schools of Maine since 1938, at which
time I st rted teaching in a rural school in a little community of Sid-
ney, iy14% e, and I have been a teacher, a high school-principal and
supermt ndent for over422 years. ;

I am n t a native of Aroostook County although I do feel that I have
close ties the county. -
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My wife grew up in Maine, in thu southern reaches of Aroostook
County, so I have some affinity and I have always known what potato
picking was and what Aroostook County is like.

I have visited my grandfather's-farm and seen how he worked most
of his life in dragging little stones from one place to another and piling
them in piles in order to make a living off of a farm that probably

as no e of the most productive farms thatcthere was in the region.
to speak to what the committee has been brought

"here today to eak 9 or against: I have had people in my office during
the past few yyeear 4-epresenting the Christian Science Monitor, repre-
senting the Seventh clity Adventist, -and I have nothing whatever
against these particular people, but they have come up here into Aroos-
took County with the idea that we are Simon Legrees; that we are
driving Children out into the fields, and that we have long stakes and
switches with which we are cruelly beating children, and we are getting
from-themtlierkinds-of-slush rticularly-resent-T hey-ha, V ti
not been here long enough, these people, to see what is going on here.

think that the people in Aroostook County are capable of making
up their minds of whether they need such a law as this particular child
labor law.

Even though, some of my ancestors proba$1y were admirers of Alex-
.

ander Hamilton from whence I have my name, I would feel that I
would have to address myself to Jeffersonian democracy; that that
government that governs less, governs best.

I do not think we need fromand I know that many people are
rimning,for office' and they are all running for office, and they seem to
have one premise in mind, that-we do not need to have any more laws
on the State level or the Federal level ; that we will let the local people
decide what they, are going to do.

I think that time has come in 'Aroostook County. I think the people
are capable of decidingwhether they need a particular child labor law
or do not need a particular child labor law.

I do not think we need this thrust on, us from Washington, or from
any other particular place. I do notthink there has been any studies
made of whether this potato harvest hurts children or does not hurt
them.

Itknow that going on to college is probably about the poorest way
that you judge a particular high school.

We do havewe did have a student thatcame from our high school
in Houlton, where we had closed clown for the potato harvest for a

-g, lon -time. ire graduated, from the University of Maine in electrical
engineering. He received alt. A's. He is one of four students that went
'through that university and received all A's.

Whether that is a way of equating whether you should have, a '
potato harvest recess maybe a potato harvest recess helped him to be
that type of person. Maybe the fact that he had to go out and pick"
potatoes decided for him that there was a better way in life in doing
what he did.

I think sometimes that if we could send children out and give them-
some of thisand we do this in career education, we send them out in
the workplaceand I think one thing that they learned from this, that
nerhat)s this is a better way o1 living in this world than spending
all of your life working in a potato field or picking potatoes, things
like that.

05
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I have talked with a Amber of students who have saved enough
money during the time that they have started in picking potatoes so
that they have lren able to pay their way through colle e without
any helpand they would not have been able to go thro 0.h college
if they had riot tif there was not this potato hart/ st rec ss.

I think your see,: from wh t you can gather, I' am 4 i favor of
-, this particular law.. I do no think if is a iTiabre-law'.. I not think
there is any need, for it to have ever been passed, and we havewe

o
did have in the background Schilling who is the Federal person en-
forcing them. .

I asked him out there in the corridor whether he could eriforce this,
law, whether he was in a position to,want to enforce it. I know he has
talked with us as superintendents. I know- he has talked with the
Maine Potato Council. And there seems to be a divergence of opinion
when he tal ..s with either group.

Wha .... . '. 'rig to happen in this partimiommespect, I do not know.
He says t, us, "Look,'this is a law ancLwe are supposid to see that

it is carried mkt." . 'sv., 7,-

T do not , hink this is our responsibility at all. I think this is going
to be some , dy else's responsibility, and I think perhaps we feel that

ItheirI p rsonally feel that there is no need for this lam715ver having
been passed at all, ,

,r thinl I we. up here in the so-called wilds of northern Maine can
decide 4v at we best ;wan for ottrseNes and how we-.may best achieve
what we ant tor our children. And I did not stay in education as long
as I di , without baying a feeling for and a concern for children.
That IS why I stayed in it, because I tauglit'during the depression,
and I stayed in all through those times because I had this particular
feeling for children.,

I do not think we need this at all. ,
(I think that the Senate would be -wise to do %way` with this par-

ticular law and let this concern go back to the people and let the
people of this area and the people of this country decide what they
feel is best for. them.

I thank you and I appreciate coming before this august group.
Senator HATHI,WAY. Thank you for the last statement. Tharik you

'very much Mr, your statements, all of you.
You have coverectsjust about all the questions I was going to ask s

you, bilt let me ask you one or two. .
You have come to some 6onclusions about the value of the work

experience and the fact that ybu do not think that it hurts the eau-.cation of children.
But, are there any studies made f tl s on a scientific basis that

we could' put into the record, or i your ow_ n observations? o
ivir.t.nocKna.,It is jest my own observations.
Senator HATHAWAY. All of you?
Mr. Ca(fortEa. Yes.
MF.-GIBERSONI might add that I think, in Aroostook County, we

find that we -taped about a lot of people out of work. And I think
this is rue in Aroostook County in particular.

The are klot of people out of work, and I know that Verents
haie come to mIcanetalked with me-and said, if you want to do away

1 6
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with this potato harvest, are you prepared to tell me where I am going
t enough money to buy clothes for my children?

ow, in the many places where we see.children after Christmas, we
see them dressed in all types of different varieties of clothing, but,
when children come back from a potato' harvest, I think we can find
it is just something like after Christmas. They are all decked out in
the new clothes that they have been able to purclUe for themselves.
And I feel it would belt particular hardship on M parents in this
area if it was not possible for the children to pick in this potato
harvest.

Senator HATHAWAY. Do many teachers participate?
Mr..GinEasorr. I do not know that they pick potatoes. They prob-

ably hive risen above the potato pocking stage. They drive trucks.
Mr. IlotronTox. I do not think:they have as many teachers partici-

pating in the immediate recent past because the level of salaries has
crept up over thC yeam to a point where anyteacher with Any experi-
ence does not feel that they want to become involved in the work.

These are those who will still drive trucks, as Ham has just men-
tioned, and some other jobs,-but there are not as many.

Senator HATnAwAY. On your pointexcuse me?
-Mr. CROCKER. I would like to make one observation that when

Potato harvest' rolls around, 'the children are practically as excited as
they are at Christmas time. They look forward to it, and Mr. Giberson
spoke about the people needing money for clothing and other familly
needs.

e also have people from higher economic status, doctors, and so
, they are round to go into the fields. They enjoy it. And many

times it is not particularly liking to the parents when the children
come home at,n'ight with all of the dirt and getting the mother up at

_
5 o'clock and putting up tile lunch, but this is certainly_ what the chill-
d'rern want

Sdnator HATHAWAY. And on your point in regard to the shorte-n.ed
summer vaction and recesslivacation to pick potatoes, is it not true that
there are a number of school districts in this country who are now em-
barking on an ozperimental basis of a 6-week, 2- to 3-week off year
school schedule ?''

CROMER. 'Yes.
I think you indicated, front' an educational point of

view, thakaiiiiiig--up-schools and taking a four-week break is in-
defensible?

Mr. HOUGHTON. T think it is.
Mr. Conurr. I wonder if you feel the same way about Christmas

vacation ?
Mr. Ilouomorr. No.
You have had a full semester at which time the youngsters have

been in a routine where there is a learning process. The learning proc-
ess is fed over a long period of time, and there is a break of about 1
week or 7 days of actual school process.

I do not think that I would buy the fact at Christmas time. But it
is the fact thatparticularly in the lower gradesjust those three
weeks, the youngsters coming in, and by the time we come back in
after potato harvest, the to ping pro ess has to be begun all over -

again.
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tt Just in the past 3 years, r elementary teachers would not
go baCk to where they wer interrupted 'had they had to st tirt

to.
over

again. i . IP-
Mr. COHEN. Do you feel applies tQ grades;6t11 grade, 7th through

--=' 12th? 1
. .

Mr. HoutuiToN. I thin , in some instances, for some students, yes.
Mr. COHEN. I notice you draw the distinction from those only ender

the sixth gradek / . . If , ,

Mr. HorroxIoN. Part of it has tb do with the design of the building
and the committee, in their discussion, had public meetings that were-
held, and felt that this is as far as they wanted to go. ' ,

I did say in my remark that we do. have an agficultural component
within the committee, and it is no sense in wAying the rej flag. .

I think if sociologically the harvest co luld.-,e handled some different
way, I would fakvor it. _,

In my concluding remarks, I said I do p ot see any problem. I do
not see where youngsters have been harmed by working in the fields.

I started weeding rows of beans, when I was only 8 years old, and
we got so much fdr a row of.beans. And I think that is where some
of the concerns used to say yop are worth as much as a row of beans.)

Sometimes tfiose rows were supposed be a few hundred feet long,
but they looked like miles. s.

Mr. COHEN. I would like to. say at them panel has tried' not to
.. insert' any partisanshipin this hear'

You quoted Jefferson as saying that Government is best when 4t gOv-
eks leastand for the past 4 years I have been attributing that...,
remark to Lincoln. .

Mr. GIHERSON. I am sure you are right... t,

Mr. COHEN. No; I think you are right. ,k..

if Senator IltitrimwAY. When, you wei$e quoting ,that, you did not
mean to be putting us\put of work 41.

Mr. Glenasorr. Not rally.. /,

Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you very much for your testimony. We,
appreciate it.

The next witnesses we have is a group of growers, the.next-to-list tz.
panel, Lawrence Gough, Neil Berce, and Herschel Smith.. , \

The 'person who is goi5g to go firstI will start with you.
. 41le

STATEMENTS OF HERSCHEL SMITH, 'LAWRENCE (TOUGH, eID NEP
TIERCE, A PANEL OF GROWERS,

/
clamp

Mr. ram. I will start off. . , 40-

Senator Hathaway, Congressman Cohen, it is a'' pleasure to be here.
I am Hergchel Smith, and I am a potato grower. 'And I haveprob-

ably got a 'strong back and weak mind from the time' I was picking
potatoes, when I was 6 years old. .

...,, .
'I- grow, about 1,0.00 acres of potatoes. I have operate,e1 six harvesters,

,....,

and. I have one kr two 'hand .crews. . .

Last year I ermployed 1,959 schoolchildren on:the harvesters or
driving trucks in the potato storages. They ealne:4 rri.p.-: 1 of,08,387.22.

I emplOyed 67 school-age children under 1, ' l' 12 are 'under
12. I paid them 40 cents a barreLtor iieking. Tho$Parned $11,4090,

q i\i,
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for a total ear ed by these schoolchildren who worked for me of
$29,000. lb,

This hand Crews cost me more money than the harvester and, me-
chanical crews, but I feel that the quality of the potatoes harve'sted
more than compensated for the extra cost.,more

picked these citildrin trp with the bus in the morning and re-
turned them at night to their home. On cold days, or questionable days,
where it is cloudy or threatening to rain, we keep the/6pol bus in the
field'where they can get in and out quickly. They aro carefully super-
vised by field foremen.

.

As to accidents, I ha.te been doing thisI have been farming for
over 30 years. I do not mall any major accidents'ever other than a
sliver in the-finger, 'or mWe a cut hand. Nothing seriou in 30 years.

AAnd we hope it continues that stay. ..

o far as the benefits, I think we can all agree that fja life is a
gr t place to bring up a family. , i

The potato harvest in this area is a large part of farnflife. The chil-
dren not only earn money, they learn a great deal.

I think that they earn the respect Of others, they learn responsibility,
they are taught lessons of honesty. They have tickets in sections. Each
year we catch a fellow stuffing a ticket box and taking someone else's
tickets off and putting his on. If we get him straightened out, I think it

.

'might straighten him out for life. They learn the spiiit of cooperation
and of competition.

They learn good habits, and I think that the habits of children
formed in the lower grades may carry them through life.- .
" I think ,it is well to have them supervised occasionally rather than

running up and down the street, foaming delinquent habits. .
They learn to pace themselves during the day. They learn what they

can do and what they cannot do.
They strengthen their personality and character and, above all, they

learn the talus of.a dollar. .

Many of these people get the first check and first dollar that they
evereamed themselves. It is their own to spend wherever.they want
to-spend it. T. , .

Our crew was televised' last, fall on the "Good Morning; New Eng-
land" show. ii Z

question w,as asked of one of the boys, what was he going to do
with s money. And he said he was giiiiig to put some in the bank,
that 'he as going to buy some clothes, an_ d he was going to blow the
rest of it. .

I think that is about it. .
is his as hesees fit to gpend it, and I think iat is -a great thing.

My children haveAil participated in. the fa harvest, and I think
' they are the better for it. 4 )

We will harvest our crop with or without these children, but I am
of the firm belief that good honest well- supervised work is just as nn-
;portant to the growth and development of childrtn as a formal
education.

With a good injection at the first, they will probably absorb the lat- '
ter more frequently.

Thank you,

0'9
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Mr. Mac& Senator llathaway, Representative Cohen, members of
the panel, I am Ned Berce from St. Agatha, Maine. I am prestmtly

, managing a potato farm for my mother, too.
We grow 158 acres of potatoes. This year we, employed, in excess

of (130 man-hours at least two quarters of the year.
Of our pickers, we have 45 pickers total. We only use the picking

crew during the fall. Of this, 30 percent are 12 years of age or
younger.

To dispute some of the testimony earlier given, I made several trips
through the field during each particular day, and I haye not seen a
child working 8 to 10 hours a day.

I might, say, that I would walk through the field and see a couple
of kids playing, and walk a little further and see two or three
picking, and a little further there Might be one sitting on one of my
baskets, breaking the handle, and a little further, some throwing pota-
toes up against the barrel..

To me this is a little more like a circus than a sweathouse. And also
they mentioned the weight barrier.

As I am sure the other farmers will agree, we have different size
baskets for different size people, anywhere from 5 pounds4.on up.

Some of the reasons I will give for employing children under 12
years of age, and to be 'redundant of Mr. Smith's testimony, in my
particular a reii, which is a rather poor economic area, it is very hard
to find enough pickers, and not that these children 'under 12 pick 30
percent- of the crop; however, they do make up 30 percent of the labor
force. They pro'bably pick 15 percent of the crop:

But, with them, they bring their parents, who again pick possibly
another 15 or 20 percent of the crop, and if they could not bring the
Children into the field, many times the parent would rather stay home
with the,child. We have many families picking.

A family of six or seven person may pick at onetime in the field.
In my own particular instance, the reason that I do use pickerss

that I do grow 135 acres of potatoes, and it .becomes uneconomical for
myself to use a harvester. A harvester will harvest, we will say, 125
acres of potatoes.YK

I have 135 acres. And' as in most businesses, I try to produce pota-
toes at the cheapest-amount of ,cost to Me. And at the present time,
the cheapest way to produce this unit of potatoes is using a hand crew.

If I were to purchase ; harvester and the different attachments,
some farmers would also have to purchase a tractor to pull it, it could
cost me in excess of, $50,000. And one harvester would not harvest
my totalcrop, and so I would have to purchase two, which would be
uneconomical for my aize farm.

Just with respect to one thinglin the advantage of the 12-year-old,
I have also been picking potatoeg since I was 6 years...old. What we
always did when we received our paycheck, we saved our money dur-
ing the fall, and then we we the stores after harvest and bought
. our c,ompletetoutfit al lothes and wintex clothes.. And I am
Sure this is the e c se now, especially in the dis ct that I am from.

As. Mr. Smith, said, there is nothing quite like seeing a child, 6,
8, 10 years old, stand in line waiting for his paycheck at the end of
that week: He reallyikels like a man.

1 0
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Thank you.
Senator HATHAWAY. Before We go on to the next witness, you said

30 percent are under 12, That is whatiwe are concerned about.
Mr. BEitcn. Y. es, 30 percent of my crew are under 12 years old.
Senator HATHAWAY. I should hake a point, I suppose.
IP you say that youthat none of,,these children could work, you

would also lose their parents. I suppose they would be in school so the
parents could come fotpart of the clay because the children would be
in 'school.

Mr. BERGE. Possibly, but I also feel that many parents bring their
children to the field, and I know a couple of cases that the parent would
nottcome ifthey,could not bring th4irtSildren.

Senator HATHAWAY. Even if the child were in the school ?
Mr. BERCE. Absolutely.
They like to have the child in the school and also to have-the child

Senator HATHAWAY. Fine. Mr. Gough?
Mr. Gown!. Senator Hathaway, Representative Cohen, and the

panel, I. am Lawrence Gough, born and brought up in Aroostook
County.

As a child, I can look back with going into that potato field also
and I will have to'confess that many of those days I do not like to think
about, but still, in all, it was a lot of fun to look back to.

I am presently operating a farm, live in Hodgdon, a/so a farm in
Hodgdon, 25,0 acres, table-stockedgrower. I come under the category
of over 500 man-days. I.may have mechanical harVesters;but I prefer
hand crews over the mechanical harvesters because my present table-
stock crew prefers superior quality that we have, which simply is very
hard to get.

My total crew is 85; my handpickers, 75; students, 65; under 12
14) years old, 35; and parent, 5.

One part of this law that ha been passed and that I fed is vety
iunfair is the 506 man-day part alit.

My neighbor can hire these children under 12, but A prohibits m
hire them. I feel that it is unfair to me'and also to the einployees.

Many of these farnilies have worked for me over the years. The
older children have grown up and gone, but still there is the younger
ones. They do not feel as though they want to go hire with my neigh-.
bors, because they have worked for me for years,

But still, I cannot hire them because of the way It is set up.
I fill in with the mechanical harvesters when I cannot get enough

hand crews.
The past 2 or 3 years, it has been very hard to get enough hand-

pickers, so WES do have to fill in a little with the mechanical harvesters.
Going back to the supervision which we have heard here today,

my wife is employed full time.. She probably 'does not get paid much
for it, but she is there 9 hours a day in the field taking care of all
the little prbblems the children have and carrying them cold drinks
on hot days and hot drinks on `cold days,, and those ivho forget their
lunch'pails, going and getting-them, and so on and so forth.

Al s(3, the diggermen driving those diggers back and forth to the
field; 3 or 4 miles, are corning by those children every 10 or 15 minutes.
They help supervise them.

Also, there are foremen in the field, working on trucks and so forth.

4
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'So I feel the children are pretty well supervised in this respect.
The children in my particular operation are taken care of as Jar as
weather conditions go. We have a large van in the field.

If there is a rainstorm or they want to get warm, it is there for
them at all times.

Another point that has been brought out, which I would like to
about alsO, is the way those children look toward that check on Friday
night. They really feel as though they aro more like a grownup person
when they Step up to get that oheck.

That. is all I have to say. Thank you.
Senator HATHAWAY. If you knew the children under 12 were going

to be prohibited next year, would that affect your planting next May?*
Would you go ahead and plant the same, as much as you did last

year?
BERCE. I probably would go ahead and plant much the same

and take my chances.
Senator HATHAWAY. On what? That we can change the law?
Mr. BERCE. I mean-- 4

Senator HATHAWAY. Take the chances that you would get some
other labor? it&

Mr. BERCE. Well, I would take my' chances whether I got them
harvested or not, like all of the farmers this year. Some got them
all and some did not.

I feel that most of it was lack of help in most cases, even though
we did have bad weather. Those that had lots of hekp, the biggest
part got done.

Senator HATHAWAY. Even with the children working; do you have
a hard time getting adequate supply dfliabor for theharvest?

Mr. BERCE. Yes; we do.
Senator HATHAWAY. Is he speaking for all of you Viten he says.

that?
Mr. GOUGH. He is spRaking for me.
Mr. Sntrrn. If we did not have they children, we,,take calculated

risks for the year.
Even with the 12-year-old and others, we did not get it all harvested.
Senator HATHAWAY. Mr. Berce testified in reprd to his observa-

tions on how the children worked in the field: 414,
Is his ,observation substantiated by yours?
It is not a, real picnic for them, but it is not slave labor by any

means?
Mr. SMITH. There is a real good attitude among the children. They

work hard, but they have a good time. They have a section, and that
section is as large or as small as theyNvant it.

But if they get beflind, they shorten the section up. They wag*
play.

,,
If it is cold, they build a bonfire with the busted barrels. The last

day of the season, we have a hotdog roast for them.
When I go through my field, I feel like President Ford going dowh

Fifth Avenue. I have to wave to every one of the kids, and they are
Waving their baskets, and saying hi, Herschel. I just love them. It
gives you renewed faith in the young people. You can see them work.

Senator HATHAWAY. I am not sure President Ford would get that
kind of reception.

A
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Mr. COHEN; The last time I was going down Wall Street, they

were building an ark. [Laughter]
I just have one question.
Of those under 12 years old, apparently they harvest 3 percent of

the potatoes harvested each season. The children under 12 account for
that, roughly 3 percent.

I think you indicated that this does not take into account that he
parents come along. -

Assuming that Senator Hathaway and myself were not success 1
in doing anything about this particular law, what has been thO x-
perience in those schools who now keep their schools open for he
grades, kindergarten thrbugh sixth grade ?

What is the experience of employment there ?
Has there bean, it' drop-off in parents who would work, because it

seems to me that you can no longer make theaxguinent to be objective
about it, that the parents stay lime and take ca:re of the children,
because the children are there in school ?

I a,m just wondering what the experience of those areas, Madawaska,
several otherywho close their schools down for the upper grades but
not e or the element*y grades?

as, theiVbeenA, loss of adult employment there?
8iirrn. I was on the school board in Presque Isle 3 years ago,

or Something like that, when we decided to leave sixth or-seventh grade
down. We did not close that school. ,

It was not only the loss to the children, but it was the loss of the
parents. It 'was the loss of the bus drivers, the telichers. We lost many
more people in the harvest than just tilt amount of students.

Mr. COHEN. There are several areas, such as Limestone, Madawaska,
SAD-1, 10, and N now that keep their elementary grades goingduring'
the season.

I am wondering if those areas suffer a loss employment as far Its
the adults ?

Mr. SMITH. I was on the school board when we did it here on SAD-1,
and we. lost not only the children, but we lost the parents, we lost many
bus drivers, we lost teachers.

Mr.' COYIEN. But why would the parent not work if the child were
back in school ?

Mr. Siirrn. Well, the children go to school like 8 o'clock. They have
to be there.

Our harvest starts between 6 o'clock and- ''o'clock. The children go
to school at 8 o'clock. They come back at 3 o'clock ; .and the harvest does
not get out until 5 o'clock.

You cannot operate in a pcitato harvest and go to work at 9 o'clock
andquit at 2 'clock.

Mr. COHEN. I think that point has to be made for the record.
So it will affect employment even though the schools stay open and

the parents will not be able to simply drop out and take care of them.
That is all I have.
Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you very much, gentlemen. I appreciate

your testimony.
Our final witness for today is Mr. Phil Sheridan from the North

American Blueberry Council.
You may proceed as you wish.
Is that why your statement is blue
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STATEMENT OF PHIL SHERIDAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE
NORTH AMERICAN BLUEBARRY COUNCIL, MARMORA,

Mr. SHERIDAN. Just like your shirt, which makes merverylappy.
Senator HATnAwAy. I think my shirt has a hole in it. I hope your

.statement does not.
Mr. SHERIDAN. Hit does, I Will let you find it
I want to begin by sayingtwe things. This I think is.the 230 legisla-

tive hearing that I have Ilad the priYilege of participating in. I am
certain that God in his Heaven has a special place for all 'legislators
who attend hearings. He has a Special shade of bite for their halo, so
that all who see them will recognize their patience and their courtesy.

The second thing is, When I came to Presque Isle and this is my first
time, I had no idea that I would be privileged to be in the presence of
omniscience. Omniscience that, transcends parental concern and par-
ental care.

I witnessed it, howeveroind wit ii all of the privileges of omniscience,
I levant to say one thing. It does noi4ivethe privilege of puttinglyordss
in anyone's mouth, part,icularly mine.

The reason that I am here is not behaise I want to get kids working
in the -bluebell), fields, quite the, opposite. I will give the lady from
the Child Labor Commission $1,000 if she can show me anylilueberry
grower that &ver paid one dime to a kid under 12 years of age for pick-
ing in the fields.

So now that we have clearedoh, there is one other thing. See that
boy back there?

Would you stand up, young fellow in the yellow shirt?
I want everyone in this room to see an example of the pitiful condi-

tion that it creates when you work picking potatoes.
This young man is the latest appointee to West Point. I hate to think

\Alai, he would be like if he had not been stunted in his development.
Now, I would like to get down to what I am really here for.:
I am the Executive Director of the North American- Illueberyy

Council. This council is emposed of about 4,000 growers from. the
major producing areas of Itfitine,.from New Jersey, from North Caro)
lina, from Michigan, Indiana, and also from Oregon- and Washington.
These are the people who produce an annual crop of 250,000 pounds of
blueberries, both wild and cultivated.

They :-.ed that I testifiy today regarding the effects of the regula-
tion bannin children 12 years old and under from being, not working,
being in the lueberry fields.

I speak not only for the growers, I also speak for the pickers who
are at' th'e bottom of the income, scale, and who are also affected by this
regulation. These pickers are Puerto Rican, they are Indian families,
they are southern migrant families, as Well as local labor supply. Work!
ing mothers from large ority ghettoes, high schools, college students,
and also teachers.

The blueberry industry provides 4 to 8 weeks of employment to more
than 204000 of these people, who can earn anywhere from up to $200
per week and more picking blueberries.

Sinee.1970 all of the blueberry areas have faced a problem of in-
creasing severity, namely that of obtaining a sufficient labor supply to
take the crop off the bushes.

60.:127 () - 75 - 0.
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I would like to make a motion that the representatives of the Child
Lubor Commission. be 'put in charge of agricultural labor recruitments.
BecauSe we cannot find the pickers, no matter how hard we try, and no
matter what we doadvertising on radiq, television, newspapers.

This regulation banning children 12 find under front' entering the
field has already cut the adequate labor sApply by 20 percent last year,
and next year if it is strictly enforced thty estimate that the labor sup-
pl will be cut by ofuthird.

theFor the simple fact flat 35 percent o/,' our labor consists of parents
with children m this age bracket. Parents who bring their kids with
them into the field. They cannot afford babysitters.

There are no day c
mothers feel it is a 1
than to run the cit
think that is not t

re centers in most blueberry areas, an ghetto
better to bring their kids for a day in tl ia. fields,

treets smoking pot, breaking windows, and if you
e case, you ask the City of Philadephia how much

they spent for .e airing broken windows in the school system. It runs
$5 million a year

Bringing the/ hildren to the fields is exactly the way the Blueberry
Co. ofHamilton was brought into court, and found guilty on 20 counts
of having chi dren in the field. That is why the president.of my Coun-
cil, Mr. Gan tta, is not here. Mr. Galletta is trying to keep himself out
of jail. He id not recruit these children, they were brought there by
their parents.

Why did he not know they were there? Because he operates 1,100
acres of blueberries, and the bushes are 5 to 10 feet high. There are
seven access roads, and the pickers come by Car, by bus, on foot, some
1,500 people each day. ..

This week he sent word to his crew leaders that next year.he would,
not hire mothers with small children along. One labor leader, /Mrs.
LoVenia LoVe who drives a bus each day from Philadelphia in the
harvest time, said, "Mr. Galletta, you put me out of business."

Insjead of providing employment oppOrtunities to adults, it denies
this sort of inctnne to most women with dependent children and cuts an
already short labor supply.

I would like to give you not generalities., I woi 14/like to give you
'specifics with four short case histories'.

The first is Bessie Smith. She is 36, black, lives in Philtidelphia.
Bessie has been picking blueberries since she was a teenager. She is a
good worker and averages about $190 a week. She is the sole support of
Willie, age 10, and Tina Marie , 8.age . .

When Bessie catches the labor us at the foot of the Ben Franklin
Bridge in Philadelphia at 6 a. ., to go Out to the fields, Willie and
Tina go with her. Thdi; ,havo great time out in theopen away from
the city streetsyes, pic g a few flats of blueberries ior spending
money at $1.44 per flat they happen to feel like it, but more often,
they spend most of t it time playing with the other children who were
brought there by eir parents. .

Next year, th this regulation in effect, this woman has to take
a choice of ree options. ,

One, should she let her children run loose all day unsUpervised,
unattended, in the city ? Not a very good idea when you live at, Second
and Girard, which is one of the worst sections of the city.

a
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Should she hire a babysitter or take the kids to a day care center?
This is not. only expensive, but do you know any babysitter who will
report to work at 5 a.m. in the morning. And I do not know any day
care center that is open at 5130.

The third choice is for Bessie to go on relief, and who could blame
her if she di*

The second' case is a Puerto Rican migrant family, Manuel and
Consuela. They have four children' three of whom are 12 and under.
They come from ,Puerto Rico and they follow the crops, beginning
in May with asparagus in the spring, and they end in the fall with
apples. And after expanses, they bring back to Puerto Rico $10,000
to live on for the rest of the year.

Unless their children 12 and under can go with them into the fields
from the migrant labor camps, they must hire a babysitter or Consuelo
must remain home. In either case, the family's total income would be
cut substantially.

Let us get here to our own backyard in Maine.
This past summer, I met a married couple; Anne and Steve, ages

26 and 29, respectively. They are working for their doctorates at the
University of Maine.

This couple has a son, Mike, age 6. A

When. met this family on the barrens in Washington County,
Little Mike was having a grand time playing with the other youngsters
whb were there with their parents.

Next year, 'Anne will be forced to stay home with Mike and hope
that she' an borrow the tuition money to finish her education.

Then we have another interesting case of Sam and Mary Beaver-.
foot. They are Indians. They have two kids, Harry, 4, and his sister,
Edie 11.

Each summer this family erects their tepee in the Maine blueberty
fields, and Sam and Mary earn about $2,500, more than a third bf
their annual income, raking blueberries for 6 >weeks.

This regulation makes it impossible for the Beaverfoots to camp.
out on the barrens, and they will lose this important source of income
as there is no adequate housing available at prices they can afford.

They are four case histories out of thousands. They illustrate how
this regulation- is denying employment opportunities and 'creating

,p hazards, not only to the growers but to the pickers themselves. And
it is important to remember that the effects of this regulation are,not
unique to blueberries, as yve have held today. .

They affect every fru4t and vegetable commodity dependent on hand
labor.

As bad as this regulation may be in effecting the loss -.of income for
families who badly need it, the worst part is its effect on the very
children it was designed to protect.

I grew up in the face of the depression, and I started at age 7, selling
pine knots and kindling for 10 cents, and the buck I .made every day
was about a third of my -family's daily income. And I was pretty
proud of it.

I grew up firmly believing id the value of the work ethic, as do the
blueberry growers I represent.
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To deny these child n the opportunity, of working under the direct
supervision of their parents, and perhaps earning their, spending
money, is tragic.

This is especially true in light of the fact that there are no danger-
oils machines in the blueberry fields, and .certainly these same fields
are far more safe than the city streets of the ghettos where many of
them live.

It seems as though in this country today, the word work has almost
become a dirty word, and the verb to labor is demeaning.

This,regulation serves no other purpose than to reinforce this false
philosophy of the ignobility of work by denying opportunity to pa-
rents with small children.

Senator let us always be aware that those who become a parasite
upon society, always taking. and never giving, lose their zest for living.
It/is work that enables a person to be able. to enjoy the rest that life'
has to offer.

Let those who want it, youngror old, have the opportunity to know
this joy of work.

We hope t t you can do something about getting-this regulation
lifted. ,

Thank you.
Do yon have any questions?.
[Applause.]
Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you very much, Mr. Sheridah.
Where is your base in New Jersey?

mMr. SSamAN. In Mahrmora, N.J. And if you know where that is,
you get the "Oak Leaf Cluster." I am right down near Atlantic City.

Serstor HATHAWAY41 wanted to correct one impression, or maybe
you are going to correct me. .

Just taking the child into the potato field, as long as the child does
not work, is not a violation of law. -

Mr3 SHERIDAN. Mr. Galletta is on the hook for 20 counts, and I wish
you would-explain that to a judge down in Atlantic City.

Senator HATHAWAY. Is it a State case or Federal ?
Mr. SHERIDAN;, It is a State case.
Senator HATHAWAY. Maybe it is against the State law of New Jer-

sey, but it is not against the Federal law. .
, You- can take the 'children' to the field. If they are working at all,

it 1s a violation.. Maybe it is a State law.
Mr. SHERIDAN.' Supposing that you take your kids ito the field,

,Senator and with all those lush blueberries, you mean ttley are not.
going tot pick a few ?

Senator HATHAWAY. They will probably tick them and eat them..
Mr. SHERIDAN. You had better believe it. And they will also put

them in Mummy's bucket, because.that is what they see Mummy do.
And once they do thilt, zap.

Senafor HATHAVAY. Well, you are leaving the impression that just
because they wee there, there is a violation. I just wanted to correct
that as far as Federal law is concerned.

Mr. Ro-PauDAN. Yes, but the're is no way, as far as I have been able
to deterinine, that any blueberry geower in all of the five major pro-
ducing areas has ever recruited or hired one child to come into the'-
fields and give him a paycheck for picking berries.
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.- Never have, i nd in these 20 cases, it was not so, and we brought '
/this out, and tl eman was still found ,guilty and still faces all the
fines.

Senator HATHAWAY. The children were just helping their parents,
and the parents got the check?

Mr. SHERI-i:AN. Right.
Senator HATHAWAY. And they considered that a violation?
Mr. SVERIDAN. Yes;sir, they sure did:
Senator VATHAWAY. In this last season?
Mr. SHERIDAN. In this last season.
Senator HATHAWAY:04 the Federal law?
Mr. SHERIDAN. he Federal law. .-
Senator H.fr}KwAy. Not just beftitthere ?,,,
Mr. SHERIDAN. N.O.
Senator HATliAWAY. IL really do not have too many questions to ask

you, just that I ii.41 appreciative of your testimony, which going to

I suppose you could Submit for the record some statist' s as to the
be supportive of the testimony that' has been,given previo ly. ,

number of young people working that would be of help to us.
ff you have any data on whether or not, and to what extent that is

depressing the'wage rate in those areas, we would appreciate that.
Mr. SHERIDAN. New Jersey has the highest minimum wage in the

United States for agriculture, $1.75 to $2 next year. I am not here just
for New Jersey, you understand. / ,

What I am trying to .say is Michigan is right behind them, so is
Indiana, and th question here is not of depressing rates at all because
none of these chi dren, 12 and under, are paid.

Now, We do h ve lorne teenagers that work in the packing 'plants.,
Kids that are ostlywell, that have to have working papers.

Senator HA WAY. We are just concerned with the under 12.
Mr. SHERIDAN. Right.
SafratoNIATH WAY. Thank you. 1 ia;Apy questions .

. @OT-TEN. NO.
,

Senator. HATHAWAY. Thank you very much, Mr. Sheridan,
Let me extend my thankS to all of you w e stayed "all day to

participate and listen to these hearings. ,
If there are any of you who would like to ubmit statements for the

record, the record will be open for. a period of 10 days. I do not mean
just those who testified, but any of you here, or anyone that you know
about, we would be happy to receive any testimony.

Mr. SHERIDAN. Senator; would it be of interest to the committee to
forward to you letters that our growers are receiving from the pickers,
asking how can they work because of this regulation ?

Senator HATHAWAY. A sample of those would be helpful', yes. 'I
would not send all of them in. . =

Mr. SHERIDAN. 4o, but I would like to submit some.
Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you very much, and the hearings will

be adjourned with the record to remain open for a period of 10 days
to receive material submitted for the record by, interested persons.

[The following material was subsequently supplied, for the record :]
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GALLETTA BR-05.
Bladeuf laizosa

aso qua. illsoldmist and Bias444v Plasit
475 Si CHEW ROOD

Hammorton N.S. 08037

Senator M.okathavai.
Senate Office Bldg.
.Washington, D. C. 20250

Dear. Mr. King':

c

January 22, 1975

Y '

Att: Angus King

0

We wtuld like to have the attached letters
received from pickers and crewleaders be made part of the
rgeord of Senator Pathaway's Maine hearings.

Very truly yours,

ATLANTIC ,AdillY CO.

is /SAO

,a21/el.,

S. Arthur Gallo tta, Pres.

4
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JanUary 18, 1475 '
Mrs. Lucy. McClatikey

E:34411
, .

To whoM.it Ray concerns
t-1

It has bome to my attention that the Atlantic Blueberry

COmpany has bead charged withand fined for heveral county.

I have known the lalletta'a practically all my life. They

are hardRorking, honest and fair people. They gave me my first

job and my mother alio worked for them. Many timed they have car-

ried full crates of berries nut of the fields for her.

My.children now pack blueberries there. They earn money to

buy their school clothes and to put some away for theircollege

fund. The Galletta'a provide Jobe for many otudento who may other -'

wise have no meant; of buying clothes or helping out their families

in these very hard times. Now,-emireevar, with the economythan,

being the way it its we need more job opportunit*like the onea 1

Atlantic Blueberry Co. provide.
46

In all my years I have never known them td hire anione under

age. They have complied with the Child Labor Laws. I have never
1

hoard of them breaking any law or mistreating any of their helps-- t

In my children's own wOrdas
0

e 4

"They, make it pleasant for ua to work. ehey 'gibe us breaks

whenever we need them. They are patient and understanding. tack =.

ins blueberries provide us a way to earn money. They even giVe us ,

bonuses. They prOVide ua trahsportation which they arsi, hot odispelled
fp--

to An.-,There is no other job that we can do to Oke as much money

as we do oackin,. berries. Ialletta's give a psirty'at the end.of

the scamp. They do everything possible totMake our wail( easier."

Many students,deoend'on their summer farm work. .In fact, at

423 -J
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the present time,kt ie a matter of survival. Indeed, we should

have more Telple like the Galletta's. With jobs as scarce as they

are, Atlantan. Blueberry should be qomme'nded on hiring so many peo-

'ple who otherwise would baVe no other way.to earn ae much money.
k

Inetee they.are being degraded by some ridiculaUs charges

that wells blown 'Alt of proportion. .Why. not make publ %c spme of

°their worthwAr;.:941ctVributIons? Sjich as giving our youths an in-
.

centive to earn money, devoting their time ter several arganizationo,

and lest but not least. they rnt wherthey ardrtoday with honwet

hard work! Who in all honesty and with any cqnscience would now

try to rob them of an enterprise that took a'life timer to build?
.

SfScenely Yours, ;

A Mrs. Lucy McClaskey

J
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7Senator HATHAWAY. The hearing now stands adjourned.
[Wherelli)on, at 3 :45 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned.]
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